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PREFACE 

The SDS 900 Series Computers are solid state, general purpos e, digital 
machines which use a parallel, random access, coincident current, ITlag
netic core ITlemory and s erial arithmetic operation. 

These computers are completely modular, contain all silicon components, 
and have positive true logic. Internal operations are binary and two's 
complement arithmetic is used. 

This manual is presented in four sections. These cover Computer Logic, W 
Buffer and Input/Output Operations, Magnetic Core Memory, and BCD Type
writer and Tape Punch. Each section has its own lists of Contents and 
Illustrations which define the referenced pages. 
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SECTION I 

COMPUTER LOGIC 



INTRODUC TION 

The Computer Logic Section describes the logical operation of the computer in 
detail. It is primarily intended for engineering, checkout, training and main
tenance use. Descriptions are presented with the assumption that the reader 
has a working knowledge of Boolean algebra and basic digital operations. 

For proper use of this publication, the reader should be familiar with the SDS 
Refe rence Manual for this computer. 
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BASIC COMPUTER STRUCTURE AND OPERATION 

NOTE: The description below includes only the most common conditions. 
Further details and qualifications are given later in this section. 

The computer uses a 24-bit, single-address instruction: 

Ins truction Address 
A. -" 

~ ~ c:. 

~I • X XXX XX • XX XX X XX X X X XX X 

0 1 2 3 4: 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

The instruction code occupies the six bit positions 3 through 8 and determines the 
operation which will be executed. For example, the binary configuration 101100 
represents an octal "54", which is the designation for a subtraction instruction. 
The address field occupies the 14 bit positions, 10 through 23. In general, the 
address field represents the address of the operand. For example, it may re
present the address of the number which is to be subtracted from the A register 
(accumulator) upon execution of a subtraction instruction. 

The computer has nine registers, as represented in Figure 1. The P register 
(program counter) holds the 14-bit address of the next instruction to be executed. 
This 14-bit flip-flop re'gister is incremented by one before reading a new instruction 
since the instructions are generally read in numerical sequence, i. e. , 

10046 
10047 
10050 
10051 

The address held in the P register is transferred in parallel to the 14-bit S flip
flop register (mernory address) where it sets up the address lines in the core 
memory for access to the ,word position addressed. The contents of the desired 
word are then transferred in parallel to the 24-bit M register from memory. Dur
ing memory accessing or storing the S register will always hold the desired address 
and the M register will contain the operand or accept it from memory. 

The instruction in the M register, after being received from memory, is transferred 
in parallel to the 24-bit C register where its fields are distributed as follows: The 
6-bit instruction code field is transferred in parallel to the 6-',)it flip-flop "0" 
(instruction code) register where it will be us ed to control executluu 01 the instruction. 
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Depending upon the instruction to be executed, the address fie Id contain ing the memory address 
of the desired operand is transferred in paralle I to the 5 register. For examp Ie, the M register 
accepts the operand from memory and transfers it in parallel to the C register. At this point the 
code of the operation to be performed is held in the 0 register and the operand, upon wh ich the 
operation is to be performed, is held in the C register. 

During the execution of the instruction the operand is serially sh ifted out of the C register and into 
the Word Assembly register (WAR), Adder, A register, B register, or X register. 

During the execution of "Store II instructions the operand address of the instruction is transferred to 
the S register to set up the Store address. The data to be stored is then sh if ted into the C register 
from its present location, and the information is transferred in parallel to the M register which 
stores it in memory. 

To communicate with external devices such as a photo-reader, magnetic tape unit, punch and 
typewriter, the computer uses the WAR with its associated single character register (SCR) as shown 
in Figure 1. During an input process 6-bit characters from the external device are transferred into 
the SCR in parallel. 'Nhen the Buffer "control II detects that a character has been received, it 
sh ifts the character into the WAR, and when the WAR contains the desired number of characters, a 
signal is sent to the computer to store the information held in the WAR into memory. 

On output, ,the inverse operation is used; the information is sh if ted from the C register to the WAR 
and the computer returns to its previous program. The WAR now sh ifts one character at a time into 
the SCR where it is sent out in parallel to the external device in operation. When the buffer 
control detects that the WAR is empty, it signals the computer to load the WAR with another word 
for ou,tput. 

When studying the information which follows, frequently refer to the Reference Manual to properly 
integrate the programming nomenclature and discussion with that of the internal operation o 
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LOGICAL DESCRIPTION 



INSTRUCTION AND WORD FORMAT 

The instruction liat for the computer is shown in Figure 2. The in8tructions are 
numbered from 00 through 77 octally and are listed with their respective mnemonic 
codes and execution times. The execution time for a specific instruction is the 
number of word times (machine cycles) which elapse during the accessing of the 
instruction and its complete execution, including the accessing or storing of any 
operands. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT 

The instruction format is: 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 2 1 22 23 

o Relative address bit {not used in logic} 
1 Index bit 
2 

3---->~ 8 

9 
10---)-+23 

Program operator 
6 -bit instruction code 
Indirect address bit 
14-bit address 

The programming functions of the above fields are: 

Index Register Bit: 

A "I" in this pos~tion causes the contents of bits 10 through 23 of the index register 
(X register) to be added to the address portion of the instruction prior to execution. 

Program Operator Bit: 

A "1" in this position causes the program opera tor bit and the 6 bits of the instruc
tion code to be interpreted as an entry address for a subroutine. 

Instruction Code: 

The 6 bits of the instruction code contain the 2 -digit octal code for the instruction 
to be executed. This information is transferred to the "0" register flip-flops, 
01, 02, 03, 04, 05, and 06. 
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Indirect Address Bit: 

A flilt in this position causes the computer to interpret bits 10 through 23 of the in
struction (possibly modified by indexing) as the memory location where the effective 
address of the instruction may be found. A "0" causes bits 10 through 23 of the 
instruction to be interpreted as the effective address. 

Addre •• : 

The address is defined by bits 10 through 23 of the instruction. The address 
generally represents the memory location of the operand. 

DATA WORD FORMAT 

The data word format is: 

Tp 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 7 18 19 20 2 1 22 2 3 24 

Arithmetic is performed using the binary two's complement number system. The 
sign bit can then be considered to be integral with the data word. Data words 
consist of eight octal digits, each octal digit consisting of three binary digits (bits). 

During all serial operations the 23rd bit position (least significant end) appears first 
in time. 

ConSidering the machine to be a fixed point, fractional computer, using two's 
complement arithrnetic, any number stored in mernory can be expressed by the 
following general formula: 

or it can be expressed as: 

23 

N= -i A· (2 .) - A 
1 0 

i = 1 

From this it can be seen that the largest allowable positive number is: 

0.11111111111111111111111 
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The minirnurn positive number is: 

o. 00000000000000000000000 

The rnaximum negative number is: 

1. 00000000000000000000000 

The minimum negative number is: 

1. 11111111111111111111111 

Numbers of negative magnitude are expressed in two's complernent form and 
arithmetic operations l where the operands and answers are within the allowable 
range l rnaintain the negative numbers in two's complement form. 
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..... 

..... 
o 

Time 

1 

1 

1 

2+ 

2+ 

3+ 

2 

2 

2 

Mne- Mne-

Code monic Function Time Code monic Function 

00 HLT Halt 1, Z 40 SIG Sldp if M not set 

01 BRU Branch to M 1,2 41 BRX (X) + 1--. X, branch if X9 = I 
02 EOM Energize M 42 

03 2 43 BRM (P)~M, BRU ....... M + 1 

04 44 

05 45 

06 1 46 * 
07 47 

10 MIY (M)-+Y when ready 2,3 50 SKE Skip if (A) = (M) 

11 2 51 BRR (M) + 1 ~ P (BRU) 

12 MIW (M)---t-W when ready 2,3 52 SKB No skip if (B)(M) = 1 anywhere 

13 POT Parallel out, when ready 2, 3 53 SKN Skip if (M) negative 

r4 ETR Extract 2 54 SUB (A) - (M) ---+ A 

15 2 55 ADD (A) + (M}-+A 

16 MRG Merge: (A)or(M~A 2 56 SUC (A) - (M)- Carry ---.. A 

17 EOR Exclusive OR 2 57 AD.C, (A) + (M) + Carry-+A 
-~-

* Instructions where the address is used in addition to the instruction code to define the 
specific operation (See page 1. 12) 

FIGURE 2 

INSTRUC~TION LIST 
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..... 

..... ..... 

Time 

1 

1 

3+ 

3+ 

4+ 

3 

3 

3 

Mne- Mne-
Code monic Function Time Code monic Function 

20 NOP No operation 3 60 SKR (M)-l ---+M Skip if negative 

21 3 61 MIN (M) +. 1 ~M 

22 3 62 XMA (M~.(A) (Exchange) 

23 EXU Execute 3 63 ADM (M) + (A) ~M 

24 4 64 MUL Multiply 

25 28 65 DIV Divide 

26 66 .J~ ** 2 + N/2 even ** 
~ .. 

27 ** 67 ~ 2 + (N + 1 )/2 odd .... 

30 YIM (Y) ~M when ready 2, 3 70 SKM Skip if (A) = (M) on· B mask-= 

31 2 71 LDX (M) ~X 

32 WIM (W) -.M when ready 2, 3 12 SKA No skip if (A) (M) = 1 anywhere 

33 PIN Parallel in, when ready 2, 3 73 SKG Skip if (A) >(M) 

34 2, 3 14 SKD Difference Exponents and Skip 

35 STA (A}~M 2 75 LDB (M) --. B 

36 STB (B)~M 2 76 LDA (M) ----.. A 

37 STX (X) -----.M 2 71 EAX Eff. addres.---"X 

* Instructions where the address is used in addition to the instruction code to define the specific 

operation (see page 1. 12). 
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Instruction co~e 46 
The specific operation to be executed for instruction code 46 ia determined by the 
bits in the address portion of the instruction a8 follows: 

Addre •• Bit 

Z3 
ZZ 
21 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 

Clear A 
Clear B 
Copy (A) into B 
Copy (B) into A 
Copy (B) into X 
Copy (X) into B 
Bita 15-23 only 
Copy (X) into A 
Copy (A) into X 
Copy -(A) into A 

where the above functions can operate simultaneou8ly if they do not conflict. 

Instruction code. :66 and 67 

66 
66 
67 
67 
67 

o 
2 
o 
Z 
1 

I 

OONN 
OONN 
OONN 
OONN 
OONN 

Right shift AB 
Right cycle AB 
Left shift A B 
Left cycle A B 
Normalize AB 

The last two digits of the address specify the number pf shifts or cycles to take 
place. 
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..... 

..... 
w 

02 

03 
~ ____________ ~A ______________ __ 

r 06 06 ) 06 06 r ( 33 
"'\ ( , ~ 

37 36 32 73 77 76 72 63 67 66 62 23 l 
PIN STX STB WIM SKG EAX LDA SKA ADM * * XMA EXU J 

05 

l 35 30 71 75 74 70 61 65 64 60 20 

STA YIM LDX LDB SKD SKM MIN DIV MUL SKR NOP 

13 17 16 12 53 57 56 52 43 46 02 ~ 
05 

POT EOR MRG MIW SKN ADC sue SKB BRM * EOM U 

,-
04 

C Register 

o Register 

14 10 51 55 54 50 41 40 01 00 

ETR MIY BRR ADD SUB SKE BRX SKS BRU HLT 

" J "- , 
" ..... - ..... 

\. 04 04 J 

V 
04 

01 rn 1 C41 C5Ic6J C7 1 cs] 

I 01 I 02 1 03 1 04 1 05 1 06 1 

FIGURE 3 

INSTRUCTION DECODING 

* Instructions where the address is used in 
addition to the instruction code to define the 
specific opera~ion. (see page 1. 12) 



Gray Count 
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12 
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14 
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21 
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23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 
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31 

PULSE COUNTER 

Pulse Time 01 

TI 0 

TO 0 
END Tp ,~ 0 

START T24 0 

T23 0 

T22 0 

T21 0 

T20 0 

T 19 0 

T18 0 

T17 0 

T16 1 

TIS 1 

T14 1 

T13 1 

TI2 1 

TIl 1 

TIO 1 

T9 1 

T8 1 

T7 1 

T6 1 

T5 1 

T4 1 

T3 1 

T2 ~, 1 

FIGURE 4 
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1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Q3 Q4 QS Q6 

0 0 0 1 

0 0 1 0 

1 0 1 1 

1 0 0 0 

1 0 0 1 

1 0 1 0 

1 1 1 1 

1 1 0 0 

0 1 0 1 

0 1 1 0 

0 0 1 1 

0 0 1 0 

0 1 1 1 

0 1 0 0 

1 1 0 1 

1 1 1 0 

1 0 1 1 

1 0 0 0 

1 0 0 1 

1 0 1 0 

1 1 1 1 

1 1 0 0 

0 1 0 1 

0 1 1 0 

0 0 1 1 
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PULSE COUNTER 

.A pulse counter consisting of flip-flops QI, Q2, Q3, Q4, a5 and 06 that counts the 
pulses that make up the twenty-six pulse times of each computer word. 

The pulse counter is a modified gray code counter with 01 as the most significant 
bit. 

The gray code is off-set from the 26-bit pulse count and certain counts. are eliminated 
to facilitate decoding and counter design. 

Note that computer pulse times are designated in reverse order, with respect to 
time. 

06 acts as a straight binary counter generating the output which is counted by the 
gray code counter 01 through 05. 

s06 = or 
r06 = Q6 

The least significant gray code stage Q5 counts in gray sequence with the addition 
of (01 + Q3) on the reset side to force a skip of gray counts 15 and 16. 

805 = C3 Q6 

rOS • 05 Q6 (01 + 03) 

04 counts in gray sequence with the addition of (01 + 03) on the set side to force 
the skip of gray counts 2, 3, 4 and 5. 

s 04 = Q'4 05 Q6 (01 + Q3) 
rQ4 = 04 Q5 06 

03 counts in gray sequence with the addition of TO to force the skip of gray counts 
2, 3, 4 and 5. 

s03 = m Q4 QIOb + TO 

" rQ3 = 03 04 0; Qb 

02 and 01 count in a gray sequence but the forced skip of gray counts 2, 3, 4, 5, 
15 flnd 16 simplifies their set and reset expressions. 

sal =Ql m-m 
rOZ = 01 m m 
sOl = Q3 Q5 Q6 

rOI = OJ 04m 
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PULSE DECODING 

Several multiple--and single pulse times are decoded from the pulse counter for use 
in the computer logic: 

Data word, Tp T24 = 01 + 02 + 03 

Most significant or Sign bit, TO= OT m 03 as 

Least significant bit, T23 = Qi 02 a4 05 

Guard and first bit of word, T24 = a1 'Q2 03 as 

Guard and last bit of word, Tp = aT m- Q3 05 

Address field, (T23 - TID) = 02 

Indirect address hit, T9 = 01 m Q3 &m 
For additional requirements, the following pulse times are also decoded: 

(T22 -T 17) = 01 02 T23 

(T21+T22) = 01 Q2 Q3 05 

--T14 = 01 02 03 05 

--TID = 01 Q2 Q4 Q5 

--(TS-TO) = 02 Q3 

----
Tl = 01 Q3 Q4 Q5 
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PHASE CONTROL 

The va rious internal operations, such a s transfers of information, clea ring 
registers, read from memory, etc., which must take place during the reading and 
execution of instructions, are controlled by eight phases, designated phase ¢O 
through phase (/)7. A general description of t~ese eight phases is given below, 
followed by more detailed discussions on control of the phase sequence by the 
instruction code. 

PHASES 

A phase chart is shown on page 1. 19 which indicates the phase sequencing for the 
various operation codes. Usually, each dot on the diagram represents one cycle 
time from Tp until the next Tp. 

Pha s e 0 ((/) 0 ) 

This phase is the beginning of all instructions. Instructions start at (/)0 T24, with 
the new instruction in the C register and the instruction register cleared to "NOP" 
(20). 

Indexing and indirect addressing are processed in phase (/)0. Also, the memory re
generates the instruction (writes it back in memory because of destructive read-out) 
and fetches the operand. This process may require more than one cycle time, as in 
the case of indirect addressing, executing and transferring. This phase steps directly 
to pha s e (/)5 (a t (/)0 T24) for some instructions requi ring only one cycle time for 
execution. 

At 00 T24 the instruction code is transferred to the OP code register (01, 02, 03, 
04, 05 06). 

Pha s e 1 ((/) 1 ) 

This phase is the set-up or preparation phase for the shift, multiplication 
and division instructions. Pha se 1 inhibits pulsing the meInory for an operand. 

Pha s e 2 ((/)2) 

This phase is the wait phase for the input/output instructions, (10), (12), (13); (30), 
(32), (33). The computer waits in this phase until the data is ready. If the data is 
ready before the instruction is given, then phase (/)2 is by~passed, except for the 
parallel input/output instructions, (13), (33), where phase (/)2 will last only one 
cycle time for data to be transferred. 

Phase 3 (03) 

This phase is the execution phase for shifting, multiplication and division. It 
usually requires several word times. The duration of this phase in shifting is 
dependent upon the number of shifts required. 
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Phase 4 (04)" 

This pha se is the second cycle time of three-cycle instructions which write data 
into the memory. These three cycles are 00-+<1>4 ~ 07. During phase 04 
the P register is incremented for accessing the next instruction, and the word to be 
stored is shifted serially into the C register. 

Phase 5 (05) 

This pha se is the execution pha se for some single-cycle instructions. The C register 
does not shift and parity is not checked. 

Pha s e 6 (06) 

This phase is the main execution phase of instructions requiring an operand, but 
no memory modification. These instructions are the two-cycle instructions, and 
include conditional skips which may require three cycles. 

Pha s e 7 (07) 

During this phase memory regeneration (or new storage) and next instruction access 
are performed. The P register is not incremented unless the Skip flip-flop i. high. 

End Cycles 

An End is defined as the last cycle of execution for the particular instruction being 
performed. The End term designates that the next phase is to be phase (/)0 unless 
the instruction causes a skip. 

End = 05 + (/)6 + cb7 + cbo (- - - - ) 

The last term is for unconditional branches. 

PHASE COUNTER 

A three-flip-flop counter, FI, F2 and F3, controls the sequence and advancement of 
phases: 

F 1 F 2 "F3 = (/>0 

FI F2 F3 = (/>1 

F I F2 F 3 = (/>2 

F 1 F2 F 3 = (/>3 

F 1 F 2 F 3 = (/>4 

FI F2 F3 = 0>5 
FI F2 F3 = (/>6 

F 1 F2 F 3 = (/>7 
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The following discussion indicates the actions of the phase counter during 
execution of the various instruction groups shown in.the phase diagram. 

SINGLE-CYCLE INSTRUCTIONS 

Phasing: ® __ T_2_4_~) ~ @ 
Instructions 00, 02, 20 and 46 advance directly to phase <)5 from phase (/)0. 

sFl = T24 la (/)0 Go B"c";~~2 (~ + ~]+ - - -
sF3 = T24 Ia (/)0 Go C5 C8 CZ (C3 + 04]:+ .. - -

The output of the C register flip- flops must be used for the instruction code, as the 
transfer to the 0 register is not made until TZ4. 

The la term represents the indirect address 'flip-flop and need not be considered 
for thil inltruction group. Go is the control term which allows computation. 

To r~let to phase GO, Fl and F3 are reset at the first Tp, 

where: 

rFl = Tp End~ 

rF3 = Tp End § 

End = Fl F3 Ts + FI F2 Ts + 

Ts is a time -.hare signal and freezes the internal operation of the computer for 
two machine cycles while external devices control access to memory. Sk is the 
flip-flop which signals for a skip condition and need not be considered in this 
inltruction group. 

TWO~CYCLE INSTRUCTIONS 

Phasing: @)-?@---7@. 
Instructions 14, 16, 17, 41, 43, 51, 54, 55, 56 f 57, 71, 75, 76 and 77 advance 
to phase (/)6 from (/JO at the first Tp, if there was no indirect addreSSing. 

sFl = Tp Ia (/)0 03 04 + Tp Ia (/JO 0 1 04 + - -
sF2 = Tp Ia (/)0 03 + Tp Ia (/)0 01 02 + -

If there had been an indirect addres sing bit, Ia would be true and phase (/>0 would • 
have been extended one or more additional word times until Ia was reset by the 
effective address. The computer resets to phase (/)0 at the first Tp of phase (/)6. 

rFI = Tp End Sk 

rF2 = Tp End Sk + 
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THREE-CYCLE CONDITIONAL SKIP INSTRUCTIONS 

skip 

~@~, 
Phasing: ®~ ® ~@ 

Instructions 50, 52, 53,. 70, 72, 73 and 74 advance to phase (/)6 at the end of phase (/)0. 

sFl = Tp Ia (/JO 01 04 + Tp ra- <1>0 03 04 

sF;? = Tp Ia (/)0 03 + 
rSk = (/)0 TO + - - -

These instructions are conditional skip instructions where the Sk (Skip) flip-flop is 
left in a set condition at the end of phase (/)6, if a skip is to occur, If Sk is true, 
the phase counter advanc'es to phase (/J7. 

sF3 = Tp Sk Ts + - - -

Sk will be reset during phase (/)7. 

rSk = (/)7 TO + - - -

If Sk was left in a reset condition at the end of phase (/)6, the phase counter will 
reset directly to phase (/JO. 

rFl = Tp End Sk 

rF2 = Tp End Sk + 
rF3 = Tp End S'k 

Note that phaae (/)6 and (/J7 are both end cycle phases, and if a skip occurs, End 
will be true for two cycles. The conditions under which Sk i8 set during phase (/)6 
are discussed in the m.aterial on "Skip and Branch Instructions". 

TWO":CYCLE CONDITIONAL SKIP INSTRUCTIONS 

skip 

Phasing: @ 
. /~ 

T24 >@ >@ 

Instruction 40 advances directly to phase (/J5 at (/)0 T24. 

sFl = T24 Ia (/)0 Go @S C8 C2 (C3 + C4D +
sF3 = T24 Ia (/)0 Go @5 C8 C2 (C3 + C4U + 

This phase advancement is identical to the sip.gle -cycle operation discussed under 
Phas'e Control. 

During phase (/)5, instruction 40 tests to see if M (external signal) i8 in a true or 
false condition. If the signal is false, then the Sk (Skip) flip-flop will be set and 
a skip will occur. 
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sSk = TO 05 01 04 (external signal) + -

If Sk is set at TO, then the phase counter advances to pha:se 07 at Tp to perform 
the skip. 

s F2 = Tp T s Sk - - - + - - -

At the completion of phase 07, or at the completion of phase 05, (if the skip condition 
were false and Sk was not set) the phase counter is reset to phase 00. 

rFl = Tp End Sk 

r F2 = Tp End Sk + -

rF3 = Tp End Sk 

Sk is reset during phase 07. 

r Sk = 07 TO + - - -

Note that phases 05 and 07 are both end-cycle phases, and if a skip occurs, End 
will be true for two cycles. 

THREE-CYCLE MEMORY INCREMENT OR DECREMENT INSTRUCTIONS 

Phasing: ~~~@ 

Instructions 60 and 61 advance to phase 04 at the completion of phase 00. Duripg 
00 indexing or indirect addressing may have been performed. 

sF 1 = Tp Ia 00 01 04 + - - -

At the completion of phase 04 (one cycle), during which the contents of memory are 
decremented for 60 or incremented for 61, the phase counter is advanced to phase 
(/)7. 

sF2 = Tp Ts 04 + - - -

sF 3 = Tp T s (/)4 + -

If during (/)4 of a 60 instruction C is negative, Sk will be set causing a skip to occur 
during (/)7. During phase (/)7 the modified number is stored in memory and the next 
instruction is accessed. At the completion of phase (/)7 the counter is reset to phase 
00. 

rFI = Tp End Sk 

rF2 = Tp End Sk + -

rF3 = Tp End Sk 
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MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION INSTRUCTIONS 

Phasing: 

Instructions 64 and 65 require four phases. Each phase has a duration of one 
cycle time in multiplication. In division, phas e (/)3 las ts 25 cycles (~3 sa for 
24 cycles, (/)3 S8 for one cycle). F3 is set at (/)0 Tp to form (/)1. 

sF3 = Tp Ia (/)0 02 03 04 + - - -

At the following Tp the phase counter progresses to (/)3. 

s F 2 = (/) 1 Tp + - - -

During C/J3 the Sk flip-flop is set to force C/J7. 

sSk = (/)3 Q;' Ob T24 (64) 

+ (/)3 TO S8 (65) 

+ 
sF I = Tp Ts Sk + 

Instruction 65 requires S8 to be set before Sk is set. S8 is set after 24 cycles 
that are counted in flip-flops S9 through S13. 

Count S = Ss = (/>3 T23 Mh 

s S 8 = F I F 3 Ts Tp S 9 S lOS II S 12 S 13 (04 0 5 Ob) 

+ - - -

The P register is incremented in phase (/)7 since Sk is set. 

sla = T24 (/>7 Sk + - - -

N-CYCLE SHIFT INSTRUCTIONS 

Phasing: 

Instructions 66 and 67 terminate phase (/)0 at pulse time T9 to advance to phase 
C/J 1 for puIs e time s T8 through Tp. 

sF3 = T9 fa (/)0 02 03 04 05 + - - -

During phase C/JI (10 pulse times) the registers and shift counter are prepared for 
shifting. At Tp the counter advances to phase C/J3. 

s F 2 = Tp C/J 1 + - - -

The shift operation occurs during phase (/)3 and is terminated when the Sk flip-flop 
is set, indicating that the shift counter has reached zero or that a normalized 
condition exists. Upon termination, the phase counter advances to phase C/J7 from 
phase (/)3 (or phase (/)1 if the shift count was originally zero), 
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sF 1 = Tp Sk Ts + 
sF 2 = Tp Sk Ts + 

During phase dJ7 the next instruction is ~ccessed and at Tp the counter is reset to 
phase 00. 

rFI = Tp End Sk 

rF2 = Tp End Sk + 
rF3 = Tp End Sk 

THREE-CYCLE PLUS N OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS 

Phasing: 

Instructions 10, 12 and 13 are output instructions which are interlocked with a 
flip-flop designated ru, which indicates when the external device is "ready" for 
output. Instructions 10 and 12 advance the counter to phase G6, if Ri is set during 
phase /)0. 

sFl = Tp Ts or 03 04 fa Fl F! Rf + 
sF2 = Tp Ia C1>O 03 + - - -

If Rf was not set, the counter is advanced to phase (j)2. (a wait phase). 

sF 2 = Tp Ia C/Jo 03 + - - -

Instruction 13 always advances the counter to phase C1>2. for at least one cycle time. 

When Rf is set during phase C1>2. the counter advances to phase (/)6. 

sF 1 = Tp Ts 01 03 04 'fa F 1 F 3 Rf + - - -

At the completion of phase (/>6, during which output was executed, the counter is 
re s e tto phase (j)0. 

rFI = Tp End Sk 

rF2 = Tp End Sk + 
rF3 = Tp End Sk 

rRf :: Tp End Sk 

FOUR-CYCLE PLUS N INPUT INSTRUCTIONS 

~
2. (j)4 ---~ 

Wait 
Phasing: ® ~Q>6 T2.4 
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Instructions 30, 32 and 33 are input instructions which are interlocked with the 
Rf (Ready) flip-flop. 

If Ri is not set during phase ~O, the counter advances to phase ¢~. 

sF 2 = Tp ia (/>0 03 + - - -

Instruction 33 always advances the counter to phase (/>2. When R£ is set during 
phase 02, or if Ri was set during phase ¢O, the counter advances to 
phase (/)6. . . 

-- ------
sF 1 = Tp Ts 0 1 03 04 Ia F 1 F 3 Rf + 

sF2 = Tp Ia (/)0 03 + - - -

The counter remains in phase eb6 for one pulse time (T24) and is reset to phase 
04 where the input is executed. 

rF2 = (/)6 OT 02 03 T24 + - - -

At the completion of phase ~4 the counter is set to phase eb7. 

sF2 = Tp Ts ~4 + -
sF3 = Tp Ts ~4 + -

At the completion of phase (/)7 the counter is reset to phase ebO and Rf is reset. 

rRf = Tp End Sk 

THREE-CYCLE STORE INSTRUCTIONS 

Phasing: T24 

Instructions 35, 36 and 37 advance to phase (/)6 at the completion of phase ~O. 

sF 1 = Tp fa (/)0 03 04 + - - -
sF2 = Tp fa (/)0 03 + - - -
rF2 = T24 (/>6 OY02 03 + -

After one pulse time in phase (/>6 the counter is reset to phase (/>4 where the 
information is shifted to the C register for storage. At the completion of phase 
(/>4 the counter advances to phase eb7. 

sF2 = Tp Ts ,0'4 + 
sF 3 = Tp Ts Qj4 + 
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During phase (/)7 the data is stored in memory and the next command is accessed. 
At the completion of phase (/)7 the counter is reset to phase (/)0. 

rFl :: Tp End Sk 

rF2 = Tp End Sk + 
rF3 = Tp End Sk 

ONE-CYCLE UNCONDITIONAL BRANCH INSTRUCTIONS 

Phasing: 

The 01 (Unconditional Branch) and 23 (Execute) instructions occur within phase 
00, and there is no change in the phase counter. A similar operation occurs when 
there is an indirect address bit in the instruction and phase (/)0 is extended as a 
new address is read from memory. 

PROGRAM OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS 

Phasing: 

All instructions affected by the program operator bit act as follows: 

The program operator bit,acts as the' instruction code and the counter ;, , ' 
is advanced to phase (/)7. 

sFl = Tp Ts PO 

sF2 = Tp Ts PO 

- + -
- + -

sF 3 = Tp Ts PO - - - + -

During phase (/)7 the program operator bit and the instruction code are combined as 
an entry address to a subroutine and are transferred to the P register, which con
tains the address of the next instruction to be accessed. At the completion of phase 
fJ7 the phase counter is reset to phase (/JO. 

rFl = Tp End Sk 

rF2 = Tp End Sk + 
rF3 = Tp End Sk 
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REGISTERS 

There are nine registers in the SDS 920 Computer. These registers are implemented 
in three different methods. The S, M and 0 registers use the usual RS-type 
flip-flops. The P and C registers use flip-flops designated as "repeaters. " 
These flip-flops will automatically reset, if there is no set input. However, these 
flip-flops will not set or reset unless they receive an "enable" signal. 

The A, B, X and Word Assembly registers are one-word recirculating registers using dynamic, 
serial, shift circuits with repeater flip-flops at the "read and write" ends. To hold 
information, these registers must constantly circulate in a fashion similar to 
delay lines. 

The first or "write" flip-flop (repeater) of the register is designated "w", i.,e., Aw, 
and the last flip-flop, which mayor may not be driven by an intermediate "read" 
flip-flop, is designated by an "n", i. eo, An, which means "now". The "read" 
flip-flop is designated by "r", i. e., Ar. 

During normal recirculation the output of the "n" (now) flip-flop is fed to the "w" 
(write) flip-flop which, in turn, feeds the dynamic register stages. The output 
of the last register stage either feeds the "n" (now) flip-flop directly or feeds an 
intermediate "r" (r,ead) flip-flop which, in turn, feeds the "n" (now) flip-flop. 
In this case .. the number of dynamic stages would be reduced by one to allow for the 
added delay of the "read" flip-flopo In the 920 a flip-flop Ae (early) is between 
Ar and An. 

Register 

When writing into these recirculating registers a "not recirculate" term is enabled 
for the register involved, i. e., Anr (A register not recirculated). 

P REGISTER 

Function: 

The P register is the program counter. It contains the location from which the 
instruction was taken. It is increased by one, just preceding the time when the 
memory must be addressed for the next instruction. Since it must transfer its 
contents to the S (address) register in parallel, in order to keep the memory 
going at full rate, it is composed of 14 repeater flip-flops. These flip-flops are 
the repeater type since P is basically a shifting register. It is incremented by 
ring-shifting right for one complete revolution using the Ia flip-flop as a carry in 
a half adder. 
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P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 Pl0 P11 P12 P13 P14 

---------1"0 5 (Address) register 

Implementation: 

14 repeater flip-flops 

Control Terms: 

The P register is enabled by Pg o The P register recirculates during pulse times T23 through Tl0 
and for phases ~, ¢5, ¢6 and ¢7, and increments by one during phases ¢4, ¢5 and ¢6, 
and sometimes during phase ¢7. 

Pg = Q2 1'5 Go F 1 - - - + - - -

For certain instruction codes incrementing wi II occur during phase ¢7. Incrementi ng is performed 
using the 10 (Indirect Address) flip-flop as a carry in a half adder. 

sIa := T24 F 1 ~ ® + C2 C3 a (~ + (4) ¢o Ia T24 Go + T24 ¢7 5k + - - -

ria = P 14 F 1 T24 - - - + TO F 1 + - - -

The sum is implemented on setting Pl. 

sPl = 10 P14 F1 - - - + 10 m Fl - - - + - - -

The P register is a Iways loaded seria lIy. The new instruction address is transferred to the 5 (Address) 
register at pulse time T9 of each End cycle. 

5xp = T9 Tni End + - - -

S REGISTER 

Function: 

The S register holds the address of the memory location to be accessed. It must remain in a static 
state when memory is actively reading or writing. The 5 register receives its address information 
in parallel from the P register, the C register (the address field of the instruction is in the C 
register), or from the interrupt address lines. 

The S register does not shift and on Iy receives information. 

+ -------------SxcSxp Sxm - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. 

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 510 511 512 513 

+ ------------ Address Li nes - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

to memory 
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Implementation: 

14 RS flip-flops 

Control Terms: 

The S register is reset or cleared by Sc just prior to receiving the address of the. 
next instruction (TIO End), or the address of the operand (TIO 00). 

Sc ::: T 10 (End + Ts FT F2) + - - -

At T9 the S register receives the address of the next instruction from the P 
register. 

Sxp = T9 fut End + C/JO(Branch Connnands) 

During phase (/)0 the S register receives the address of the operand from the C 
register which now contains the instruction. 

Sxc = T9 (/)0 PO (Ia + 03 + 02) 

During the "interrupt" operation the S register receives its address from external 
addres s lines designated "N", where 11 Int" is the Interrupt signal. 

_.of· ... • .. • 

Sxn .. T9 Int Ts 

The S register does not control the memory during shift instructions, multiplication 
and division. Instead, the individual S register flip-flops aid in the execution of 
those instructions. The basic equations for the S flip-flops are: 

sS 1 = CO Sxc +P 1 Sxp + - - -
rSl = .Sc + - - -

I 
I 
I 

sSS = C4 Sxc + P5 Sxp + NS Sxn + 

rSS = Sc + 
I 
I 
I 
f 

sS14 = C 13 Sxc + PI4 Sxp + N14 Sxn + 
rS 14 = S c + - - -

M REGISTER 

Function: 

The M register is the Read-Write register for the core memory. It receives the 
information from memory during a read proces s and holds the information for 
storing in memory' during a write process. 
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~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Mxc - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~ 

MO Ml M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 - - - - - - M21 M22 M23 M24 

t- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ms - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -t 
Imple~entation :_ 

25 RS flip -flops 

Control Terms: 

The M register is cleared or reset by Mc just prior to receiving information to 
be stored or just prior to receiving information from m.em.ory. Mc also acts as 
the pulse which signals memory to start a read-write cycle. 

Prior to writing new data: 

Mc = Tp PO + Tp ~4 + Tp 02 6305 (/)0 Ia 
+ -

Prior to reading: 

Mc = 01 02 03 Q4 05 (F1 + F3 + Ts) (Tsm. + Ts) + - - -

Note that the above pulse time is T8 and phases are (/)0, ~2, Q4, (/)5, 0>6, (/)7, 
excluding phases (/)1 'and (/)3. 

The contents of the C register are transferred to M for storage at T24, when 
writing new data into memory. 

Mxc = T24 PO 

In this case, PO is tim.e-shared and remembers that the data in C is to be stored. 

The equations for the M flip -flops are: 

sMO = MdO Ms + Mxc CO 

rMO = Me 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I -

sM24 = Md24 Ms + Mxc C24 

rM24 = Mc 

Ms is the strobe pulse which loads the M register from memory, and MdO - Md24 
repres ent the data signals from memory. 
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C REGISTER 

Function: 

The C register acts as a central transfer station for all inforrnation going to and 
from rnemory. During certain arithrnetic operations C acts as an -arithrnetic 

register0
1y: 

~ 
C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 - - - - - ClO Cli Cl2 Cl3 

- - - - - - - Cxrn + Cxi - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Implernentation: 

24 repeater and 2 RS flip-flops. 

Control Terms: 

The C register receives information in parallel from the M register. Instructions are 
transferred to the C register at Tp time of an End cycle. 

Cxm = Tp End Go + - - -

Operands are transferred to C from M during phase (/)0 with the exception of in
structions 40', 41, 43, 46, which are branch, skip, or register change instructions. 

Cxm = Tp PO (/)0 [(/)0 1a 02 03 0 ~ +-

For instruction 33 the C register receives its information in parallel from external 
signals. 

Cxi = (/)2 02 06 

The C register is shifted to the right b'y a terrn designated CSt Cs shifts to the 
right during phases (/JO, Cbl, Cb4 and (/)6; it also shifts to the right during exchange 
of registers and time-share, which are discussed in their respective sections. 

C s = Tp T24 F 1 F"r + Tp T 24 F 1 F 2 + - - -

Since repeater flip-flops are used in the C register, it is, "enabled" to receive 
inforrnation by a term designated Cg. 

Cg = Cst Tp T24 + Cxm' Tp + Cxi Ql +. - - -

Some of the Q.alli equations for the C register flip-flops are: 

sCO = Cxrn MO + Cxi CdO +~ 

+ - - - - - + - - - - -

(NOTE: Other CO inputs are described in Instruction explanations.) 
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sC 1 = Cs co + Cxm Ml + Cxi Cdl + @ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

sC23 = Cs C22 + Cxm M23 

+ Cxi Cd23 + Q 
@ is the Ci manual set button on the control panel. 

o REGISTER 

Function: 

The a register usually contains the 6 -bit instruction code during the execution of the 
instruction. This register does not shift and only receive. information. 

01 02 03 04 05 06 

- -- - - Oxc -

Implementation: 

6 RS flip-flops. 

Control Terms: 

The a register is cleared or reset by a term designated ac at the end of each 
End cycle and at the end of phase (/>0 for Instruction 23. 

Oc = Tp End Sk + or Qj 05 Tp 1a + - - -

The 0 register is always reset to a (20) by setting 02 and resetting 01,03,04,05 and 06,. 

The 0 register receives the instruction eode from. the C register at T24 of (/)0. 

axc = Tl4 (/)0 Go YaCZ 

In this equation C2 represents the PO, (program operator) bit, in which ease the 
instruction code would remain a (20). 

The basic equations for the a register flip-flops are: 

sOl = Oxe C3 

rOI = ac 

s02 = Oc 

r02 = Oxe ~ 

s03 = Oxc C5 

r03 = Oe 

.04 = Oxe C6 

r04 = Oc 

s05 = Oxe C7 

r05 = Oc 

s06 = Oxe C8 

r06 = Oc 
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A REGISTER 

Function: 

The A register is the accumulator for the computer and is employed in all arithmetic, 
logical and shifting operations. 

22 dynamic stages Ae 

Implementation: 

The write fl ip-flop (repeater) is followed by 22 stages of dynami c relay. The "early 1/ fl ip-flop 
(Ae) and the "now" flip-flop (An) are both RS flip-flops. The "read" circulation in the Aw 
and Ar flip-flops are always enabled. The A register is exactly 26 bits in length and must 
recirculate to maintain internally stored information as in a delay line. 

Control Terms: 

The Ae flip -flop always reads Ar except when S8 is reset during right shift instruc
tions-. 

sAe = Ar ~Q)3 05 Ob) (01 + 02 + S8 en] 
rAe = Ar ~Q)3 05 Db) (01 + 02 + S803] 

The An flip-flop reads Ae except during right shift. 

sAn = Ae [IQ)3 05 (IT)) (01 + 02 + S8 mTI 
rAn = Ai [iQ)3 05 Db) (01 + 02 + S8 0'1] 

+ Ar S8 

+ Ar S8 

The recirculation of the A register i. inhibited by Anr '(A not recirculate). The re
circulation of the A register is blocked during the execution '(~6) of logical instruc
tions and Add and Subtract instructions. 

Anr = 02 03 04 ~6 + - - -
It is inhibited during the loading of A from memory (76). 

Anr = 01 02 03 04 05 06 (/)6 + - - -
It is inhibited during the register change (46) when applicable. 

Anr = 02 or 04 Ts (C23 + C20 + C 16) + - - -
It is also inhibited during Multiply (64), Divide (65), Right Shift (66) and Left Shift (67). 

Anr = Q3 + - - -
The basic recirculation equation is: 

aAw = Anr An Tp + -
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Ar is fed from the last dynamic stage of the A register. 

B REGISTER 

Function: 

The B register acts as an extension of the least significant end of the A register for 
double precision operations and for shift operations. The B register holds operands 
for the multiply (64) and divide instructions (65). 

22 dynamic stages 

Implementation: 

The B register is implemented in the same manner as the A register. 

Control Terms: 

The recirculation of the B register is inhibited by Bnr (B not recirculate). The 
contents of the B register are inhibited during the loading of B from memory (75). 

Bnr = 01 02 03 04 05 06 (/)6 + - - -

It is inhibited during the register change instruction (46) when applicable. 

Bnr = 02 OJ 04 Ts (C22 + e21 + C 18) + - - -

It is also inhibited during shift (66, 67) and Multiply, Divide (64, 65) instructions. 

Bnr=(/)3 + - - -

The basic recirculation equation for the B register is shown below. Additional input 
terms are described under instructions. 

s Bw = Bnr Bn + - - -

X REGISTER 

Function: 

The X register is the Index register. The least significant 14 bits will be added to 
the address of the instruction before execution if there is an index tag in position 
T1 of the instruction. Indexing takes place during phase (/)0 and is discussed in de
tail unde r Indexing. 
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24 dynamic stages 

Imp lementation: 

The Xw flip-flop (repeater) is followed by 24 stages of dynamic delay and the last dynamic 
stage feeds the Xn (now) repeater ~ 

Control Signals: 

The Xw and Xn repeaters are always enabled to maintain recirculation. Recirculation 
of the X register is inh ibited by Xnr (X not recirculate) during certain instructions. 

Recirculation is inh ibited during the loading of X from memory (71), 

Xnr = 01 02 03 04 05 06 ~6 + - - -

Increment X and branch (41), 

Xnr = ~O 01 02 03 05 Ia + - - -

and duri ng normal ize (67) and copy effective address to X f!7), 

Xnr = ¢3 06 S2 + 01 02 03 04 05 06 10 ¢O Q2 

52 is time-shared during normalize. The basic recirculation term for the X register is: 

5 Xw = Xn r Xn + - - -

WORD ASSEMBLY REGISTER (WAR) 

Function: 

The WAR is part of the Buffer System and is described in detail in the W Buffer section. Its 
basic function is to hold information on input and OJtput. 

1~~I_W_w~ ____ 2_4_d_y_n_a_m_i_c_s_~_g_e_s _____ '_~_w_n~I 1) 
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Im.plem.entation: 

The WAR is implemented in the same manner as the X register. 

Control Terms: 

Refer to the W Buffer Section. 
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MEMOR Y CONTROL 

The computer generates the basic timing signals used by the core memory. 

The M (memory) register receives the information in parallel from the sense 
amplifiers during reading and controls the Z inhibit lines to the core memory 
during writing. 

The memory cycle is out of phase with the computer cycle. Reading is started at 
T7 and the word read is strobed into the M register at T2, so that the word is 
ready for the computer to use before Tp. The memory write cycle is performed 
during the fir st pa rt of the computer cycle, from T2l through '1.' 11. 

The address that controls the memory is usually set up in the computer S register. 
This register is cleared at T 10 time and loaded in parallel at T9 time from the C 
or P registers. At T8 the Mc signal clears the M register and starts the memory 
cycle. The memory is cycled every computer cycle, except when the computer 

. is in phase 01 or 03 for shift, multiplication and division instructions, and ex~ept 
during the second cycle of a time -share interlace operation. 

Mc = Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 (Fl + F3 + Ts) (Tsm + Ts) 

where: 

Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 = T8 

This signal (Me) clears the M register. It also sets Mg, the flip-flop that gates 
all timing signals to the memory. 

sMg = Mc Ql @ St 

rMg = Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Mg = TIl 

The ® signal is a signal from the automatic "start-up, shut-down" relays and 
it is normally true. 

The read timing signal is true from T7 through TO. 

Mrt = Mg Q2 (Q3 + Q4) 

The contents of the addressed memory cell are strobed into the M register at T2 
by Ms. 

Ms = Mg (T5 - TO) Ql Q4 Q5 

sMO = Ms MdO + 
I 
I 
I 
I 

sM24 = Ms Md24 + - - -
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If the M (memory) register is to be copied in parallel to the C register, it is 
done at Tp by Cxm. The contents of the M register are then rege-nerated (written· 
back) into memory. If new information is to be stored in memory, then the M reg:" 
is te r is cleared at Tp by Mc. 

This sets the PO flip-flop, if it was not already set. PO then remembers to 
transfer the contents of C to M at the following T24 time for storage. 

spa = Mc Tp 

rPO = T24 PO 

Mxc = T24 PO 

The write timing signal to the memory is true from T 18 through T 12. 

Mwt = Mg 02 (01 Mdt + Q3 05) 

The two terms in the OR gate overlap in time so that there is no cross -over 
voltage spike. 

The digit timing pulse supplied to the memory is true from T21 through T 12. 

Mdt = Mg 02 (03 + 04) 

Two signals control the direction of the current through the cores, as the current 
must be reversed between the "Read" and "Vlrite" periods. 

Rw = or Mg 

.Wr = (02 Mg) (Mdt + 01) 
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ADDER 

The adder is a full adder composed of the Xz (augend) input, the Yz {addend} input and the 
Cz carry flip-flop. It is completely serial and there is no Illogical II delay through the adder. 

The Yz input always delivers the word from memory. The adder is used in many instructions 
and during indexing,. The basic equations are shown below. The adder is discussed in 
additional detail under Instructions and In'dexing. 

Add = Xz Yz Cz + Xz Yz Cz 

+ Xz Yx Cz + Xz Yz Cz 

Add = Xz Yz Cz + Xz Yz Cz 

+ Xz Yz Cz + Xz Yz Cz 
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INSTRUCTION OPERATORS 

INDEX OPERA TION 

All instructions begin at (/)0 T24 with the instruction in the C register. During phase 
(/)0 the C register is shifted right, through the adder. and back to itself . 

Shift C register: 

Cs = Tp T24 FI F2 + - - -

As it is shifted right, through the adder, it enters through Yz. 

Yz = C23 FI F3 + - - -

The carry flip-flop Cz starts in a reset condition. 

rCz = (/>0 Ix Tp + - - -

If there is an index bit in C 1 at (/)0 T24, the Index flip-flop will be set. 

sIx = T 24 CPO C 1 + -

It is reset at the end of phase CPO. 

rIx = Tp Mh + - - - (Iv1h is true except during the execution of the 
multiply instruction) 

During the addition the Index register (X) is selected by Xz (augend input), if Ix 
is set. 

Xz = Xn Fl fi Ix Ts + - - -

If the Index flip-flop Ix is not set, then zero will be added to the C register and the 
address will remain the same. . 

sCO = (/>0 Add 02 PO (QO ra-orITo 1) + - - -
Note that the addition only takes place from T23 through TIO. The last term is to 
inhibit indexing in this manner during branch instructions 41 and 43. Branch in
structions ("01, 41, and 43) are indexed by running the adder directly into PI. 

sP 1 = ((/>0 Ta UZ lIT) Add 

Pg = ® Q2 Ts Go (/>0 Ia 02 03 

At T9 the address has shifted completely around so that it is in the upper half of 
the C register and, at this time, it is transferred in parallel to the S register in 
order to access the operand. 

Sxc = T9 (/)0 PO ( - - - + 03 + 02) + - - -
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INDIREC T ADDRESS OPERA TION 

All instructions begin at (/)0 T24 with the complete instruction in the C register. 
At the end of pulse time T24 the 6-bit instruction code is transferred to the in
struction register. 

Oxc = T24 (/)0 Go Ii C2 

If the instruction contains an indirect address bit in C9 during T24 (/JO, the in
direct address flip-flop, la, is set. 

sla = T24 fa Go (/)0 C2 <:;:;9 + - - -

C2 is the program operator bit whi~h inhibits indirect ~ddressing. 

An indirect address bit programmed with a single -cycle instruction (except BR U 
and EXU) has no effect, since the Ia flip-flop is set in any event to increment the 
P register (Program Counter). The indirect addressing in this case is ignored.) 

For any other instruction the Ia flip-flop inhibits the phase count and allows an 
additional cycle of pha s e (/)0. 

Indexing may occur on the first address during phase (/)0 and at T9 the address 
(of the "indirect instruction") is transferred to the S r~gister for accessing. At 
pulse time Tp the indirect instruction is transferred from M to the C register. 

At T24 of this second cycle of phase (/)0 the transfer of the instruction code to the 
o register is inhibited by Ia. 

Oxc = (/>0 T24 Ta C2 Go 

Ia is reset at this second T24 unless another indirect address bit is present. In 
this case it is not reset and another cycle of indirect address takes place. 

rIa = T24 r/JO C9 Ia Go + - - -

C9 represents the new indirect address bit. When Ia is finally reset at some T24, 
the real operand (effective address) is obtained from memory and the instruction 
is executed. 

Indexing will take place on any indirect address cycle where an index bit is present. 

PROGRAM OPERATOR 

When an instruction is executed that has a "program operator" bit, the computer 
stores the contents of the P register in memory word zero and transfers control 
to the address specified by the seven-bit instruction code, including the program 
operator bit itself. For example, an instruction, 

. 1 34 

t 
~ 

o 3571 
'--y-' 

Address 
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will cause a transfer to word 134 -after storing the contents of the P register 
(location of above instruction) in word zero. The contents of the overflow flip-
flop are stored in the sign position of word zero and the overflow flip -flop is reset. 
An indirect address bit is also stored in word zero. The addressed subroutine can 
then indirect address word zero, which, in turn, can indirect address the location 
of the above instruction, which, in turn, will address the operand in 03571. 

At time (/)0 T24 (start of the instruction) the PO (program operator) flip -flop is set, 
if C2 in the C register contains a "program operator" bit. 

sPO = C2 ((/)0 Ia T24 Go) + 
It is reset at the start of the next cycle. 

rPO = T24 PO + - - -

The operation takes two cycle times. The phasing is shown below with one cycle 
time in each phase. 

During (/)0 Q2 the P register is shifted into c' for eventual storage in word zero. 

sCO = (PO (/JOY Q2 P 14, + (PO (/JO) T9 + (PO (/)0) Of TO + - - -
The second term above inserts an indirect address bit in word zero so that the 
true operand of the original instruction can be easily accessed indirectly. The 
third term inserts the contents of the Of (overflow) flip-flop in the sign position, 

rOf = (/JO PO TO + - - -
and the overflow flip-flop is reset. 

The 0 register is not set at (/>0 T24 as usual, because the transfer is inhibited. 

Oxc = (/>0 T24 IaCZ Go 

The 0 register remains reset in the 20 (NOP) configuration. As P is shifting 
into C, the 7-bit instruction code, which is now the transfer address in C, is 
shifted into the P register. 

s P 1 = C 8 PO 00 Q 1 Q2 + - - -
This is followed by 7 zeros into the P regis ter. 

Pg = ® Q2 Ts Go PO 00 + - - -
At 00 Tp the memory register is cleared and memory is pulsed for storage, 

Mc = Tp PO + - - -
and at T24 (/>7 the word constructed in C is transferred to the M register for 
storage and PO is reset. 

Mxc = T24 PO 

rPO = T24 PO + 
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The S register is cleared at TIO (/JO, as usual, for receiving the address of the 
operand, 

Sc = T 10 Ts FT F2 + - - -

But PO inhibits the usual C to S transfe r. 

Sxc = T9 (/>0 PO (Ia + 03 + 02) 

Therefore, the address remains zero. At Tp (/)0 the pha~e cnanges to phase (/)7. 

sF 1 = s F2 = • F 3 = Tp Ts PO + -

During phase (/17 word zero is stored, P is transferred to 5 at T9 and the instruction 
from this new address is accessed. 

Note that address positions 100 tnrough 177 must always be reserved for program 
operator instructions and that these instructions, in turn, must be BRU instructions 
to transfer to other starting locations outside the reserved field. 
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MANUAL AND TIMING CONTROL 

INTERRUPT 

The computer can be interrupted by an external signal through the priority 
interrupt logic which causes the computer to access an address assigned to the 
interrupting channel. The location addres sed usually contains a 43 (BRM) in
struction, which stores the location of the present instruction and branches to the 
interrupt subroutine. 

Interrupt channels 3 and 4 are designated@ and ® ' with ® being of 
higher priorit~Interrupt channels can be used in additional groups of 16. When 
interrupt line®requests an interrupt, a flip-flop designated Is4 is set to estab-

lish the request. 

sIs4 = (T22 - T17) @ 

The underlined term is used as a clocking term. 

If there are no higher priority requests present, then an "interrupt request" is 
sent to the computer, 

Ir = - - - + Is4 IS3 'iP'4 Is I W + - - -

Note that a request will not be sent, if 1.3 Ca higher priority) is true, or priorities 
highe r than Is 3 are true. The compute r will set the inte rrupt flip-flop (Int) at 
TIO of the first end cycle, if a request is present. 

sInt = T 10 End Ir 

The time elapsed between the request signal Ir and the actual interrupt Int varies 
according to the length of time necessary to complete the instruction that the 
computer is performing when the request is made. 

If the computer was halted from a Halt instruction (not a parity error) J and the 
Control switch is in the ItRun" position, an interrupt request will allow the 
c ompu te r to run. 

rHt =@Int Cp + - - -

Ht is a Halt control flip -flop and Cp is the parity flip -flop. 

When the Int (Interrupt) flip-flop is on, the transfer from P to S which usually takes 
place is inhibited. 

Sxp = T9 End Int + 
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Instead, ten address lines labeled N5 through N14, controlled by the priority 
interrupt system, are transferred to the least significant bits of S to address 
a pre -assigned subroutine. 

Sxn = T9 Int Ts 

sS14 = Sxn N14 (85-813 are set in a similar way.) 

Dur~ the first cycle after the last "End" an interrupt "acknowledgment" signal 
(Int Fl) is sent back to the priority logic and the Int flip-flop is reset. 

r Int = T 10 (In t F 1 ) 

Fl signifies that the computer is not in an End cycle. The interrupt acknowledg
ment signal sets a flip -flop labeled Ip4 (Ip3 for the higher channel) which, in turn, 
cancels the request and signifies that the computer is now in interrupt subroutine "4". 

sIp4 = Is4 Is3 Ie fS1 Is2 

Ir = - - - + Is 3 Is4 Ip4 Is 1 Is2 

If a higher priority interrupt (@) occurs during the execution of interrupt sub

routine "4'1, it will interrupt accordingly. Or if@ requests an Interrupt before 

interrupt@is acknowledged, then interrup@will be acknowledged instead and 

interrupt subroutine "4" will not begin until interrupt subroutine" 3" is completed. 

Ir = Is 3 iP1 (iSI 182) + - - -
The end of an interrupt subroutine is signaled by a term labeled Ib, which is en
abled by an 0 I (BRU) instruction with indirect addressing. 

Ib = (~O Ia or 02 OJ 06) (T22 - T17) 

This term will res et only the highest priority interrupt channel as the others are 
either in a request state or were interrupted in the execution of their routine. 

rIs3 = Ip3 lh Ipl Ip2 + St ~~ 
rIp3 = Ip3 112 I P I 1j)Z" + St ~cJ 
rIs 4 = Ip3 Ip4 Th Ip 1 Ip2 + St ~J 
rIp4 = Tp"3" Ip4 112 iPIIP2 + St ~cJ 

If the end cycle that causes Int to be set is terminating a skip instruction and a 
skip occurs, the phase is changed to phase (/J7 to increment P before the interrupt 
instruction is performed. In this case a higher priority interrupt request could 
occur during phase 0>7, but the N lines are transferred again dUl"ing phase (/)7 
so that the higher priority subroutine would be entered. This is the reason for 
Fl. The computer cannot acknowledge the lower priority program because it will 
be entering a higher priority program instead. Study the interrupt timing diagrams 
for these relationships. 

If T. is set after rnt is set and if a higher priority is set during the Ts time, the 
43 instruction from the first interrupt will be executed before the higher priority 
interrupt begins because the acknowledgment of the interrupt is not qualified by 
Ts, . 
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Ie = Int F'i (T22 - T 17) 

and the higher priority interrupt will require an end cycle to interrupt and the 
first end cycle will be the end cycle of the 43 instruction in the lower priority 
program. Refer to the interrupt timing diagram showing Ts. 

When any interrupt subroutine is completed, Ib, which is caused by an indirect 
branch, resets the interrupt channel flip-flops, and the P register is then set to 
the value it had when the interrupt occurred. If an intervening priority channel 
is waiting, it will nof be recognized until the end cycle of the indirect transfer 
instruction, by which time P has the proper contents to be stored by the interven
ing priority channel. Any of the external interrupt channels can be modified for 
execution of a single instruction (the P count is maintained). This is accomplished 
by generating an external term Ij, which represents any external signal designated 
as a single -instruction interrupt, 

Ij = I P a + I P b + Ipc + 

where a, b, c, repl'esent the numbers of the desired single-inetruction, interrupt 
channels. 

Ij ia ueed to block the incrementing of the P resiater by disabling the setting of 
:fa during phases 04 or (/)6. 

8Ia = T24 F 1 F3 I.r + - - -

Ij is also used to immediately res~t the interrupt system. 

Ib = Ij Ts F 1 (T 22 - T 1 7) + - - -

Ij is implemented as follows: 

If = Ipa Ipb Ipc 

-Ij = Ij 

TIME-SHARE (MEMORY INTERLACE) 

With the optional W or Y Buffer time-share interlace equipment the memory can 
be automatically shared b.etween the Wand/or Y Buffer and the computer. When
ever the buffer has received a full word from a peripheral unit, it can momentarily 
stop the computer and insert the word into the memory without disrupting the 
program, and without any program control. Similarly, if either W or Y is being 
used for output, two memory cycles are taken from the computer to reload the 
buffer whenever the buffer is empty. 

The W or Y buffer l~gic issues a Tsw 9r a Tsy (time-share request),respectively, 
to request use of the memory. At the next Tp time the Ts (time -share) flip-flop 
is set and the computer idles regardless of what it was doing. 

Tsw = Wf WO Wh ~ 

Tsy = Yf YO Yh® 

aTs = (Tsw +~) Tp 
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Almost all control gates in the computer are disabled when Ts is set. The computer 
idles wherever it is for the two cycle times that Ts is on, and it resumes operation 
from that state when Ts is reset. A, B and X registers (dynamic) must re
circulate. 

Tsw, if true, does not go false until Ts Tp; therefore, Ts is always on for two 
cycles. 

rTs = Tsw Tsy Tp Tsm ® 
Wp is set if the W Buffer is to use the memory; it is reset if the Y Buffer is to 
use the memory. 

sWp = (Go + Tsw) Tsy Tsm Tp 

rWp = (Go Tsw + ~) Tsrn Tp + 

If both Tsw and Tsy are true at Tp, then Wp will be reset at Tp and the Y Buffer 
will set the first two Ts cycles. In this case Ts stays set for four cycles, two 
cycles for eac~l of the two buffers. Wp will be complemented at the end of the 
second cycle. When Ts is set, almost all terms in the computer are disabled. 
Most of them are disabled since IT is ANDed into the expressions for the phase.s. 
For example, phase (/)3 = F I F2 F3 ra. There are exceptions. If PO is on at Tp 
when Ts is being set, it causes the Mxc to write in memory at the next T24 re
gardless of Ts. But except for recirculating the shift registers, A, B and X, 
the computer basically does not Change state while Ts is set. The phase counter 
is set in the phase that will be executed when Ts is reset. During Ts, the C register 
and the W register exchange serially (if Wp, C and Yexchange) .. 

C s = Ts (T2 4 Tp) 

sCO = Ts Wn Wp Tp 

+ Ts®Wp Tp + 

At Ts T 10 the Tsm flip -flop is set for one cycle only. 

sTsm = Ts TID Tsm 

rTsm = TID Tsrn + Ts 

Tsrn is used to modify the memory control. The memory is pulsed at the first 
Ts T8, but not at the second Ts T8. Tsm controls this, 

Mc = Q1 02 03 04 05 (Fl + F3 + Ts ) ( Tsrn + Ts) + - - -

and the lines which control the addres sing of the memory are not gated from the 
S register but instead are gated from address lines Iwl0 through Iw23 (or lyl0 
through Iy23), which are generated in the interlace units, 

Ll = 81 Tsm + 8 (Tsm Wp) +@ (Tsm Wp) 

etc. This ensures that the previous word being regenerated during the first part 
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of Ts is controlled by the S register. At the first Tp Ts the word addre.sed by 
the buffer has been read from memory. If the buffer is being u.ed for output, W9. 
then M is transferred to C. 

Cxm = Tp Tsm Wp W9 Ts 

+ Tp Tsm Wp @Ts 

Here Tam ia used to specify the first Tp Ts and not the second. If the buffer 
using the interlace is being used for input, V/9, the memory register is cleared 
at this Tp and PO is set to remember to load M from C at TZ4. 

Mc = Tp Ts W9 (Tsm Wp) 

+ Tp Ts ® (Tsm Wp) 

,PO = Mc Tp 

rPO = (PO T24) 

MYc = (PO T24) 

During the ,econd cycle of Ts the buffer register and the C register again ex
change serially. At the second Tp Ts the C register again contains the number 
it originally contained when Ts was just set and the buffer register, if used for 
output, contains the requested word from memory. 

Ts is reset at this second Ts Tp and the computer continues. Refer to the"Time
Share" timing diagram. 

The buffer waits two cycle times after the Tsw signal is given before it precesses 
the next character in or out. unless both buffers are interlacing. In this case, 
the waiting time is four cycles. 

Interlacing can take place regardless of the state of the Go and Ht (control) flip
flop •• regardless of the position of the Control switch, and regardless of the 
position of the Register Display switch. 

CONTROL SWITCH 

The Control 8witch is a three -position switch on the control panel of the computer 
labeled "Run-Idle -Step." 

In the "Idle" position, the computer idles by inhibiting the advance of the P register, 
and by repetitively executing a "NaP" instruction. 

In the "Run" position, the computer executes instructions as required until: a 
Halt instruction is executed, the switch is placed in the Idle position, or a parity 
error occurs with the Parity Override switch in the Halt position. 

In the "Step" position, the cOrrlputer executes the instruction in the C register, 
reaqs the next instruction and halts. The switch locks in the Run or Idle positions, 
but must be held in the Step position. 
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The Control switch controls two flip -flops designated Go and Ht, which, in turn, 
control the state of the computer. 

Go Ht = Halt, Ready to run 

Go Ht = ,Run 

Go Ht = Run. but the co~puter will halt at completion of the 
Instruction 

Go Ht = Halt, the computer will not run until the switch is returned 
to Idle and back to Step or Run 

Refer to the control switch diagranl for the fall-owing discussion. 

The two signals supplied by the Control switch are ®, which is true when the 

switch is in the Step position, and ®, which is true when the switch is in the 

Run position. Both of these signals are false when the switch is. in the Idle position. 

If the switch is put in Run, the Go flip -flop is set at the next Tp. 

sGo = Tp @Ht - - - + - - -

The Ht flip-flop is not set to stop the cOnlputer unless: a Halt instruction is executed, 
the switch is placed in Idle, or a parity error occurs with the Parity Override 
switch in the Halt position or while the Control switch is in the Step position. 

sHt =<!i)Go TO E~d + TO QS0102 OSInt 

+ Cp Tp ® Ts +-

During a Halt instruction Ht is set at TO and Go is' then reset at Tp. 

r Go = Tp End Sk Ht + - - -

The Ht flip -flop remains set until the switch is returned to Idle. 

If the switch is set to Idle when the computer is running, Ht is set at TO just before 
the end of the instruction is being performed, 

sHt = @ Go TO End + -

and Go is re set at the next clock time, Tp, s topping the c ornpute r . 

r Go = Tp End Ht Sk + - - -

Then Ht is reset, since Go is in the reset state. 

rHt = @® Go Cp T24 + -

If the switch is depressed to the Step position, Go is set at the next Tp time and the 
instruction set up in the C register is performed. 

sGo = Tp @Ht - - - + - - -

At TO of the last cycle of the instruction, Ht is set and at Tp, Go is reset, and the 
computer idles. As long as the switch is held in the Step position, Ht stays set 
preventing Go from being set again. When the switch is released, Ht is reset; 
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but now Go has lost its ~ input requirement. 

The Go flip-flop controls whether the computer executes instructions or not. It 
does so by inhibiting Oxc, which sets up the new operation code. Therefore, a NOP 
(20) instruction is set up in the 0 register and is performed repetitively. 

Oxc = (/)0 Go T24 Ia C2 + - - -

Oc .. Tp .End Sk + - - -

The P register does not shift while Go is reset so that it cannot be incremented and 
can be displayed on the control panel. 

Pg = - - - 02 Ts Go + - - -

The transfer from the M register to the C register is inhibited so that the word set 
up in C is not destroyed. 

Cxm = Tp End Go + - - -

C does not shift in the execution of a NOP instruction regardless of Go because 
repetitive NOP executions hold the phase counter in phase (/)5 where C does not 
shift. 

REGISTER SWITCH 

When Go and Ht are both reset, it is possible to display the A, B or X registers in 
place of the C register. This is accomplished by interchanging the contents of the 
register to be displayed and the C register. The contents must, of course, be 
switched back before computation is resumed. 

Two 'flip-flops, Dl and D2, in the computer, "remember" which of these registers 
is being displayed in the C register. 

D 1 D2 = C Register 

Dl D2 = B Register 

Dl D2 = A Register 

Dl D2 = X Register 

When the computer first reaches the Go Ht configuration, Dl and D2 are both reset 
indicating that all registers are "horne" (the contents are in their origi.nal registers). 

r D I = (/) 0 Go + 

rD2 = (/)0 Go + 

If the switch is turned to the "A" position, then at the next T24 time a flip-flop 
designated Ex (Exchange) is set. 

sEx = - - - Ts T24 Go Ht Dl @ + - - -
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Ex controls the ti~ing of the actual interchange and is set for one cycle time. 

rEx=TOFI 

While Ex is set and the switch is in the"A" position, the C and A registers exchange 
contents. 

sAw = Anr Ex C23 + -
Anr = E~ - --

The C register is enabled by Ex. 

Cs = Ex + - - -
sCO = EX@An + 

At pulse time TO the flip-flops are set to D1 m indicating that the contents of 
the A register are in the C register. 

sDI = ExTOm @+ - - -
Now if the switch is rotated, it must first pass through the~p~sition. Ex is 
set the next T24 time after the switch reaches the C poSition, 

sEx = T24 Ts Go Ht Dl @ @ + - - -
rEx = TO Fl 

and again A and C exchange. 

sAw = Anr Ex C 2 3 + - ~ -
Anr = Ex Di 152 + -

.sCO = Ex DI D2 An 

At Ex TO the flip-flops change back to the DI D2 configuration. 

rDI = Ex TO DI + - - -

There are two sets of contacts on the Register switch. One set is "break before 
make" and the other set is "make before break." The "break before make" contacts 
are indicated by the ' (prime) and are used to set Ex. The "make before break" 
contacts are used to control the exchanges. This ensures that the exchanges will 
not be interrupted by bouncing contacts t since the "exchange" contacts are well 
made before Ex is set. If the Register switch is turned to the@position, Ex is 
set at T24, 

sEx = T24 Ts GoH"t D2 ®@+ 
rEx =TO FI 

the Band C registers interchange, 

sBw = Bnr Ex C23 + 
Bnr = EX@ 
sCO = Ex @ Bn + - - -

and at TO the flip-flops are set in the D 1 D2 configuration: 
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.DZ = Ex TO DZ @ + - - -

If the switch i. advanced further to the@ po.ition, it fir.t advance. through 

another ~ position, which cauaea the r.!l.iatera to lint return home and the 
01 and 0 . ip-flops to be reset to the 151 DZ configuration. If the Reliater 
switch is not at the C p08ition when the Control 8witch i. placed into Step or Run, 
Ex comes on to send the registers home. 

sEx = T24 .Ts Go Ht (01 + D2) (g) (@ + ®) + --
rEx = TO Fl 

For example, if in the @ position, the C and X registers interchange, 

.Xw = Xnr Ex CZ3 + - - -
Xnr = Ex D 1 D2 + - - -
.eo = Ex DI 02 Xn + - - -

and at TO the flip-flops will be set in the m m configuration, 

rDI = Ex TO Dl + 
rDZ = Ex TO D2 + -

and the Go flip-flop i. not set to start computation until the regi8ters are home . 

• Go = Di D2 Tp (@ Ht +@ ffi) 
The Register switch can, of course, be turned safely while the computer is 
running, since Dl and D2 are not concerned with the register position at this time 
and Ex will remain reset. 

During the Step operation the C register is displayed when the Control switch is 
held down because Ht remains set. When the control switch i. released, Ht is 
reset and the Register switch may cau.e an exchange. If the computer halts due 
to a Halt instruction or a parity error, an exchange cannot occur until the Control 
switch i~ returned to Idle, or in the case of a parity error, until the Parity 
Override switch is put in the Continue position. 

MANUAL CONTROL SWITCHES 

There are several manual switches on the front panel for controlling the computer. 
The Control and Register switches have 1?een discus·sed in the preceding pages, 
and the Fill and Start switches are discussed on the following pages. The others 
are described below. 

Hold: 

The Hold switch, (K;) J inhibits the incrementing of the P register. It does so 
by dis abling Pg whfct:' enable s the P re gis te r . 

Pg = @ 02 Ts Go - - -
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Parity Override: 

The Parity Override switch, @. when it is in the "Continue" position, disables 

the gate which causes the computer to halt if there is a memory parity error. 

sHt = Cp Tp Go ® T. + - - -
If the switch is in the Halt position, it does not allow Cp to be reset after a 
parity error. 

rCp =@Ht + - --

Clear: 

The Clear switch, ~, clears the C register by causing it to shift to the right; 
zeros are shifted in "att'he left. 

Cs = @ + - - -

C Load Swi tche s : 

The C register Load switches (Q---)~@) set the individual C register 

flip-flops. 

sca = 8 + - - -

sC23 = 0 + - - -

Due to the auxiliary DC inputs on the repeater flip-flops, the C register need not 
be enabled for this load operation. 

Breakgoint Switches: 

The Breakpoint switches are four program switches on the control panel, whose state 
can be tested for by the computer with the SKS instruction. 

Sks = CIa C 11 C 15 Cf® 
+ CIO C II C 16 Q<~ 
+ CIO C II CI7 @) 
+ CIO C 11 CI8 @ 

Enable Switch: 

The Enable switch, @' forces the enabling of the interrupt system, regardles s 

of the 8 tate of the Enable flip -flop, En. 

slnt = TIO lr End (En +@)+ - --



STAR T AND FILL SWITCHES 

When the computer is first turned on, certain flip-flops lTIust be cleared or set in 
specified configurations to enable the sta rt of operation. 

The Start switch, 0, on the front panel perforITls this function. 

This switch clears the Overflow, the Memory Parity, Skip and the Enable flip-flops. 

rOf =(0+ - - -

rCp =(0+ - - -

rSk =(0+ - - -

rEn =@+ - - -

The C register is cleared makir:g ready for a Halt instruction (00). 

Cs =@(Tp T24) + 

The Start switch also clears the W Buffer and the P register, and Go is reset and Ht 
is set. 

Wc =@(T5-TO) +--

Pg =(0+ - - -

rGo =0+ - - -

sHt =(0+ - - -

If there is a prograITl still in the cOITlputer, then a BRU to the start of the program 
should be set up manually in the C register, and the Control switch placed in the Run 
position. Then the BR U in the C register is executed and the cOITlputer is in operation. 

If there is no prograITl in ITleITlory, then the Control switch should be placed in the Run 
positio~and the Halt instruction in the C register will be executed. The cOITlputer halts 
in the Go Ht configuration. The Ex flip-flop does not cause the exchange o~ registers 
regardless of the Register switch because Ht is on. Then the Fill switch, ~, is 
operated to force the reading of a bootstrap prograITl. The Fill switch, @, sets up 
the W Buffer to read at four characters per word froITl photo-reader Noo 10 It also forces 
a WIM 00002 instruction into the C register, and it turns off the Ht flip-flop. 

sC4 =@+ 

sC5 =@+ 

sC7 =@+-

sC22 =@+ - - -

rHt =@ + - - - 1. 69 



The Fill switch also forces a (-7) into the X register. 

sXw =@ T21 T22 + - - -

Xnr=@ (T21+T2Z}+---

This places zeros in positions T21 and T22 and ones in all other positions. 

When the Fill switch is released, the Go flip-flop usually turns on at the next Tp time. 
The computer executes the WIM instruction (input from the W Buffer) when the first 
word from the tape is ready in the buffer. This word is inserted in memory location 
OOOZ. The program counter was cleared with the Start button, it counted once in 
executing the Halt instruction, and the next instruction is picked up from addr es s 
0002. This word is the one just read in from the tape. 

The first eight words on the tape should be the following: 

Location in Memory Instruction 

0002 2 WIM 00012. 

0003 BRX 00002 

0004 LDX 00011 

0005 2 WIM 00000 

0006 SKS 21000 {Buffer Ready?} 

0007 BRX 00005 

0010 (Fi r s tIns truction) 

0011 (Starting Address with Ia Tag) 
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A flow chart of the program is: 

Start 

Yes 

Exit to 
fir8t 
instruction 

Input (WIM) 

Is eight-word bootstrap 
loaded? (BRX) 

Store starting addres 
(LDX) 

Input (WIM) 

Is N-word program 
loadt:d? (SKS) 

: Increment index and 
branch (BRX) 

No 

While the Fill switch is held down. Ht is turned off, but neither Go nor Ex will go until 
the Fill switch is released. 

sGo = DI D2 Ts Tp Ht (@+@ Mg@) 

sEx = Ts ® T24 Go Ht ( - - -

If, when the switch is released, Go comes on at Tp time, then Ex will be inhibited by 
Go. If Ex i8 set first (at T24), then an exchange will occur if the Register switch is 
not at C. However, Go will not be set until a second exchange returns the regi8ter 
contents home. since the setting of Go requires (DI D2), and Ex will be set the second 
time because the Control switch is in the Run position (@ ). 
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INSTR UC T IONS 

A detailed description of each instruction is included in this material. An intimate 
knowledge of all preceding descriptions and the Reference Manual il assumed. For 
additional information on" phase changes refer to the phase counter. 

SKIP AND BRANCH INSTRUCTIONS 

Instruction 01 (BRU) 

Phasing: ~@ 

During phase 00 the address field in the C regilter is shifted through the adder for 
pOllible indexing and into the P register, and the next instruction 18 accessed from 
this address. ThE. P register is enabled by Pgt 

Pg ;::@ Q2 Ts Go 00 Ia 02 03 + -

The new address is received by PI, 

sPI = 00 Ia 0203 Add + ... 

and Xz and Yz perform the indexing, if any. 

---Xz = Xn Ix F I F 3 T s + - - -

--Yz = C23 Fl F3 + - - -

~
7 

Instruction 40 (SKS) ~kiP 
T24 

Phasing: ~ 05 ® 
Instruction 40 advances directly to phase 05 at 00 T24. During phase 05 the Sk 
(Skip) flip-flop will be set if Sks is true. 

s Sk = (/J 5 01 04 TO Sk s + - - -

Sks will represent one of thirteen internal signals, or one of N external signals which 
have been specified by the" instructiC?n address. 
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Ska = + - - -

+ (CIO CII) Cl9 ® 
+(CIOCII) C20 We 

+ (CIO~) C21 En 

+ (C 10 -en) C2l rn 
+ (C 10 CTI) CZ3 "Or 
+ (~ CII) Sio 

+(CIOCl1) Sse 

+ 

+ -

Sio and Sse represent external signals used for additional skip inputs. If Sk is set 
at TO, then the pha.e counter is advanced to phase (/)7 to increment P again and 
perform the skip_ 

s F2 = Tp Ts Sk - - - + - - -
.Ia = T24 (/)7 Sk 

rSk = (/)7 TO 

If Sk was not set, the phase counter will reset to phase 0»0. 
rFI = Tp End Sk 
rF3 = Tp End Sk 
rF2 = Tp End Sk 

Instructions 50, 52, 53, 70, 72, 73 and 74 

Phasing: 

During phase (/)0 of the above instructions the operand is accessed from memory 
in the usual manner, and then the phase counter is advanced to phase QJ6. 

During phase (/>6 the Sk flip -flop will determine if a skip is to occur. 

Instruction 53 (SKN) will set the Sk flip-flop at TO if the operand was negative. 

sSk = 01 02 0304 05 06 (/>6 TO C23 + - - -
Note that the sign of the operand has been shifted to C23, by TO time. 

Instructions 50, 52, 7Q and 72 preset the Sk flip-flop at T24 time. 

sSk = 0103 O4'O'b (/)6 T24 + - - -
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Instruction 70 will reset Sk if the contents of A and C (operand) differ when B is 
a "one". Instruction 50 will reset Sk if A and C differ regardless of B. 

rSk = 01 03 04 05 Db (/)6 Tp T24 Bn (An C23 + An ~) + - - -
+ 01 03 04 O50b (/)6 Tp T24 02 (An CZ3 + An C23) + - - -

Ii Sk is left in a set condition, then the skip will occur. 

Instruction 72 or 52 will reset Sk if the operand and (A) or (B) compare "ones", 
respectively. 

rSk = 01 03 04 05 '()'b eb6 Tp T24 C23 An 02 + - - -
+ 0 1 03 04 a 5 Db (/)6 Tp T 2 4 C 23 Bn 02 + - - -

Instruction 73 will set Sk if A has a "one" bit and C has a "zero" in the correspond
ing bit position; Sk will reset for the opposite condition. If 2 bits in corresponding 
bit f'ositions in the registers compare, Sk remains in its current state. Since the 
sign bits have negative weights, the reverse logic applies at TO; and since the least 
significant bits arrive first, the final state of Sk is determined by which register 
contains the larger number. 

sSk = 01 02 03 04 05 06 (/>6 Tp T24 TO An C23 

+ 0 1 03 04 0 5 06 dJ 6 TO C 23 An + - - -
rSk = 01 03 04 05 06 (/>6 Tp T24 TO An C23. 

+ 0 1 03 04 05 C 6 (/)6 TO An C 2 3 + 
and a skip will or will not occur accordingly. 

InstructIon 74 sets Sk if the X register contains a one in bit 15. Since the new (XIS) 
is required, Sk is set at T 14 by Xw, 

·where 

and 

s Sk = Xnr 0 I 02 C 3 04 (/J 6 T 14 X w + 
Xnr = 01 02 c: 3 C4 C 5 6b F I Ts + 
s Xw = Xn r 0 1 02 03 04 F 3 Add 

+ Xn:;;.' 0 1 0 2 ~~ 3 04 F 3 (Xn Sk + Xn Sky + - - -
r S k = (j) 7 () I 02 C 3 C 4 Xn T 2 4 + - - -

The adder outputs the difference of the Band C registers, 

X z = Bn (j) 6 0 1 I~I 2 C 3 C 4 

Yz = FI C23 6b 

sCz = dJ6 T24 04 C5 Ob+ 

Instruction 41 (BRX) 

Phasing: ~-~@ @ 
'----- T8 -- (41~ 01) 

In phase (/>0 the address portion of the instruction is shifted into the P register 
through the adder as indexing may simultaneously take place. 

sPI = 02 O! (/)0 fa Add + - - -
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The previous number in P must be saved in case a tranllier does not take place; 
therefore, it is shifted into the C register. 

sCO = or O! ~O Ia PI4 02 

The X register is incremented during phase QJO with Sk being used as a carry in a 
half adder. Sk will come into ~O in a reset state 

Example: 

ISk = 0105 02 03 (/)0 Ia Xn Tp T24 TO + 
rSk = QJO TO + - - -
sXw = 01 05 02 Q3(j)0 ra (Xn Sk + Xn Sk) + - -
Xnr = ~O fa 02 03 0 I 05 + - - -

Xn 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 

Sk I 1 1 1 0 0 0 

sXw I 0 1 0 1 0 0 

At T9 the P register is transferred to S to access the instruction for branching. If 
the newly formed X9 bit is a "one",the branch will occur. The Xw flip-flop is gated 
at T8 to re8et the 0 I instruction code flip-flop. This changes the operation code from 
41 to 0 I, 

rO 1 = Xnr 02 O'4Xw Mc Ql + Oc 

where Mc is the pulse to the memory and occurs at TB. 

If 01 is reset, the phase QO cycle becomes an End cycle since, 

End = (/J 5 + (/)6 + -!j1 + C/Jo fa or oz IT 

J-.:owever, it becomes an End cycle too late for a possible interrupt operation. The 
X register also starts to recirculate (stops incrementing) and the carry into X 
normally does not go beyond XB. There is no carry beyond XB unless X becomes 
positive, at which time the carry can extend to XO. 

If 01 is not reset at TB (/JO, then the phase changes to (/)6 at Tp and the instruction (41) 
continues operation. 

sF I = Tp Ia (/)0 01 (0,4 + 05) + - - -
sF2 = Tp ra- (/)0 01 02 + - - -

The C register is not altered at Tp; the word from memory is simply regenerated 
without being us ed. . 

During phase (j)6 the original contents of P which were shifted to C must be shifted 
back to P and be inc remented. 

sIa = T24 FI F3 ® + - - -
sPI = 01 02 04 05 06 (/>6 (CZ3 Ia + C'"n Ia) 

rIa = C 23 (/)6 0 1 cr! 04 65 06 T 2 4 + - - -
At T9 this shift is completed and P is transferred in parallel to S to access the next 
instruction in sequence. 

Ins truc tion 43 (BRM) 

Phasing: 
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During pha8e rbo the contents of the P register are shifted to the C register for 
eventual • torage, 

sCO = cbO fa 02 03 P14 02 + - - -
and the content. of the overflow flip-flop are shifted into C. 

s CO = (/)0 fa 02 03 Of TO + -
C s = Tp T 24 F 1 F 2 + - - -

The address portion of the instruction is shifted into the P register. 

Pg = ~ Q2 Ts Go cbO la OZ 03 + - - -
8PI = (/)0 fa 02 03 Add 1Iit + - - -

There may be indexing taking place. At T9 the new address in the P register is 
transferred to the S register to set up the address for storage. 

Ixp a, T9 02 03 130 (/)0 

At Tp of (/)0 the M register is cleared, and at TZ4 the contents of the C register will 
be transferred to M fo"r storage in core memory. 

Me = Tp (/)0 YaOZ OJ 05 + 
s PO = Mc Tp + - - -

Mxc = PO T24 

During phase (/>6 storage will take place, P will be incremented, and the next in
struction accessed. 

Instruction 51 (BRR) 

Phasing: 

In phase (/)0 the contents of the memory location are accessed in the usual m.anner. 
The C register shifts through the adder around to itself for possible indexing. At 
T 10 the S register is cleared; at T9 the upper part of the C register is transferred 
in parallel to S (Sxc); and at (/)0 Tp the M register is transferred to C. (Cxm) and the 
phase changes to phase (/)6. 

During phase (/)6 the operand, in C, shifts to the P register. The Ia flip-flop is 
preset and increments the contents of C as it shifts to P. 

sla = T24 Fl n@ + - - -
rIa = ~ Q6 010204 05 06 T24 + TO Fl + 
sPl = 06 01 OZ 04 05 06 (C23 Ia + CTI Ia) 

The contents of CO are stored in the overflow flip-flop (true side only) 

s Of = (/)6 0 1 02 03 04 05 06 COT 2 4 + - - -

At T 10 the S register ts cleared; at T9 (/>6 the new contents of P are transferred to S 
to access the memory for the next instruction. At Tp (/)6 the next instruction is 
brought from memory and this instruction ends. The phase counter is reset to 
phase 00. 

Cxm = Tp End Go + - - -
rFl = rF2 = rF3 = Tp End Sk 
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MEMORY INCREMENT INST.RUCTIONS 

Instructions 60 and 61 

Phasing: ~~~® 

During phase (/)0 the operand to be incremented will be accessed from memory 
in the usual manner and indexing or indirect addressing may occur. 

The phase counter i. then advanced to pha-se (b4 and C is shifted to the right one 
cycle time. 

c. = Tp T24 FI F3 + - - -
The incrementing is performed by using Cz (carry flip-flop) in a half adder and 
the sum is returned to CO, 

where 

leo = Q4 0 1 (C 2 3 C z + C 2 3 Cz) 05 + -
ICZ = 01 05 04 T24 + - - -
rCz = fi.,.-z-4 Xi Yz Cz Ts + 
Yz = Fl C23 06 + Fl -en Db + - - -

If the instruction code is (61), then the Yzinput will represent C23 and Cz will be 
reset the first time C23 is false. Therefore, the operand is incremented by (+ 1). 

If the initruction code is 60, Cz will be reset the first time C23 is true and the 
operand will be decremented by 1. 

ExamEle (61) 

C23 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 

Cz 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 

sCO 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 

An overflow can occur during this arithmetic operation. 

sOf = 03 (/J4'TO (05 + 06) [Xz Yz C~ +-
I?uring phase (/)7 the operand is transferred from C to M by Mxc, 

Mxc = T24 PO 

and is stored in memory. 

Instruction 60 can set Sk during <b4 if C is ne;lative: 

sSk = 01 05 Db Q>4 Tp CO 

Sk being set will cause P to be incremented in phase (/)7 as well as in phase 04 to force 
a skip. 

STORE INSTRUCTIONS 

Ins truc tions 35, 36, 37 

Phasing: ~~@---7®~@ 
T24 

During phase 00 the address is shifted through the adder for possible indexing, and 
at T9 is transferred (Sxc) to the S register to address the Itore location. 
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The phase counter advances to phase 06 for one pulse time and is reset to phase ~4. 

During phaae (&4 the information to be stored il .hifted into the e regilter. 

Ca = Tp T24 Fl FJ + - - -
Instructionl 35. 36 and 37 .tore the content. of the A, B and X registers, respectively . 

• eo = ~4 04 05 06 Xn 

+ 04 04 05 06 An 

+ (1)4 04 05 O'b Bn 

During 04, the P register is incremented. 

sIa = T24 Fl fi ® + -
Pg = ® QZ Ts Go F 1 

During (/)7, me prevent. a .econd inc rement by blocking the setting of Ia. 

At the completion of phase <)4 the counter advances to phase ¢7 and the information 
will be transferred to °the M regi.ter and stored. 0 

LOAD INSTRUCTIONS 

Ins truc tionl 71, 75, 76 and 77 

Phasing: 

During phase ~O the operand is acee.sed in u.ual falhion and transferred to the 
C register at Tp. During phase 06 the operand is shifted into the designated 
registers depending upon the instruction code. 0 

Cs = Tp T24 FI F3 + - - -
For Instruction 71 (LDX) : 

sXw • Xnr 01 03 04 <)6 e23 + -
Xnr = 0 1 03 0 4 ~6 02 05 06"+ - - -

For Instruction 75 (LDB) : 

sBw = Bnr 03 e23 + 
Bnr = 01 02 03 04 0506 (/)6 

For Instruction 76 (LOA) : 

sAw:;:: Anr 01 02 03 04 C23 

Anr = 01 02 030405 Ob'c)6 + 
Instruction 77 cau.es the effective address of the instruction to be shifted through 
the adder and into the X register during phase (/JO. 

sXw = Xnr 01 0 2 03 04 F3 Add + - - -
Xnr = 0 1 02 03 04 05 06 Ia .00 02 

The input to the adder is as u.ual during phase (/>0. 

During phase (/)6 the P register is incremented, and at Tp the phase counter is reset 
to phase 00. 
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INPUT INSTR UCTIONS 

Instruction 30 (YIM) and 32 (WIM) 

Phasing: 

During phase (/)0 the operand is acces sed in the nortnal fashion and transferred 
to the C register at Tp (although it will not be used). At Tp (/)0 lathe F2 flip
flop is set for either phase (/)2 or phase (/)6. 

sF2 = Tp Ia 00 03 

rF2 = T24 ¢6 01 02 03 + - - -
If the Buffer (W or Y) is ready to receive data, the" Ready" flip-flop Rf is set 
either during phase 0>0 or phase (/)2. 

sRf = 'TS or 03 04"Ta:n-n [W? (WO + W9) 05 TIb 
+ (Yf (YO 1; Y9)) O;-J 

rRf = Tp End 'SK 

The Wand Y terms are buffer tertns which signal that the respective buffer is ready 
to transfer a new word to tnetnory. The Fl flip-flop is set fortning phase (/)6 only 
if Rf is set. 

sF1 = Ts Tp err 03 ra IT F! Rf 04 + - - -

At (/)6 T24 the F2 flip-flop is reset and the phase change s to phase 0>4. During 
phase (/)4 the buffer is shifted into the C register. 

Cs = Fl n.1J>TZ4-t: - -
sCO = ID4 tIT' 04 0; ® 

+ (/)4 UT04" 05 N;Wn 

The address in the S register is not altered and the word in tnetnory is interrogated 
again. Mc clears the memory register (M) at Tp, 

Mc :: Tp (/>4 + - - -

and PO remembers to write in the metnory. 

spa = Mc Tp 

rPO = PO T24 

Mxc = PO T24 

During phase (/)4 the P register is incretnented. At (/)4 Tp the phase counter 
changes to phase (/)7. During phase (/)7 the data is generated in the tnemory and 
the next instruction is accessed. 
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Ins truc tion 33 (PIN) 

Phasing: ®-~>@IH.®-?@-~>I@ 
T24 

During pha.e C/JO the storage address is transferred to the S register in the usual 
fashion. 

The pha8e counter then advances to phase (/)2, as thi. phase cannot be by-passed on 
instruction code 33. This allows at least one cycle till'le for the pal"allel input 
transfer to occur. The ready flip -flop Rf is not set until phase 02, where Rt is the 
appropriate external ready signal for input. 

s R£ = or 03 Ta F 1 F1 T s (/>2 06 Rt Q2 04 + - -
rRf = Tp End Sk 

Dtlring phase (/)2 a signal designated Pin is generated to indicate that the input lines 
are being strobed. 

Pin = Cxi Q 1 

F 1 will not be set to advanc e to phas e (J6 until the Rf flip -flop is 8 et. 

sFl = Ts Tp or 03TaFlF1 Rf 04 + - - -

The external information is trarisierreq in parallel to the C register via lines CdO, 
CdI, - - - - Cd23. These are gated by: 

Cxi = 02 06 (/)2 

Cg = Cxi 01 + -

During phase ~4 the C register shifts around to itself and parity is generated and a 
completion signal, Rti, is also generated. 

C s = Tp T24 F 1 F 3 + - - -
Cg = Cs + - - -

sCO = ((/>4 Of) 04 06 C23 + 
sC24 = (T22 - Tp) CO C24 

rC24 = T23 + (T22 - Tp) CO C24 ® 
Rti = (/>4 or 04 06 

During phase ~4 the P register is incremented and during phase OJ7 the information 
is generated in memory. 

OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS 

Instructions 10 (MIY)and 12 (MIW) 

Phasing: ~-->+((i~)---#> ®-~) @ 

During phase (]JO, the oper!.!,1d is acces sed in ,the normal fa~hion and transferred to 
the C register. At Tp (]JO la, the FZ flip -flop is set for eitller phase 02 or phase 0>6. 

s F Z = (Tp fa (/)0) 03 + 
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If the buffer i. ready to receive a new word, the ready flip -flop Rf i. set during 
either phase <)0 or (/)2. 

aRf = T. or 03 lf4 raFT FJ [\vi (WO + "W9) 05 Db + (Yl (YO + "9) ~J + 
rRf = Tp End sr 

Therefore, if the buffer is ready before the instruction ia given, phase 02 ,ia Ilet 
reached and the phase counter goes directly to phase 06. If the buffer is not 
ready, the computer remains in phase 02 until Rf is let by the buffer. In phale 
02 the C register does not shift. 

During phase 06 the C register is shifted into the W or Y Buffer registers. At 
Tp the phase counter is reset to phase (/JO. 

Instruction 13 (POT) 

Phasing: ®~®~®~® 
During phase (/JO the operand is accessed in the normal fashion and transferrea to 
the C register at Tp .. During instruction 13 phase 02 cannot be by-passed, even if 
the external buffer i_8 ready. This allows at least one cycle time for the 
parallel output transfer to occur. The ready flip.;.flop Rf is not set until pha~e (/)2. 

sRi = Of 03 04 FI F3 {(/J2 06 Rt Q2) Ia Ts + 
rRf = Tp End Sk 

Rt is the appropriate external ready signal for output. 

During phase (/J2 two signals are generated for external use. Pot 1 indicates that 
the intorm.ation is being presented. Pot 2 can be used as a "strobed signal for 
setting external flip -flops. 

Pot 1 = Wi F2 n Ts 02 06 

Pot 2 = (/>2 02 06 Ql 

F 1 will not be set for advancing to phas e (/)6 until the R£ flip -flop is set. 

sFl = Ts Tp Oi 03 Ia Fl F3 Rf 04 +- - -
Memory parity for the output data is checked during (/)6. 

sCp = Cp C23 Ht Tp T24 (03 Q6 + - - -) + -
rC p = C p C 2 3 Ht Tp T 24 (03 (/)6 + - - -) + -

During phase (/)6 the P register is incremented· and at Tp the phase counter is reset 
to phase (/)0. 

CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS 

Instruction 23 (EXU) 

Phasing: ®----~~® 
During phase (/)0 the address of the instruction is shifted ~rough the adder fO.r 
possible indexing and at T9 transferred (Sxc) to the S regIster to access the In-
struction- to be executed. 

At Tp the 0 register is reset. 
--

Oc = 0 I 03 05 Tp Ia + 
The P register is not affected and will be incremented by the accessed instruction 
in the normal fashion. The phase counter remains in phase (/)0. 
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Ins tructions 00, 02, and 20 

Phasing: ®~®~® 
T24 

The phase counter remains in phase (')0 for only one pulse tim~ and then advances 
to phase Q5. The C register does not shift during phase (/)5. Instruction 00 
(HLT) sets the Ht flip-flop during phase (/)5 to initiate a halt, 

sHt = (/)5 TO or 02 0; Int + - - -

and at Tp Q5 the computer will halt. 

r Go = Tp End Sk Ht + - -: -

End = F 1 F 3 T s + - - -

Instruction 02 (BaM) activates Eom signals to external devices and/or to the W Buffer 
during phase (/)5. 

where: 

Earn = QJ5OT05 

Sys = (/> 5 TIT 05 C 9 C 10 C 11 01 

Ioc = (j)5 or 05 CTO _ C 11 Q 1 

Buc = (/)5 or 05 ~~ 

Sys = Systems communications 

Ioc = Input/output control 

Buc = Buffer control 

Instruction 20 (NaP) does not cause any special operation to occur in phase (/>5 and 
all registers recirculate as normal. 

The P register is incremented during phase (/)5 and the next instruction is accessed. 

LOGICAL INSTRUCTIONS 

Instructions 14, 16, and 17 

During phase (/>0 the operand is accessed in the normal fashion and at Tp the phase 
counter is advanced to phas e (/)6. 

I 

During phase (/>6 the C register will be shifted right apd logical operations performed 
as it enters the A register. 

C s = Tp T24 F 1 F3 + - - -
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Instruction 14 (ETR) causes the contents of the A register and the operand to be 
"ANDED" together. 

sAw = TIT 'IT! 03 04 06 (/)6 An C23 

Anr = M 03 04 (/)6 + - - -

Instruction 16 (MRG) causes the contents of the A register and the operand to be 
"inclusively OR'd" together. 

sAw = OT 02 03 04 06 (/)6 An C23 

+ orOT03 04 05 (/)6 An ~ 

+ lfi 02 03 04 05 (JJ6 An C23 

+ 
Instruction 17 (EaR) causes the contents of the A register and the operand to be 
"exclusively OR'd" together. 

sAw = <IT 02 03 04 05 (/)6 An "CD 

+ or 02 03 04 05 (/)6 An C23 

+ - - -
At (/)6 Tp the phase counter is reset to phase (/)0. 

'REGISTER CHANGE INSTRUCTIONS 

Instruction 46 

Phasing: ~~@ 
T24 

The phase counter advances to phase (/)5 after one pulse tim.e. During phase (/)5 
certain transfers will take place between the A, B and X registers under the control 
of the C register. (see page 1.12) 

C20 causes (B)~A, C 16 causes (X~A, C23 causes A to be cleared and C 14 
causes-(A~A, 

sAw = (02 0304 Ts) Bn C20 

+ (02 03 04 Ts) Xn C 16 

+ (02 03 04 Ts) C 14 (An PO + An PO) 

+ - - -
Anr = (02 63 04 Ts) (C20 + C 16 + C 14 + C23) 

In the last term PO is used to aid in getting a two's com.plem.ent of A. 

spa = 02 03 04 Ts Tp TO An + - - -
rPO = 02 03 04 Ts TO + PO T 24 + ® 

For the B register: 

ana 

sBw = (OZ en 04 Ts) An C21 

+ (0"20304 Ts) Xn C 18 

+ - -
Bnr = (02 03 04 Ts) (C22 + e21 + CI8) + 
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For the X register: 

sXw = (ID: IT04 Ts) C 19 Bn + -
{O! (IT 04 Ts) C 15 An +. -

Xnr = (02 m 04 Ts) (C 15 + C 19) + -

If C 17 is set, only 9 bits of the register exchange is perforIned. C 17 resets the C 
register) thereby stopping the exchange. 

C g = (02 OJ 04 Ts) Q 1 Q4 C 1 7 + - -""-
If the index register was involved in the exchange" the Ix flip-flop is set. 

sIx = (02 03 04 Ts) Ql 04 C 17 Xnr + - - -
This will caule the contents of bit X15 to be extended in the index register to all bit 
positions to the left of XI5. 

Xnr = (02 03 04 Ts) Ix + - - -
sXw = (02 03 04 Ts) Ix Xw T23 + - - -
r Ix = Tp Mh + - - -

SHIFT INSTRUCTIONS 
One Shift pe r Cycle 

Instruction 66 

Phasing: 

During phase (JO indexing Inay proceed as usual but only froIn T23 to T16 (8 bit times). 
The Ix flip -flop is reset at T 16 so that indexing will not Inodify the instruction modifiers 
originally in bits C 10 and C II. The instruction Inodifier (C 10) determines if the opera
tion is to be a right shift or a right cycle. 

66 2 OOXX (Right Cycle) RCY 

66 0 OOXX (Right shift) RSH 

Bit C 10 will ultimately be transferred to S 1. The carry flip-flop is also forced off 
when Ix is off to prevent a carry into this bit position. 

rIx = (00 Ia 02 03 04) 05 Ql + - - -
rC z = 00 Ix Tp + - - -

The adder continues to feed CO but after TI5 its output must be the same as C23. 
At T 10 the S register is cleared as usual during phase (/>0. 

Sc = TIO Ts Fl F2 + ---
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At T9 the C register is transferred to the S register, 

Sxc = T9 (/)0 PO( Ia + 03 + 02) + - - -
and at the same time the phase is changed to phase 01. 

sF3 = T9 05 Iii (/)0 02 M 04 + - ;.. -
The memory is not pulsed at T8 by Mc because of phase Q1. Therefore, the 5 reg
ister does not have to remain constant and it will count down the number of shifts 
required. The 920 counts by two's; S14 is not part of the counter. 

The shift right is accomplished by shortening the recirculation paths of the A and B 
registers. Ar feed. Aw directly, by-pa •• ing Ae and An. Thi. causes a right shift 
of two bit position. per cycle. The two least significant bits of A are held in Aft! and 
An during the cycle time and then deposited in the most significant positions of B. 

sBw = 03 05 Db Br""S'B Tn""Tl QIi 

+ 03 as Db An ~ T1 + TO) 

Bnr = <)3 

sAe = Ar CQ3 as Db (01 + 02 + ssiiij 

rAe = Ar [(/)3 0500 (01 + 02 + 58 (iii 
sAn = Ae [ (/)3 05 no (01 + 02 + S8 ID~ 

rAn = Ae [ 0>3 OS Db (01- + 02 + S8 Q!~ 

+ Ar 58 

+ Ar S8 

The above l~ic c;:au.es Ae and An to read Ar and AeJrespectivelyJduring Tl, TO, Tp, 
T24 during S8 ~3 of the right shift (66) command. Therefore,they pick up the two 
least significant bits each cycle time and hold them for the B register. 

The A register shifts: 

sAw = (/)3 05 Qb-Ar S8 (TI TO) + - - -
Anr = Qj3 + - - -

The SI flip-flop which contains the bit originally from C 10 controls the mode of shifting: 

sAw = (/J3 as Db (Tl ~ + TO) 'ST Aw (sign extends) 

+ (/)3 as Db (Tl"'S'S + TO) Sl Bn"'S1 (cycle) 

+ - - -

Bn and Be hold the least significant bits from the B register. 53 is in the gate so that 
a right shift command 66 2 4 0 XX will cause a right shift forcing zeros into the most 
significant positions of A railier than extending the sign of A or cycling information 
from B. 

S 13 through 89 form a binary counter and count down one for each cycle of 58 (/)3. The Ss 
amplifier caU8es the count: 

S. = <)3 T23 Mh 

where Mh is false only during multiplication. 
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When the counter reaches zero-,one of two al~natives exist. If the number of 
shifts required were even, as indicated by S 14 then the shifting is complete. The 
phase counter is forced to phase (/)7 ~y the Sk flip-flop . 

. aSk = FI F3 Ts os"'S9STO STTS"ITSTI"ST4 TO 

sFl =sF2 = sF3 = Tp Ts Sk 

If the required number of shifts were odd,l then 58 is set and a single right shift 
oc curs during (/)3 58. 

and with 58: 

858 = FT F3 Ts Tp 59 S'ln -sn STI -sn (04 m Db) 

sAw = 03 05 Db Ae S8 "Tn 
8Bw = 03 05 Db Be S8 TIT 

03 58 can only last one cycle since Sk is set and forces phase 07 . 
• Sk = 03 TO 58 

During phase QJ7, Sk causes Ia to be set to increment the P register. At T9 (/)7, 
P is transferred te S, and at (/)7 Tp the next inatruction is transferred from M to C 
and the phase counter returns to (/JO. 

Instruction 67 One Shift 

Zero Shift 

Phasing: 

-- - ---'" 

During phase (/)0 indexing is performed from T23 to T16 (8 bit times). The Ix flip-flop 
is reset at T16 so that indexing will not modify the instruction modifiers in bits C 10 and C 11. 

6 7 2 00 XX 

6 7 0 00 XX 

6 7 1 00 XX 

(Left Cycle) LC Y 

(Left Shift) LSH 

(Normalize) NOD 

At (/JO T 10 the S register is cleared and at T9 the C register containing the shift count 
and the shift mode is transferred to S. Also at T9 00 the phase counter is advanced 
to phase QJ1. 

sF3 = T9 OS QJO la02 03 04 

The memory is not cycled during phase (/) 1 or 03 since the memory pulse Me is in
hibited. This leaves the S register free to count and to aid in the shifting. At Tp 
01 the phase counter advances to 03 58, (QJ3 S8 if the c'ount was one. (/)7 if the count 
was zero). 
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During 03 ~ the A and B registers shift left two bits per cycle time. This is 
accomplished by delaying or lengthening the recirculation paths of these registers. 
54 and 55 are inserted between An and Aw. 

s54 = (03 05 06 Tn" rp 'n"4) An + - - -
r54 = (03 05 06 'Tn "TP 'TZ4) An + - - -

sS5 = (FI F3 'Fs 05 06 1f'li) 54 + -
rS5 = .(fi F3 "TS 05 06 TZ4) 54 + -

sAw = 03 05 0655 Sl 
Anr = (J3 

56 and 57 are similarly inserted between Bn and Bw to shift B left two bits per 
cycle. The most significant bits of B must be shifted into the least aignificant 
positions of A. 54 and 55 pick up the moat significant bits of B on the previous 
cycle: 

s84 = 
rS4 = 

sS5 = 
rS5 = 

[FT F3 05 06 rs mOl 05] Bw + -
(Fl F3 05 06 Ts 01 Ql Q5] Bw + 

WI iF3 Ts 05 06 T24J84 + -
[Fi F3 Ts 05 06 ~21J 84 + -

In a similar manner 86 and S7 pick up the most significant bits of the A register for 
left cycle. 

sS6 = [Fl F3 Ts 05 06 Ql ell 05] Aw51 + -
r56 = [FT F3 Ts 05 06 01 m Q5] Aw51 + -

+ rFl F3 Ts 05 06 "Q1 Q2 05] Sf + - - -

The last'term resets 56 and 87 to insert zeros into the least significant bits of B 
in the left shift mode. 

The overflow flip-flop is set if a bit different from the sign bit is shifted into or 
beyond the sign position of A in the left shift mode. 

sOf = (/)3 05 06 Sf TO 88 (An 85 + An 85) 

+ (/)3 05 06 Sf TO (An 84 + An 84) + -

89 through 513 form a counter and count down one each cycle time. 

58 = (/)3 T23 Mh 

When this counter reaches zero) the phase counter changes to (/)3 58 if 514 is set for an 
odd number of shifts. 

sS8 = Fl F3 Ts Tp 59 S10 811 SI2 sn (0405 6'1>1 
Here fi F3 Ti is used rather than (/J3 because if the original shift count was ~ne,) the 
phase must step from ctH directly to (/)3 58. 

In phase C)3 88 only 84 is in the A recirculation path and only 86 is in the B recircula
tion path and these registers shift left only one bit position. Phase (/J7 is reached 
either after one cycle of (/J3 88 or directly from Cj)3 ~ if 814 is reset. Sk is set which, 
in turn,forces phase (/)7 and causes the P register to be incremented. 
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sSk = F1 F3 Ts 0 S~ ~ nl -sn"'Sl1 Sl4 TO 

+ (j)3 TO S8 + - - -

The normalize inltruction is only slightly different.Sk is set before the shift count 
reaches zero to force phase (/J7) providing the two moat significant bits of A are 
different. 

.Sk = Fl F3 05 06 Ts S2 TO (Aw An + Aw An) + - - -
Here An at TO time represents the "old" sign bit and Aw at TO time represents the 
"new" Al bit (except during phase Ql where the above term is more easily under
stood). Depending on the situation, the S8 flip-flop must sometimes be forced to 
complete an odd number of shifts. The Ia flip-flop picks up the new A2 bit by 
reading Aw at T 1. 

ala = fi F3 'TS Aw TI + 
rIa = T24 (/)3 + - - -

S8 is then let for a single shift if Ia is different from the" old" sign bit of A. 

sS8 = Fl F3 05 06 Ts 82 TO (An Ii + An Ia) 

(58 may be forced at the same time that Sk i8) but Sk will force (/)7 to terminate the 
shifting regardles 8 of S8). 

During normalize the X register is decremented, two for each S8 (/)3 cycle and one 
for each 58 Q3 cycle. Ix is used as a carry in a half adder. 

sIx = 05 06 (/)3 T23 S8 

+ 05 06 (/)3 T24 S8 

+ - - -

rIx = 05 06 (/)3 T24 Ix Xn + 

sXw = Xnr (/)3 (IX Xn + Ix Xii) + -

Xnr = (/)3 05 06 S2 + 

ARITHMETIC INSTRUCTIONS 

Instructions 54 (SUB), 55 (ADD), 56 (SUC) and 57 (ADC) 

Phasing: 

During phase ~O the operand is accessed in the normal fashion and at Tp the phase 
counter is advanced to phase (/)6. During phase (/>6 the contents of the C register 
are shifted through the adder and are added or subtracted from the contents of the 
A register. 

C s = F I F 3 Tp T24 + - - -
sAw = 01 02 03 04 (/)6 Add + 
Anr = 02 03 04 (/)6 

Instruction 54 (SUB) and 56 (SUC) 

Xz = An FI 03 + 
Yz = Fl C23 Db + - - -
sCz = (/>6 T24 04 'O"5O"b + (/>0 01 OZ" 04 05 Tp Xw + 
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Th. Cz flip-flop i. pre.et to complete the two'. complement. It i. alway. pre
.et by code 54. It i. pre.et by code 56 only if XO hal a "one". 

In.tructioll 55 (ADD) and 51 (ADC) 

Xs = An FlO 3 + - 0 - -

Y. = FI CZ3 06 + - - -
. .ca,. 0001 02 0405 Tp Xw + F1 Tp TZ4 TO X. Y. C. T. +
rCa = fi TZiXi Yz Cz Ta + TO fi Ti'n + -

In.truction. 54, 55, 56 and 57 

.At Tp (J6 the pha •• counter is reset to pha.e ~O. The Overflow flip-flop will be 

.et if the r •• ult of the arithmetic operation exceed. the allowable number range . 

• Of = 01 or 03 04 cb6 TO (Xi Vi Cz + Xz Yz ei) 

'The .tat. of Of can then be tested with an SKS instruction. 

Of i. relet at ~ Tp of instruction,_ 56 and 51. 

rOf = Tp dJo 0 1 02 04 05 

The .tate of the carry flip-flop at time TI4 i. picked up by the Ix flip-flop and 
stored in Xl. 

sIx = 01 02 03 04 cb6 T14 Cz 

sXw = Xnr or 03 Ix Tl 

Xnr. = 01 02 03 04 (/J6 01 Ql Q3 

The sta-te of the carry flip-flop Cz at Tp is anticipated at TO and stored in XO . 

• Xw = Xnr U"Z 03 TO [Xz Cz + yz Cz + Xz yz] 

Instruction 63 (ADM) 

Ph •• ing: 

The effective a,ddres8 is computed and 8,e, nt to the S register during pha.e (/JO 
a. u.ual. At (/)0 Tp the operand ia brou$l;ht from the M regi.ter to C. 

Cxm = l5n (~O Ia 02 Q) 01) (/)0 

During phase <1>4 the adder is fed by An and C23. The output of the adder is fed 
back to CO • 

• CO = ~4 01 05 06 Add 

At (/J4 Tp the M register is cleared and PO is set to write in memory. 

Mc = Tp c)4 

sPO = Mc Tp 

Mxc = PO T24 

rPO = PO T24 

During (/)4 the P register is incremented. It is sent in parallel to S at (/J7 T9 
to access the next instruction. 
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The Overflow flip-flop will be set if the result of the arithmetic operation exceeds 
the allowable number range . 

• Of = 0105 <)4 06 TO Xz Yz ~ 

+ tIT 04 TO (OS + 06) Xz yz Cz 

+ - - -
Instruction 64 (MUL) 

Multiplication requires four cycle times. The phasing is 
one cycle time per phase. 

During phase (/)0, indexing is performed, the instruction is regenerated in memory 
and the operand is accessed. If the contents of the A register are negative, Rf is set 
at GO Tp. 

sRf = OJ 04 0; ObTp 00 Aw 

During phase (/)1, the operand is regenerated. If the A register was negative, as 
indicated by Rf, it is two's complemented to make it positive. Cz 1s used as a carry 
to complement A. Rf, if set, remains set during the entire operation. The memory 
is not pulsed during either phase (/)1 or phase (/)3 so that the S register is free from 
memory control from time TIO of phase (/)1 until TIO of phase (/)7. Parity of the 
operand i. checked during phase (/)1 as the C register shifts around to itself. 

At (/)3 T24, the C register is cleared and the multiplication begins. The M register, 
since the memory was not pulsed during ~I, still contains the operand or multiplicand. 
The A register, which is now positive, present. its least significant bit at time T23 
to the input gates of many serial adders. The Ap buffer amplifies Al1:. 

Ap = An FT 
The multiplication amplifier comes on during phase 03 and (/)7, excluding the check 
bit times: 

Mt = OJ 04 05" Db F2 Tp 1'24 Ts 

Mu cont'rols the S register for performing the carrying. Mu is on during phase ~3 
and the first half of phase (/)7. 

Mu = 03 04 0501> F2 Tp T24 Ts (Fl + Q2) 

Now twenty-three serial adders are fed simultaneously into Cl through C23, respectively. 
The inputs to the adders are controlled on one side by the preceding stage of the C 
register and on the other side by an AND gate of Ap and the corresponding bit of the M 
register. (See diagram) 

MO MI M2 M3 - - - - - - M23 

Product 
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There is no adder neceasary for CO and the logic of the adder Jl i. modified 
to actually subtract. This is because bits coming from CO are negative in weight 
rather than poaitive. Each adder requires a carry flip-flop. Since the Sregister is 
f-ree, the flip-flopa 51 through 514 serve as carry flip-flops for adders J1 through J14) 
respectively. Other fiip;.-11ops, which are otherwise idle during multiplication, are 
made to perform as carry flip-flops for the rest of the adders. 

The least signific~t bit of the product is sent to C23 at (j)3 T23. Bits flowing 
from CZ3 are then sent to Aw. An is sent to Bw which is meaningful only during 
phase 07. As C23 ia aent to Aw, the product is negated, again using Cz as a carry, 
if Rf ia aet. 

sAw = Mt ~ CZ3 + Mt Cz ~ 

sCz = C)1 Rf An T24 + Mt Rf C23 

rCz = (/)3 T24 

At the end of phase 03, the least significant half of the product is in the A register 
and the, most aignificant half of the product is in the C register and in the various 
carry flip -flops according to their respective weights. ' 

During 07, Ap ia cut off and the M register no longer controls the afllders. The adders 
continue to add,hawever, allowing the carry flip-flops to properly trickle into the 
product. CZ3 continuea to feed Aw and An continues to feed Bw. 

The P register ia incremented in the usual fashion during tre first half of phase (j)7. 
At 07 T10 the S register must be cleared so that it can be set by the P register, in 
parallel, to access the memory for the next instruction. However, by (/)7 T 10 the 
carrying proceas has just passed the fourteen bits of the S register; they are free at 
exactly the right time. The rest of the adders must continue their process until the 
completion of the instruction. 

At the end of phaae (/)7, the most significant half of the product is in A, the least 
significant half ia in B, the next instruction has been accessed. (The M register 
was not needed for multiplication during (/>7). 

If a time share (Ts) interrupts the instruction at the end of phase (/)0 or 01, there 
is a problem. The operand in C is exchanged with W, and then exchanged back again. 
The M register is modified by the input or output word from the buffer. In this case, 
the operand in C is transferred back to the M register before the multiplication begins. 

Mxc = PO T24 

s,PO = Mc Tp 

Mc = Tp Ts Tsm F3""'Db 

If a time share (Ts) interrupts at the end of phaae (/)3, the word in M is destroyed 
but it is no longer needed for the multiplication. The partial product in C is sent 
to Wand then back to C. ' 

If -1 is multiplied by -1 the overflow flip-flop is set. 

sOf = Mt TO Fl Rf C23 Cz 

Here Mt TO Fl specifies phase (/)7 of multiply at time TO. Rf indicates A was 
originally negative. CZ indicates that no "ones" have yet appeared in the product 
and C23 indicates that MO was set. 
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920 MUl TIPl Y EXAMPLE 

1. 10100 (- 3/8) x 1. 10010 (- 7/16) = 0.0010101 (+ 21/128) 
~ - --sRf = 03 04 05 06 Tp ~ 0 Aw +- --

Phase ¢3 A B 

123 S 00000 
MA 00000o 

p 
C 000000 0.01110 XXXXXX 
J 00000 

122 S 00000 

MA 110100 
C p 00000o 000111 OXXXXX 

J 10100 

-
T21 S 00000 

MA 110100 

C 
p 

110100 000011 10XXXX 

J 01110 

T20 S 00000 

MAp 110100 

C 101110 000001 110XXX 

J 00011 

T19 S 00100 

M,\ 000000 sCz = Mt Rf C23 + - - -

C 100011 000000 1110XX 

J 10101 

T18 S 10000 

M,\ 000000 

C 010101 100000 01110X 

J 11010 
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Pha.e 07 A B 

TZ3 S 10000 

MAp 000000 

C 011010 010000 001110 

J 11101 

T22 S 10000 

MAp 000000 

C 011101 101000 000111 

J 11110 

T21 S 10000 

MAp 000000 

C 011110 010100 000011 

J 11111 

T20 S 10000 -

MAp 000000 

C 011111 101010 000001 

J 11111 

T19 S 10000 

MAp 000000 

C 011111 010101 000000 

J 11111 

TIS S 10000 

MAp 000000 

C 011111 001010 100000 

J 11111 

0.00101 010000 
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Instruction 65 (Div) 

Phasing i~~~@ with one cycle time per phase 

except for ,03 ~ which lasts 24 cycle times. 

During 00, the instruction is regenerated in memory, indexing is performed and 
the operand or divisor is accessed. 

During cDI. the operand is parity checked and regenerated in memory. The memory 
is not pulsed during phases c;bl or 03 which releases the 5 register to aid in the 
division. At 01 Tp the 51 flip -flop is set if the sign of A and the sign of the divisor 
in C are alike. 51 will remain set until the "clean up" phase 03 58. 

Division take. place during 03 58. The A and B registers shift left without arithmetic the 
first cycle time. Each cycle time thereafter, the A register is shifted left and 
simultaneous subtraction (or additio n if Sl) mayor may not occur according to the 
result of a preViOUS "pseudo" subtraction. The algorithm is such that if the divisor 
can be 8ubtracted (added, if51) without changing the sign of A, it will be 8ubtracted. 
rrn would change the sign of A, it will not be subtracted. The sign of A, therefore, 
never changes during a "normal" division. 

The S4 flip -flop is inserted between An and Aw to cause A to shift left. 56 is 
simultaneously used in a siInilar m~nner to shift B left. As the shifting takes place, 
a "p8eudo" 8ubtraction is performed using S2 as a carry flip-flop. The final state of 52 
at each cycle indicates whethe r a real subtraction can be performed the following 
cycle time without changing the sign of A. 

s52 = 03 '05" 06 'f2'4 Tp SS" C23 (5451'+ 54 51) 

+ (/)3 05" 06 Tp CO 52, 

rS2 = (/)3 05 06 T24 Tp 58 en (54 81 + 54 Sl) 

+ QJ3 05" 06 Tp CO 82 

+ (/)3 05 06 T24 

Note that 52 is reset at the beginning of each cycle at T24, then if 51 is set in
dicating like signs of A and C, 52 performs a borrowing function on C23 and 84. 
54 contains the same bits that An will contain on the next cycle. At Tp the 52 
flip-flop is reversed if C is positive so that at the following T24 time, 82 will be 
set if, and only if, arithmetic is to be perfor'med during the following cycle time. 
S3 is set by S2 at T24 and allows arithm.etic while 52 performs another "pseudo" 
subtraction. 83 is reset each Tp time and is set at T24 only if 82 is high at T24. 

54 actually receives the output of the adder. The inputs of the adder are An on one 
side and the product of 53 C23 on the other. If 51 is set, the adder actually sub
tracts since Cz will borrow rather than carry. If 51 is reset, the adder adds. 

Because of the algorithm, the sign of A will not change unles s the original mag
nitude of A was larger than that of C. In this case, the algorithm cannot prevent 
a sign change. The overflow flip-flop is set on the sign change. 
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.0£ = (1)3 n-; 06 sa Tp (An S4 + An 54) 

In this term, An contains the old sign and 54 contains the new computed sign. 
The A register was shifted left one bit position during the first ~3 cycle. 

. 53 . 

~ 
~*~~n~----~~'Addr-~ 

Xz = An F3 06 

Yz = F3 53 C23 

The most significant bits of B are picked up by 54 at each Tp time, and held there 
two clock times so that the word in A can be read at 54 from T23 to Tp time (25bits) . 

. The quotient bits are shifted into the least significant bit of the B register, by pre
setting 86 c,?rr~ctly at T24. 

s56 = 03 Q;" 06 T24 (81 82 + Sf SZ) 

r56 = 03 (J5" 06 Tp 

55 determines each cycle time if the magnitude of C equals the magnitude of A. 
It does this with the aid of 57. The_purpose of determining magnitude equality is for 
the clean up phase, ~3 88. 87 is reset at each Tp. If 81 is reset indicating that 
~ signa arec'i~ke. then 87 is set with the first "one" from C23 •. The function 
~7 C23 + 87 presents C in such a manner that it can be compared bit by bit 
with the word in A to determine magnitude equality. S5 is reset at each T24 and is 
set if the output of the adder does not compare with this function in any bit position'. 
If 85 remain. reset until Tp, the magnitudes are equal which is important during the 
clean-up cycle. 

At the completion of 24 cycle times, the 58 flip-flop is set at Tp. The 24 cycles are 
counted by 59 through 513 at each (/)3 T23 time. During the one cycle of ~3 S8 the A 
register ia shifted right and placed into the B register. The quotient in B is sent to 
A. In addition, the following table indicates other functions to be performed: 

55 51 = nothing 

S5 'ST = Add one to quotient 

~ 51 = clear rem.ainder and add one to quotient 

S5 Sf = clear remainde r 

At ,(/)3 58 T24, the 51 flip-flop is reversed if 85 is set. Then 51 is used, regardless 
of S5, as a carry to add one to the quotient in B as it is transferred to A. 

sAw = (/)3 05 06 S8 (Bn Sf + Bn S1) + - - -
s51 = (/)3 05 06 S8 S5 Sf + - - -
r81 = Q3 05 06 S8 55 51 + (/)305 06 SI Bn S8 T24 + 

The remainder in A is transferred to B and shifted right. 
is reset. 

sBw = (/)3 05 06 S8 85 Ae 
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The overflow flip-flop can also be set if the one, which may be added to the quotient, 
changes the sign of the quotient from positive to negative. This takes care of the 
cases: 

+ N -'N 
Q = ~ = + lor Q = -=r:r- = + 1 = ove rflow 

.0£ = (/)3 05 06 S8 Bn SI TO 

There il also the case: 
+ N +[ 

Q:: ----
+N 

where S is a small quantity initially in the B register. In this case 55 remains reset 
until the first non-zero bit is shifted into A. At this time, the overflow flip-flop is 
set: 

sOf = (/)3 05 06 S8 Tp An S5 Ar 

In this term, Ar contains the one bit from the B register after it has been sent 
through the A register delay circuits the first time. 

Final1~ there is the analogous case: 

-(N +1 ) 
Q = .:t (N - 1) 

where I is enough to stop the sign from changing but allows the relnainder to become 
la rger than the denominator. The first cycle of 03 'SS", D5 is low and thereafter it 
is high. 

aD5 = 03 '0";" 06 Tp + - - -

During the first cycle S5 makes a slightly different comparison if the numerator 
is negative. This is because S7 is preset during phase 01. 

sS7 = 01 n;- 06 Tp Aw 

and is reset by the first "one" in C23 if the signs are alike. 

rS7 = 03 '0'5" 06 SB"Tp T24 C23 Sl 

The overflow flip-flop is set if 85 is still reset at the end of the first cycle and the 
numerator is negative (54). 

sOf = 03 "0'5" 06 Tp S4 s;- 15'5 

It can be seen that if the overflow is set, particularly if it is set due to a sign change 
of A, the results of the divisi.on are ahnost meaningless and cannot be salvaged by 
programming exc ept by shifting and dividing again. 

At (/)3 S8 TO, the Sk flip-flop is set. This forces phase 07 and also causes the P 
register to be incremented. The memory is then pulsed to access the next instruction. 
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920 DIVIDE EXAMPlE 

(using 6-bit instMd of 24-bit ret's""s) 

0.0000000010 g.DUIJ O. 11010 + 
0.01011 0.0.111 = 

53 T23 A ".st. • "gister 52 Tp 

During ~3'g, 51 is high 

0 010010 00000o 0 
1 001011 

000111 
001110 000001 0 

1 001011 

000011 
000110 000011 1 

0 001100 000110 0 
1 001011-

000001 
000010 001101 1 ' 

a 000100 011010 1 

At ¢3S8 T24, S 1 and 55 are high 
At ¢3 58 T23, nand S5 are high 

Quotient Remainder 

0.11010 0.00010 
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MEMORY PARITY 

MEMORY PARITY GENERATION 

The memory haa a capacity for Z5-bit worda. One of these bita is used for parity. 
The total number of ones in any word in memory, including the parity ~it, must be 
even. If a word read out of memory has an odd number of ones, then normally 
the computer will halt and the memory parity indicator on the control panel will be 
lit. Parity is automatically generated on words stored in the memory_ 

The CZ4 flip-flop generates parity on words entering the C register serially. It 
counts ones in the CO flip-flop as the entering bits step through; it counts from 
T22 to Tp. 

eCZ4 = (T24 T23) CO 'e24 

rC24 = (TZ4 'Tn) CO C24 + T23 +@ 
The C24 flip-flop is transferred to M24 with the rest of the C registe r when Mxc 
is actuated. This is at T24 time. Even on the parallel input (PIN) instruction, 
C24 generate. parity by shifting the contents of C serially in phase ~4. 

MEMORY PARITY CHECKING 

The Cp flip-flop checks parity on words read from memory. It counts ones as they 
step out of the C register at C23. It is preset by the parity bit from memory. If, 
after it has counted all the ones, it is left set, it will cause Ht to be aet and the 
computer will halt. 

When the Control switch is in the Idle position and Go and Ht are both reset, which 
is normal, Cp is reset every T24 time. It may be set at Tp for one pulse time, if 
the parity bit in memory M24 is set, but Cp will be reset again at T24. 

When the Control switch is moved and Go is set, Cp will properly preaet at the 
s arne time Go is set. 

sCp = M24 Tp m"TS + - - -
rCp = Go Ht T24 + - - -

During any phale that parity is not being checked it will be turned off at TO time. 

rCp = (Fl F2 Ts Wp + 01 04 + 03 <)6) Ts Ht TO 

Cp is preset by the memory parity bit and then is complemented by every " one " 
stepping out of the C register at C23 during certain phases. 
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sCp = cp Cl3 -m (Tl3 - TO) {'Yl"Y2 r. W-p + 01 04 + 03 (6) 

rCp = Cp Cl3 Dr (TZ3 - TO) (fi"1'2 "TS 'WP + 01 04 + 0-3 (6) 

The above term gives the phases when parity is checked. If at Tp the Cp flip-flop 
is set, an odd number of ones must have come from memory. If so, an error is 
indicated and Ht il let to halt the computer, 

sHt-CpTpT8®+--- . 

where @ i. from the Parity switch on the control panel and i. true in the halt 
position. When both Cp and Ht are set, they lock each other set. The gate Cp Ht 
controls the parity error light on the control panel. 

When Cp and Ht are let, the Control switch is inoperative because Ht will not reset. 
Tile computer idles because Go will reset at the' completion of the instruction. The 
computer is inoperative until the Parity switch is placed in the continue position 
and the Cont;rol Iwitch is returned to Idle. 

rCp = ~ Ht + - - -

rHt = @~ Go ~ TZ4 + - - -

The Cp flip-flop will not trigger when Ht is set until the parity switch is placed in 
Continue. . 

Parity is not checked on certain instructions from the memory. 

These are the instructions that use pha:se (/J5 (00, 02, 20, 40, 46). Other operation 
codes that are not used also cause (/)5 and they are not parity-checked (04, 06, 22, 
24, 26, 42, 44). The reason is that the C register cannot shift during phase cPs. 

Words from the memory delivered to the W or Y Buffer during a time -share interlace 
are not parity-checked. Ts inhibits the check. 

When th~ computer is locked up with a parity error (Cp Ht), an interrupt request 
will ~re-8tart the computer. 

rHt = ® Int cp + - - -

The first instruction executed when starting or etepping will not be checked because 
this instruction may have been manually generated by the operator, using the control 
panel. This is accomplished by inhibiting Cp when Wp is on. 

sCp - - (~O W'p Ts + -) 'CP CZ3 

rep = (/)0 Wp 1's + -) Cp CZ3 

Wp will always be turned on during the idle phase, 

sWp = (Go + Tsw) Tsy Tsm Tp 

and it will be turned off at Tp time at the end of the first phase (/JO. 

rWp = (Go Tsw + ~) Tsm Tp + - - -
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IMP LEMENT ATION 

The algebraic equations discussed in preceding sections are implemented in the 
computer using diode -transistor logic (DTL). 

The diode -transiator circuits are all silicon and are divided into several module 
types. Each of these modules uses printed circuit techniques on glass epoxy 
boards. The output signal levels for the circuits are: 

one = true output = + 9. 5v to + 6. 5v 

zero = false output = + o. 6v to o. Ov 

The supply voltaaes to all circuits are +25, +8, Ov, and -25 v. The following 
descriptions are of individual circuit types and do not represent the contents of any 
ac tual module. 

GATES 

AND Gates 

The algebraic expressio~ ABC repre8ents an "AND" expression and is implem.ented 
by the use of an AND gate composed of diodes and resistors. 

The fUnction of an AND gate is that it will yield a high output (true) only if all of 
its inputs are true. 

Logic Diagram: 

A 

B -----I A8C. 

c-----I 
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+2.5V 

Schematic Diagram: 

A 

B ~----~------ABC 

c ----~~~------I 

The AND gate operates as follows: If anyone of the inputs is false (0 volts), it 
must absorb the full load of Rg and the output point (ABC) will fall to 0 volts (except 
for the forward drop at the diode); when all three inputs are true (approximately 
+ Bv), the output point will be at the potential of the most negative of th~ inputs. 

OR Gates 

The algebraic expression A + B + C represents an OR expression and is implemented 
through the U8e of an OR gate composed of diodes and resistors. The OR gate 
shown below generated the logical OR function of several input signals. The input' 
signals may be provided by inverters, buffers, or flip -flops. 

Logic Diagram: ---DJ 

Schematic Diaara11l: 

A 

+2~ 

B 
+25"" 

c 
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----

If anyone of the input terms is true (+8v), ita output-point, VI, V'l, or V3, will 
be at + 8 and will hold the output V4 true, and the other two OR 4iodea will be 
back-biaaed unleaa a aimilar condition exiata. 

AND-OR Gate 

AND-OR expreaaions suC;h as AB + C can be implemented in the following manner: 

Logic Diagram: 

A 
8 

c 
Schematic Diagram: 

...---... AB+ C 

t-25 

A ---k1~""" 
B 

AB+ C 

This circuit operates es sentially the same as the previously described OR gate 
with additional diodes on the input to form AND gates. Or it can be said that all 
OR gates must be fed from AND gates, though they may have a single term, as in 
the previous caae. 

An OR gate can be formed by connecting one input terminal of each of several AND 
gates. The re.ulting OR output must be connected to the input terminal of an 
Inverter, Buffer, or a flip-flop. 
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AND-OR-AND Gate 

An algebraic AND-OR-AND expression, such as (AB + C) DE, can be implemented 
in the following manner: 

Logic Diagram: 

;=f\ 
1---[-' -.-----p--I-'~---,.-1-- (A B +- c) DE 

c--- E---LH 
Schematic Diagram: 

+Z5 

A 

B 
+25 

c~ 

(~means rio resistor) 

D£ 

Note that if D or E goes false they will absorb the current load of both Rg resistors 
and the output will be fals e as well as points V I and V2. 

INVERTERS, BUFFER AMPLIFIERS, AND FLIP-FLOPS 

Inverters 

An inverter circuit generates the inverse of the output of any gate. The input 
circuit has a Zener diode to provide a stable input threshold of approximately + 3 
volts. This reduces noise problems as it essentially provides noise rejection. This 
Zener also clamps input signals to approximately + 3 to + 6 volts through the base 
emitter junction of the transistor. 
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Logic Diagram: 

Schematic Diagram: 

~--,--___ A 

A 

-z;" 

To invert a single input signal an-- AND gate or an AND-OR ga~e.co~6in:g circuit is 
~ used with an inverter and must be fed froIn isolated circuits .. The A output uses 
a high 1088 magnetic element to reduce ringing on -long connecting lines. 

+2S-

A Kl l • [:::e A 

+2S-

A [:::&--A 

Buffer Amplifiers 

A buffer aInplifier generates a buffered signal from the output of any gate. The 
input circuit has a Zener diode to provide a stable input threshold of approximately 
+ 3 volts. The rules for coupling to the input are the sam.e as those for the inverter. 

Logic Diagram.: 

A------I :>---,------A 
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Flip-Flops 

Schematic Diagram: 

+8 

-z~ 

Two basic types of flip-nops are used. The first is a standard, set-reset flip-flop' 
shown below. All flip-flops are clocked on input and clock is always transformer
coupled. 'The clock signal is approximately 100 nanoseconds wide (positive signal) 
and the nip -flop will trigge r on the trailing edge. ' 

Relet C> B 
I-rj ~ ..... 

Cl.~ 
.... 
~ 

;= I 
I-rj ( 8) 

C:-C> ..... 
0 8° ~-

Set C> B 

The B
O 

and 1\0 outputs use special high 10s8 magnetic elements to reduce line 
ringing and are used for outputs where the wire length is considerable. 

The (a) output i8 used for additional source power and can be coupled directly to 
B or to a separate load resistor and used independently. 

The second type of flip-flop is the repeater. This flip-flop cannot set or reset if the 
"hold" input is false. If the hold input is true the flip-flop will reset if there is no 
true input present on the set side. This flip-flop has similar outputs to the Rs -type 
but also has a DC set inpu,t and a special input froIll the dynaIllic register card. 

\ 
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Set In 

Regi8ter In 

Clo:--l 
j 

DC Set 

1-------.-.( B ) 
eO 

~------- B '------' 

Hold (Enable) 

REPEATER FLIP-FLOP 
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Add 

Ae 

An 

Anr 

Ap 

Ar 

Aw 

Be 

Bn 

Br 

Buc 

Bw 

CO-C23 

CdO-Cd23 

C24 

Cg 

Cp 

Cs 

DICTIONARY OF COMPUTER LOGIC TERMS 

The output of the full adder gate whose inputs are Xz (augend) and 
Yz (addend) 

The itA early" flip-flop for the A register. It is part of the A regiS
ter recirculation loop. It is fed by Ar and, in turn, normally feeds 
An. 

The "A now" flip-flop for the A register. It is part of the A register 
recirculation loop. It is fed by Ae and, in turn, normally feeds Aw. 
It presents the bits in A in time with the timing counter. 

The gate blocking recirculation of the A register (A not recirculate). 

.~n amplifier used in multiplication that amplifies An. 

The "read" flip-flop for the A register (feeds An). It is part of the 
A register recirculation loop. 

The "write" flip-flop for the A register (feeds A) and is fed by An. 

The "B early" flip-flop for the B register. It is part of the B regiS
ter recirculation loop. It is fed by Br and, in turn,_ normally feeds 
Bn. 

The fiB now" flip-flop for the B register. It is part of the B register 
recirculation loop. It is fed by Be and, in turn, normally feeds Bw. 
It presents the bits in B in time with the timing counter. 

The gate blocking recirculatic:>n of the B register (B not recirculate). 

The "read" flip-flop for the B register (feeds Bn). It is part of the 
B register recirculation loop. 

A control term sent to the W Buffer, derived from the EOM instruction. 

The "write" flip-flop for the B register (feeds B) and is fed by Bn. 

The 24 repeater flip-flops of the C register. 

The C register input data lines. 

The flip-flop which sets the parity of the C register when C shifts. 

The gate which "enables" the C register. 

The flip-flop which checks parity as the C register is shifted. 

The gate which shifts the C register right. 
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Cxi 

Cxm 

Cz 

DI-D6 

En 

The transfer term for the external signals on a PIN inatruction. 

The transfer term for transferring the contents of the M register to 
the C register. 

The "Carry" flip-flop for the full adder. 

Flip-flops used in multiplication and for register exchange. 

The flip-flop which ~'enables" the interrupt system. This flip-flop 
is under program control. 

The manual "enable" switch. This switch overrides En. 

Earn The output or execute term for the EOM (02) instruction. 

End The gate which represents the last cycle or last two cycles of the 
ins truction being executed. 

Ex The "exchange" flip -flop. It controls the transfer of contents between 
registers during the exchange operation. 

FI, F2, F3 The three flip-flops which constitute the phase counter. 

Go The control flip-flop which allows computation or operation. 

® The external Halt signal. 

Ht The control flip-flop which forces .the computer to halt. 

Ia 

Ib 

Ie 

Ij 

Int 

Ioc 

The "indirect address" flip-flop. This flip-flop is also used in 
incrementing the P registe.l". 

The term which signals to the lJllterrupt logic that the interrupt sub
routine is complete. 

The term signaling that the interrupt subroutine is entered. 

The signal indicating that a "single -instruction" interrupt channel 
has reque sted an interrupt. 

The "Interrupt" flip-flop. This flip-flop inhibits the reading of the 
next instruction and forces a transfer. 

The input control signal derived from Eom. 

Ipl, Ip2, - - - A flip-flop which indicate s in its set condition that the computer has 
entered the interrupt program. 

Ir The 'Ireque st" for interrupt signal from the interrupt logic to the 
computer. 
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Is 

Isl,Is2- - -

Ix 

Jl-J23 

LI-L14 

MO-M24 

MaO-Map 

Mc 

MdO-Md24 

Mdt 

The "request" for interrupt signal from the power fail-safe logic to 
the computer. 

A flip-flop which indicates in its set state that there is a request for 
interrupt present. 

The Index flip-flop. This flip-flop controls indexing and is time
shared in several other operations. 

23 serial adder outputs used in multiplication. 

A signal from the register d~splay .witch to display the A register. 

A signal from the register display switch to display the B register. 

The signals fro:m the "breakpoint" switches. 

A signal from the register display switch to display the C register, 
(or all registers home). 

The individual switches for :manually setting the C register fro:m the 
front panel. 

The :manual switch for clearing the C register. 

The "fill" switch for ~tarting the cor:nputer. 

A signal fro:m the control switch that it is in the "run" position. 

A switch on the control panel which allows a :me:mory parity error 
to halt the co:mputer. 

The switch which "holds" the P register at its present count. 

A signal from the control switch that it is in the" step" position. 

The address lines to :me:mory fro:m the S (address) register. 

The 25 flip-flops of the M (:memory) register. 

The inputs to the discri:minators fro:m the sense a:mplifiers in memory. 

The gate which clears the :me:mory register, M, and puIs es :memory 
to start its read-write cycle. 

The inputs to the M register frotn the discritninators in rne:mory. 

The tnemory digit titning signal (enables inhibit current). 
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Mg 

Mh 

Mrt 

Ms 

MsO-Msp 

Mt 

Mu 

Mwt 

Mxc 

N9-N14 

Ncl---

(/JO - (/)7 

01-06 

Oc 

Of 

Oxc 

PI-P14 

Pg 

Pin 

PO 

The "memory enable" signal from the start-up, shut-down relays,.. 
@ is normally high. 

The flip-flop which gates all memory operations. 

A signal which diBa~les certain gates during multiply (multiply hold). 

The read timing gate for memory. 

The memory strobe, the gate which transfers the contents of me.mory 
into the M register. It is true at TZ of the memory cycle. 

The inputs to the sense amplifiers from the sense windings in memory. 

An amplifier that is true during the execution of multiplication. 

An amplifier that is true during part of the execution of multiplication. 

The "write timing" gate for memory. 

The transfer term for transferring the contents of the C register into 
the M (memory) register for eventual storage. 

The addres s lines dec.{)ded from Nc 1- - -which specify the addres s of 
the interrupt subroutine. 

The address terms fr?m the interrupt logic specifying the address of 
the interrupt subroutine. . 

The decoded signals from the phase counter representing the eight 

phases of operation .. 

The six flip-flops constituting the instruction register. 

The gate which clears the 0 (instruction) register. 

The" overflow" flip-flop. 

The transfer gate for transferring the instruction code from the C 
register to the 0 register. 

The 14 repeater flip-flops constituting the P register (program 
counter). 

The term which "enables" the P register. 

This term is equal to Cxi Q 1. 

The "program operator" flip-flop. This flip-flop is also time-shared 
on other operations. 
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Pot 1 

Pot 2. 

01-06 

Rf 

Rt 

Rti 

Rw 

SI-S14 

Sc 

Sio 

Sk 

Sks 

Ss 

Ssc 

@) 
Sxc 

Sxn 

Sxp 

Sys 

TO-T23 

T24, Tp 

Ts 

Tsm 

The transfer gate for the POT in8tru~tion (T24-Tp). 

The transfer gate for the POT instruction (TI6-T2). 

The six flip-flops which make up the pulse counter. 

The "ready" flip-flop which indicates that the external device is 
ready to receive or ready to transmit data. 

The external ready signal used to Bet the Ready flip-flop (Rf). 

The ready pulse for computer to computer operation, or can be used 
to reset the external device on a PIN instruction. 

A "current" direction term for the memory during read. 

The 14 flip-flops which make up the S or address register. 

The gate which clears the S (Address) register. 

An externally fed inverter for additional skip inputs (system input/ 
output) . 

The "skip" flip-flop which designates the next instruction from L + 2 
instead of L + I, where L is the present location. 

The gate representing all inputs for the skip if M instruction, where 
M (the address) designates the particular input. 

"5 register atep" decrements the S register by two during shift and 
divide instructions. . 

An externally fed inverter for additional skip inputs (systems com
munic ation). 

The external "start" switch. 

The transfer gate for transferring the contents of C to S. 

The transfer gate for transferring the interrupt address to S. 

The transfer gate for transferring the contents of P to S. 

A control signal for systems communication derived from EOM. 

The 24-bit pulse times making up the programmable section of the 
computer word. 

The tw"o buffer pulse times in the computer word. 

The "time-share" flip-flop; when Ts is true other operations idle. 

The "memory time -share" flip-flop derived from Ts which transfers 
control of memory to the interlace register. 
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Wn 

Wp 

Wr 

Xn 

Xnr 

Xw 

Xz 

yz 

The "now" or "read" flip-flop for the W Buffer. It ia the output. 

The flip-flop which designates W aa the buffer which is to 
participate in the time -share operation. 

A "current" direction term for the memory during write. 

The "now" or "read" flip-flop for the X register. 

The gate which blocks recirculation of the X register (X not recir
culate) . 

The "write" flip-flop for the X register. 

The augend input to the full adder. 

The addend input to the full adde r. 
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CONDENSED COMPUTER LOGIC EQUATIONS 

A REGISTER 

sAe = Ar 0(j3 05 (6) (01 + QZ + S8 Q1~ + Ar 58 

rAe = Ai- ~3 05 06) (01 + 02 + 58 m}}+ Ar 58 

sAn = Ae {i(JJ 05 (6) (01 + QZ + 58 clJi} 

rAn = .Ae ~03 05 Q1)) (01 + 02 + 58 OJ D 

Anr = 

( 14-17, 54-57) + ()"i 03 04 06 

(64, 65, 66, 67) + <)3 

(76) + 01 02 03 04 050b (/)6 

(62) + (/)4 01 0_5, 06 

(46) + 02 03 04 Ti CZ3 

(46) + mm 04 Ti C20 

(46) + 0203 04 Tit C16 

+EX@ 

+ Ex DlDi 

(64) + IT04 gOb Ts F3 

(46) +02 "'01 04 Ts' C 14 

High Power Drivers 

Ap = 'An IT 

Ap = (An + F 1) F 3 
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aAw = 

(76) 

( 16 -17) 

( 16 - 17) 

(16, 14) 

(66) 

(66) 

(66) 

(66) 

(67) 

(67) 

(62) 

(46) 

(46) 

( 65) 

( 65) 

( 65) 

(54-57) 

(46) 

(46) 

(64) 

(64) 

(64) 

(64) 

+ Arir An Ts 

+ Anr An rp 

+ Anr Aw Tp Ti 

+ Anr 01 02 03 04 el3 

+ or 6203 O. C)6 05 An' ezJ 

+ or O"r 03 04 06 05 Aft C23 

+ 01 m 03 04 C)6 Ob An CZ3 

+ C)30SOb Ar ~ TT'rtf 

+C)3 05 or; Ae S8 rtf 

+ C)3 05 no (T 1-sB + TO) "Sl Aw 

+ <7> 3 05 nb ( T 1"'S'8 + TO) S 1 Bn n
+ <7>3 05 06 54 58 

+<)3050655~ 

+ Anr Cl3 01 05 04 

+ 1f2 0"!"04 TS C20 Bn 

+ 0'Z""0"3 04 'TS C 16 Xn 

+ Anr Ex C23 

+ -(/13 05 06 54 58 

+ <) 3 05 06 58 Bn 5 1 

+ (/J 3 05 06 58 Bn 5 1 

+ 0 1 .02 03 04 (/)6 Add 

+ 02 03 04 fS C 14 PO An 

+ 02 03 04 Te,: C 14 PO An 

+ (/)1 Cz An Anr 

+ (/) 1 C z An An r 

+ MtCz C23 

+ Mt Cz C23 
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B REGISTER 

aBe = Br {<03 05 Ob) (01 + OZ + S8 m~ Mii 

+ Br 88 MJi 

+ Mt C14 .MlS(Ap. + FJ) 

rBe = Br {<03 05 Ob) (01 + QZ + S8 ~)/Mli 

+ Fr S8 MIl 

+ Mt C 14 (MiS Ap) 

+ 05 Ob03 TZ4 

+ Mt TO Fl 

sBn = Be ~(1)3 05 06')" (01 + 02 + 58 OJi) Mh 

+ Mt C 15 M16(Ap. + M) 

rBn = Be~03 05 Db} (01 + 02 + 58 ~)Mh 

+ Mt CT'5 (M16 Ap) 

+ ~OS', Q1) 03 T24' 
*' 

Bnr = 
( 75) + 01 02 03 04 05 06 (/)6 

(46) + 02 03 04 Ts e22 

(46) + 0203 04 Ts C21 

( 46) + 02 03 04 Ts C 18 

+ Ex D1 D2 

+Ex@) 
+ (/)3 

(64) + en 04ll5O'b 1'8 F2 
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saw = 

+Im Bn 

(75) + Bnr 03 C23 

(46) + M1fJ 04 'T8 Cll An 

(46) + M" rrJ 04 "T8 C 18 Xn 

(66) + <)3 05 ()b Br""S"8 "Tn Tl JJh 
( 66) + <)3 05 ()b Be S8'n 

( 66) + <)3 05 Db An (S"8 Tl + TO) 

(67) + <)3 05 06 86 S8 

( 67) + <)3 05 06 S7 "S"B' 

( 65) + <)3 Q;' 06 sa S6 

+ Bnr Ex C23 

( 65) + <)305 06 S8 S5Ae 

(64) + Mt An 
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C R~GJSTER 

aeo 
(30) 

~(17) 

(32) 

(33) 

(35) 

(36) 

(62) 

(60,61) 

(60, 6 i) 

(01, 41, 43) 

(43) 

(63) 

= 
+ ·0401,04 05 ® 
+ 04 04 05 06 Xn 

- - -+ <1>4 0 r 04 05 06 W n 

+ . <1>401. 04 06 C23 

+ <b4 04 05 06 An 

+ 0>4 04 05 06 Bn 

+ <1>4 01 05 06 An 

+ <1>4 0 1 05 C 23 C z 

+ ·<1>4 01 05. e23 Cz 

+ F1 F3 Ts e23 Mh 

+ ~O Ia 02 03 P 14 02 

- --+ (1)0 Ia 02 03 Of TO 

+ PO 00 02 P 14 

+ PO (/)0 Of TO 

+ PO (/>0 T9 

+ Ex Dl D2 An 

+ Ex!)! D2 Bn 

+ExDID2Xn 

+ Ex @ An 

+EX@ Bn 

+Ex@Xn 

+ (/)4 0 1 0 5 06 Add 

+ PO (/)0 [J (/>0 Ii (fl tn) 0 ~ Add 02 

+ Cxm MO 

+ Cxi CdO 

+ Ts Wn Wp Tp 

+ Ts @Wp Tp 

+ Mt M 0 Ap Go 1. 1 21 



sC 1 = C. CO 

+ Cxm M1 
similarly CZ -C23 

+ Cxi. Cdl 

+8 
+ Mt J1 

Also .C4, sCS, se7, sC22 with ® 
C reJiater enable 

Cg = C. I TP f!4 

+ (,xm I Tp 

+ Cxi 01 

(46) + OZOJ04Ta01Q4C17 

+ Mh fS rp ~ 
(64, 66) + {fb ~3 T24 

+ @Ht 

Shift C 

Cs' = Ts 

(~4, 06) + FI F) 

(~O, ~l) + FI F2 

( 65) + (Q305 06) 

+ Ex 

+@ 
+@ 

Cs = Tp"TZ4Cs' 
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Transfer Memory to C 

Cxm' =I! PO (/)0 Ia 02 03 01 (/)0 

+ Tarn W9 Wp Ts 

+ Tsm@Wp t. 
+ End Go 

+ ill IntDfD2 'F.-e-p 

Cxm = Cxm' Tp 

Transfer Inputs to C 

Cxi = 02 06 02 

Parity Generation 

sC24 = Tn f24 co ~ 

rC24 = T23 

+ T23 TZ4 CO C24 

+@ 
Parity Check 

sCp = M24 Tp Ht Ts 

+ Cp C23 Ht Tp T24 (Fl F2Ts Wp + 04 01 + (/)6 03) 

rCp = GO Ht T24 

+ Cp C23 Ht TpT24 (Fl F2 Ts Wp + (/)4 01 + 06 03) 

+ (Fl F2 Ts Wp + 04 01 + (/)6 03) Ts Ht TO 

Parity error light = Cp Ht 

Halt light = Cp Ht 
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(56, 57) + Tp GO 01 OFo. 09 Xw 

(<)0, <)4. <»6) + F3 Tp TZ4. TO Xz yz Cz fi 

(54, 74) + 06 TZ4 0506 04 

(60. 61) + O',{ eli 04 T24 

(65) + 0506 03 tT4ST XZ Yz Cz 

('65) + AS 06 oa TnSl Xi Yz 

(64) + 01 Rf An U4 

rCz = 
+ TO FJ Ts~ 

+ 00 IXTp 

(00,04, (6) + fi T!4 rz Vi Cz· Ts 

(65) + 05 06 03 Sf rz yz Cz. 

(65) + 05 06 03 51 Xz Vi 

+ 03 TZ4 

+® 
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Multiply (MOL) Carry Flip-Flops 

.01 = ,Ex TO Dl @ 
+ Ex TO- 01 ~ 
+'~Mt C 17 MI8 (Ap + F3) 

rOI = Ex TO 01 

+ MtCif (Mia Ap) 

+ (00 Go) 

sOZ :: Ex TO 02 @ 
+ '"Ex TO. D2 ~ 
+ Mt CIS MI9 (Ap + F3) 

rD2 = (Ex TO) 02 

+ Mt Ei1 (M19 Ap) IT 

1- 00 Go 
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.D3 = Mt C19 MZO (Ap + 'M) 

rD3 = Mt rn (Mz6 Ap) 

+ QO Go 

8D4 = Mt C20 M21 (Ap + 1'1) 

rD4 = Mt C20 (M2.1 Ap) 

+ QO Go 

sD5 = Mt C2.1 M2.2. (Ap + F3) 

(65) + Q3 OS 06 Tp 

rD5 = Mt C21 (M22 Ap) 

+ QO Gb 

sD6 = Mt C22 M23 (Ap + fi) 

rD6 = Mt C22 (M23 Ap) 

+ QO Go 
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End = 
(~5 (/)7) + F 1 F3 r. 
((/J6 (/)7) + F 1 F2 Ta 

(0 1) +. (/)0 I a 02 03 or 

Enable 

sEn = Eom CIO ~ ell To 

rEn = Eom C 10 CTT CZ 1 

+@ 

Eorn Signals 

Eom = 05 or as 

System Communications 

(Sys) = <1>5 or 05 C9 CIO ell QI 

Input,output Control 

Ioc = <1>5 or 05 ~ C 11 01 

Buffer Control 

Buc ::: Q)5 OT 05 CTOcTI 
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Exchange C and A, B or X 

sEx = Ts @rZ4 Go Ht [PI (@ +@ +@) 
+ DZ' (® + @ + ® ) 
+ DI@ 

rEx = TO Fl 

Phase Flip-Flops 

sFI 

(14-17, 34-37, 
54-57, 74 -77) 

41, 43, 50-53, 
60-63, 70-73) 

(10-13, 30-33) 

+ DZ CW 
+ Dl @ 
+ Dl ~ 
+ DZ ~ 
+ DZ ~ 

= Tp Ts (Sk + PO + 04) 

+ Tp Ia (/)0 03 04 

+ Tp Ia (/)0 0104 

+ Tp FI F3 OT'03 04 ii T. Rf 

+ T24 Go 

+ (/)0 T24 ii Go C5 C8 CZ (C3 + C4) 

rFI = Tp End Sk 
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(4.1, 43) 

(1-, 3-, 
5 -, 7 -) 

(64-67) 

(66, 67) 

sF2 = 

+ Tp Ta (Sk + pCJ + (b4) 

+ Tp ii ~O 0 1 or 

+ Tp Ia 00 03 

+ ".1 Tp 

rF2 = Tp End Sk 

+ T24 (/)6 or 02 03 

sF3 = 

+ Tp T. (Sk + PO + fI4) 

+ T24 Ia ~O Go C5 C8 Cz (C3 + C4) 

+ TZ4 00 

. + Tp ii (/)0 02 03 04 

+ T9 05 ii ct»o 02 03 04 

rF3 :;: Tp End Sk 

Phases 

00 = 1'Tr2 nr. 
<)1 • fi"1'2 F3 r. 
OZ :I: FI FZ 'M r. 
<)3 =: F1 FZ F3 r. 
<'4 = Fl nFJ r. 
(t5 = F 1 ~ F3 'Ti 

~6 :I: Fl FZ ~ Ta 

(/)7 = FI FZ F3 r. 
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Control Flip-Flops 

rGo 1: Tp End Sk Ht 

sHt * 
(external halt) + Ts ® TO Int 

(00) 
---..-.---+ (/)5 TO 01 02 05 Int 

+@ Go TO End 

+ Cp Tp @~ Ts 

·+0 

rHt ::: ®© Go Cp T24 

+ @ .lnt Cp 

+@Wp 

Indirect Addressing 

sla = <1>01a T24 Go Q C9 

+ T24 ~7 Sk 

(<1>4, ~6) + T24 Fl F1@ 
+ QO ra T24 Go C2 C5 ~8 (C3 + C4j 

(~l, (3) + FI F3 Ts Aw TI 

rIa = T24 <1>0 Go C9 la 

(41,51) + C23 (/;6 01 02 040506 T24 

+ PT4 F 1 ((/)6 0102 04"OS 06) TT4 Go 

+ TO FI 

+ T24 (/)3 
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JDterrupt 

aInt • T 10 Ir End (En + @) ECICl1 + En4 T lOla --rInt = T 10 Int F 1 

+ @ TIO 

Ir = ~ 
-

Ia =@ 

Interrupt Subroutine Exit 

Ib = ~ Ia or 02 OJ 06 (T2Z - T17) 
+ ~ (T2Z - T17) 

+ Ij (T22 - T17) Fl 11 
Inte rwupt Subroutine Entrx 

Ie = Jnt F 1 ~ (T2 2 - T 17) 

Index Flip - Flop 

sIx 

(67) 

(67) 

(46) 

( 54-57) 

(64) 

rIx 

(67) 

(66, 67) 

= (/)0 T24 C 1 

+ 05 06 (/)3 T23 ~ 

+ 05 06 (/)3 T24 S8 

+ MO! 04"T8 Ql 04 C17 Xnr 

+ 01 M 03 04 (/)6 T14 Cz 

+ Mt C16 M17 (Ap + n) 

= 
+ 05 06 (/)3 'TT4 Ix Xn 

+ (/)0 Ia 02 03 04 05 Ql 

+Tp Mh 

+<10 
+ Mt TO Fl 

(64) -+ Mt CT6 (M 17 Ap) 
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Multiply (MUL) Adclen 

Jl = CO 51 (Ml Ap) + CO 51 Ml (Ap + ~) + CO SI Ml (Ap + ~) + ~ n (Ml Ap) 

. J2 = Cl 52 (M2 Ap) + C1 S2 M2 (Ap + ") + C1 52 M2 (Ap + F3) + Cl S2 (M2 Ap) 

J14 = C13 S14 (M14 Ap) + C13 S14 M14 (Ap + F3) + C13 S14 M14 (Ap + FJ) + C13 S14 (Ml4 Ap) 

J15 = C14 Be (M15 Ap) + C14 Be M15 (Ap + F3) + C14 Be M15 (Ap + F3) + C14 Be (M15 Ap) 

J16 = C 15 Bn (M 16 Ap) + - - -

J17 = C16Ix (Ml7Ap)+- --

Jl8 = C17 D1 (M18 Ap) + - - -

J19 = C18 D2 (M19Ap)+- --

J20 = C 1 9 D 3 (M20 A p) + - - -

J21 = C20 D4 (M21 Ap) + - - -

J22 = C21 D5 (M22 Ap) + - - -

J23 = C22 D6 (M23 Ap) + - - -
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Address Linea to Memory 

L2 
I 
I 
I 
I 

L14 

= 81 Tam +<f=0) Tam Wp + e Tam wP 

= 82 "TBin + @ Tam Wp +9 Tam wp 

= 814 fam +8 Tam Wp § Tam ..... p 

Also provide L3 through Ln. 

Clear M 

(43) 

Me = Tp PO 

+ Tp 04 

+ Tp ~O Ia 02 03 05 

+ Tp Tsm Wp W9 Ts 

+ Tp Tam wp~ Ts 

------
of 01 QZ Q3 Q4 Q5 (Fl F3 Ta) (Tsm + TOs) 

+ Tp Ts ~ F3 06 

Load C to M 

Mxc = T24 PO 
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.\ t 

Memory :Pul •• 

• MII = Me 01 8 "!t 
rMg = Ma QZ Q 1 Q3 Qi 

Read Timinl 

Mrt =:Mg 02 (03 + Q4) 

Write Timing 

Mwt :: Mg 02 (Mdt 01 + en Q5) 

Diii t Timing 

Mdt :I: I Mg aZ aJ + M. 02 Q4 

Rw II; Mg ~ 

Wr = Mg 02 (Mdt + 01) 

Memory Strobe 

Mall: Mg T2 :: Mg (T5 - TO) Q4 a!' 01 

Mt = 03 04 05 06 F2 Tp T24 Ts 

Mu = 03 04 05 06 F2 Tp T24 Ta (Fl + Q2) 

Multiply Hold 

- Mh = 03 04 05 06 F2 
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,', 
,l I 

Memory Register Logie (Z5 flip-flops) 

.Nt = Mxc CO 

+ Id. MdO 

rMO • Me 

.MI := Mxc Cl 

+ M. Mdl 

rMrl = Me 

and similar equations for M2 through M23 : 

.MZ4 = Mxc CZ4 

+ M. Md24 

rMZ4 = Me 

The 0 Register 

Clear 0 

Oc = Tp End Sk . 
• J 

(23) + or 03 05 Tp Ia 

Transfer C to 0 

Oxe =~O T24 Ia Go C2 
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.01 = Oxe C3 

rO 1 • Oe 

+ .Xnr trr R Xw Me Ql 

.02. • Oc 

rOZ • Oxe ~ 

.03 • Oxe CS 

r03 = Oe 

.04 = Oxe C6 

r04 == Oc: 

.os == axe C7 

rOS == Oc 

.06 == Oxe C8 

r06 = Oe 



Overflow Flip-Flop 

.Of 

(54 - 57) 

(54 - 57) 

(60, 61, 63) 

(63 ) 

(67) 

(67) 

(67) 

(67) 

(65) 

(65) 

(65) 

(65) 

(51 ) 

(64) 

(65 ) 

rOf 

(56 - 57) 

* 
+ 01 OZ 03 04 ~6 TO X; Yz Cz 

+ 01 02 03 04 ~6 TO Xz Yz Cz 

+ 03 i4 TO (05 + 06) Xz Y. c z 

+ (01 05 tt4:06 TO Xz Yz Cz 

+ '3 05 06 Sf TO An Si 

+ '3 05 06 ST TO An S4 

+ '3 05 06 Sf TO S8 An 55 

. + II 05 06 Sf TO S8 A; 55 

+ '3 05 06 sa Tp An Si 

+ '3 05 06 sa Tp An 84 

+ '3 05 06 S8 Tp An 85 Ar 

+ tt3 05 06 S8 Bn S1 TO 

+ ~6 01 02 04 05 06 03 GO T24 

+ Mt TO Fl Rf C23 Cz 

+ (/)3 05 06 Tp S4 S5 D5· 

= 

+ Tp (/)0 01 02 04 05 

+ (/)5 01 04 TO CI0 GIl C23 

+@ 
+ EOM GIO GIl C23 

+ (/)0 PO TO 
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Pin, Pot 

Pin = ext 01 
Pot 1 = M F2 n Ts Oz 06 
~ot 2 = (/)2 06 0'2 01 

Computer to Computer 

Rti . = 0401 04 06 

PrOIJlNlU'hed Operator 

sPO • 00 ra TZ4 00 Tel 

+ Me Tp 

(46) + ~02" OJ 04 "fi~, 'Tp TO An 

rPO • PO T24 

+@ 
(46) + il,02 OJ 04 Ts" TO 
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P regi.ter enable :: Ps 

.,® -Pg 02 Ts Go FI 

+ @ az TaGo (PO ~O) 

(01, 41. 
+@ 43) 02 T. Go (¢O ~ orE) 

+@ 

.Pl = PO ~o Qi Q2 C8 

(0 I, 41, 43) + 00. ii 02 03 Add 

(41, 51) + 06 01 0204 05 06 C23 ii 

(41, 51) . + (JJ6 01 or Oi Os 06 ffi Ja 

+ F 1 (06 01 02 Oi Os 06):;k P 14 Go 

+ F 1 (~6 01 or 04 0·5 06) Ja PT4 Go 

sP2 = PI 

sP3 = P2 

sP14 = PI3 
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Pull. Counter 

.01 :: Q3 OS Q6 

rOI * Q3 Q4 Os 

.02 * Q1 Q5 "Q6 

rQ2 = 01 Q4 Os 

.03 = 03 Q4 05 Q6 + TO 

r03 =03 eM Os 06 

.04 = ~ 05 Q6 01 + 03 "Q4 Q5 Q6 

rOi ' = Q4 05 Q6 

.05 = OS 06 

r05 = 05 06 01 + 03 05 06 

.06 ;if 06 

r06 = 06 
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---- (TZ3.TIO) = QZ 

(T9) 

Tl 

TO 

Tp 

TZ4 

T23 

(TZZ-TI7) 

(Tp f24) 

T21 + T22 

TI0 

(T5-TO) 

T14 

= 01 m Q3 m m
·mOJCliO"J 

= en or QJ'Q5 

--= 01 02 Q3 05 

= 01 02 03 05 

= QI 02 Qi ($" 

= 01 02 fl'J 

• 01 02 Q3 

= 01 02 03 05 

--= ar 02 04 05 

--= 0203 

--
= 01 02 03 05 

Ready Flip-Flop 

sRi = 

(64) + 0'3 04 m Db Tp 00 Aw 

+ 01 03 rrra fi n""T8 W? (WO + ~) 05 Db 

+ 01 0304 Ia IT F1 T8 ("Y? (YO + Y9) )1J5" 
+ or 0304 raFT r1 'TS QZ (/)2 06 Rt 

rRf = Tp End 'Sk 
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Clea:r S 

Sc = TIO (End + 'Ta F1"1'i) 

Tran.fer C to S 

Sxc = T9 ~O l5n (~O ra n-lf!) 

Tran.fer P to 5 

Sxp = T9 fut( End + 02 03 Ta (/)0 ) 

Interrupt@ to S 

Sxn = T9 Int Ts 

Count S down 

58= (/)3 T23 MIi 
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S REOISTER .', " 

+ co Sxc 

+ PI SX}) 

(65) + 'OS 06 CDI Tp Aw CO 

(65) + ff06 (61 Tp Aw ~ 

(65) + (/>3 05 06 T24 88 85 81 

(64) + Mu CO (M 1 Ap) 

rS 1 = Sc 

(65) + (/J3 05 06 T24 88 85 81 

(65) + (/>3 05 06 51 Bn 88 T24 

(64) + Mu CO Ml (Ap + F3) 
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.IZ = 

+ C 1 Sxc 

+ P2 Sxp 

(:65) + <)3 05 06 T24 Tp S8 C23 54SI 

(65) + 03 Os 06 T24 Tp Sa C23 54 SI 

: (65) + (/)3 05 06 Tp CO 52 

(64) + Mu C 1 . M2(Ap' + F3) 

rS2 :: 

+ Sc 

(65) + (/)3 05 06 T24 Tp S8 C23 S4 SI 

(61) + (/)3 05 06 T24 Tp 88 C23 S4 81 

(65) + (/)3 05 06 T24 

(65) + (/)3 05 06 Tp CO 82 

(64) + Mu C1 (M2 Ap) 

sS3 = 

+ C2 Sxc 

+ P3 Sxp 

(65) + 05 06 QJ3 T24 S2 

(64) + Mu C2 "M3(Ap: + fi) 

rS3 = Sc 

(66) + 05 06 (/)3 Tp 

(64) + Mu C2. (M3 Ap) 
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.Si • C3 Sxc 

+ P4 Sxp 

(67) + 06 05 Tp T24 TO 03 An 

(67) + F1 F3 05 06 Ts 01 Q2 05 Bw 

(65, 67) + Fi F3 Ts 06 Tp Bw 

(65) + '3 05 06 S8 Tp T24 Add 

(64) + Mu C3 M4 (Ap + F3) 

rS4 = Sc 

(67) + 06 05 Tp T24 TO (/)3 An 

(65, 67) + F 1 F3 Ts 06 Tp Bw 

(67 ) + F 1 F3 Ts 05 06 01 02 05 Bw 

(65) + (/)3 05 06 S8 Tp T24 Add 

(64) + Mu C3 (M4 Ap) 
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.ss 

(67) 

(65) 

(65) 

(65) 

(65) 

(64) 

rSS 

(65) 

(67) 

(64) 

= NS Sxn 

+ C4 Sxe 

+ pa Sxp 

+ Fl F3 Ts 05 06 T24 S4 

+ Q305 06 88 Tn Tp 

+ 03 05 06 sa fl4Tj)-

+ 03 Q;" 06 -m T2'4 'TP 

+ Q3 05 06S8'T24Tp 

+ Mu C4 ',M5(Ap + J'1) 

= Se 

+ (j3 05 06 T24 S8 

+ F 1 F 3 Ts 05 06 T 24 S4 

+ Mu C4(M5 Ap) 
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sS6 

(65,67) 

{67) 

(65) 

(65) 

(64) 

rS6 

(65 ) 

(65,67) 

(67) 

(64) 

(67) 

= N6 Sxn 

+ C5 Sxc 

+ P6 Sxp 

+ (/)3 Tp T24 TO 06 Bn 

- - --+ F1 F3 Ts 05 06 Q1 Q2Q5 Aw S1 

+ (/)3 05 06 T24 Sl S2 

+ (/)3 05 06 T24 Sf S2 

+ Mu C5 M6 (Ap + F3) 

= Sc 

+ Fl F3 Ts) 06 Tp 05 

+ (/)3 Tp T24 TO 06 Bn 

+ F 1 F3 T s 05 06 Q 1 Q2 Q5 Aw S 1 

+ Mu C5 (M6 Ap) 

+ F 1 F 3 T s 05 06 Q 1 02 05 Sf 
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sS7 = N7 Sxn 

+ C6 Sxc 

+ P7 Sxp 

( 67) + Fl F3 Ts 05 06 T24 S6 

(65) + (/)3 05" 06 58 Tp TZ4 C23 ST 

(64) + Mu C6 M7 (Ap + F3) 

(65) + (/)1 05 06 Tp Aw 

rS7 = 
+ Sc 

(67) + F1 F3 Ts 05 06 T24 Sb 

( 65) + (/) 3 05 0 6 Tp 

(64) + Mu Cb (M7 Ap) 

( 6 5) + (/J 3 05 06 S 8 Tp T 24 C 2 3 S 1 

8SB = N8Sxn 

+ C7 Sxc 

+ P8 Sxp 

(65, 66, 
67) + Fl F3 Ts Tp S9 S10 Sll S12 S13 04 0506 

( 67) + F 1 F 3 05 06 Ts S 2 TO An ~ 

(67) + Fl F3 05 06 Ts S2 TO An Ia 

(64) + Mu C7 M8(Ap + F3) 

rS8 = Sc 

(64) + Mu C 7 (M8 Ap) 
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sS9 = 

+ C8 Sxc 

+ P9 Sxp 

+ N9 Sxn 

(65) + 05 06 ~l TO 

(64) + Mu C8 M9 (Ap + F3) 

rS9 = --_._._. 
+ S8 S9 S10 SII S12 S13 

(64) + Mu C8 (M9 Ap) 

+ Sc 
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s510 = 
+ C9 8xe 

+ PIO Sxp 

+ NI0 Sxn 

+ 88 S1O""STI "SIT S'TI 
(65) + ~ 06 ~1 TO 

(64) + Mu C9 MIO (Ap + fi) 

rSIO = 
+ 8e 

+ Ss 810 S11 812 sn 
(64) + Mu C9 (MIO Ap) 

s511 = 
+ C 10 8xe 

+ P 11 Sxp 

+ NIl Sxn 

+ 58 S 11 812 STI 
(64) + Mu CIO MIl (Ap + F3) 

rSl1 = 
+ Se 

+ 8a 811 812 813 

(64) + Mu C 10 (M 11 Ap) 
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8S12 = 
+ C 11 Sxc 

+ P12 Sxp 

+ N12 Sxn 

+ S8 S12 Sf3 

(64) +MuCI1M12 (Ap + fi) 

rS12 = 
+ Sc 

+ S8 S12 S13 

(64) + Mu C 11 (M 12 Ap) 

8S13 = 
+ C12 Sxc 

+ P13 Sxp 

+ N13 Sxn 

+ S8 S11" 

(64) + Mu C 12 M13 (Ap + FJ) 

r513 = 
+ Sc 

+ S8 S 13 

(64) + Mu C 12(M 13 Ap) 

8514 = 
+ C 13 Sxc 

+ P14 Sxp 

+ N14 Sxn 

(64) + Mu C 13 M14 (Ap + F3) 

rS14 = 
+ Sc 

(64) + Mu C 13 (M 14 A p ) 
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SCOPE SIGNALS 

An 

Bn 

C23 

Xn 

Ecw 

Ts 

00 
Tp End Sk Go MO 

TO 

Gnd 

Skip Flip-Flop 

(60) 

(52, 50, 
70, 72) 

(73 ) 

(73 ) 

(53) 

(40) 

(66,67) 

(67) 

(67) 

(65, 66, 67) 

(41 ) 

(74) 

(64) 

sSk = 

Color 

Red 

Yellow 

White 

Natural 

Black 

Yellow 

Orange 
R d {;Note: This signal provides a scope 

e ~ "sync" on any instruction executed 
Brown which has a "1" in bit position zero. 

Black 

+ ~4 01 05 06 Tp CO 

+ 01 03 04 C/J6 06 T24 

+ 01 03 04 06 05 06 02 Tp T24 TO An C23 

+ 01 03 04 06 05 06 TO C23 An 

+ 01 03 04 (/)6 05 06 TO C23 02 

+ 05 01 04 TO Sks 

------ -+ Fl F3 Ts 05 S9 S10 SII 512 S13 S14 TO Ts 

+ Fl F3 05 06 Ts 52 TO A~ An 

+ 'Fl F3 05 06Ts 52 TO AW An 

+ 03 TO 58 

------+ Xnr 02 04 Xn Tp T24 TO 

+ Xnr T14 01 02 03 04 06 Xw 

+ 05 06 ~3 T24 
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Skip Flip -Flop (cont.) 

rSk 

(72) 

(52) 

(50) 

(50) 

(70) 

(70) 

(73) 

(73) 

(74) 

= 

+ 0 1 03 04 (/) 6 0 5"'()"b Tp "TI4 C 2 3 An 02 

+ 01 03 04 (/)6 05 ObTp T24 C23 Bn 02 

+ 01 03 04 (/)6 05"'()"b Tp T2402 An C21 

+ 01 03 04 (/)60501) Tp T'Z4 Cf2 An C23 

+ 01 03 04 (/)605 Db Tp T24 Bn An C23 

+ 01 03 04 (/)605"'()"b Tp T24 Bn An C23 

+ 01 03 04 (/)6 05 06 An C23 Tp T24 TO 

+ 01 03 04 (/)6 05 06 An C23 TO 

+ (/)0 TO 

+ (/)7 TO 

+ (/) 7 0 1 02 0 3 04 Xn T 24 

+® 
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SKS 

Skip if: 

Sks 

Sio 

Sse 

= CIa CII CI3("Y9""YTa YTl YIT YITY14) 

+ CIa CII Cl4 W9 wloWTTWTz wn W14 

+ CIa CTI CIS @> 

+ CIa CTTCI6@ 

+ CIO CII C17@ 

+CIOCTfCI8~ 

+CIO~C19® 

+ CIO CIT C20 We 

+ C 10 C 11 C21 (En + ® ) 

+ C 10 C 11 C 2 2 En 

+ CIO en C2301 

+ C10 CII Sio 

+CIOCIISse 

= Inverter fed externally 

= Inverter fed externally 
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Buffer Select Flip-Flop 

sWp = (Go ~8W) ~--.:sm Tp 

rWp = (Go Tsw + Tsy )'Tsm T~ + ® 
(use inverters to form Tsw and Tsy) 

Time -Share Flip-Flop 

s Ts = (Tsw + Ts y ) Tp 

rTa = Taw ® Tp f8in 

Time -Share Memory 

sTsm = Ts TIO Tsm 

rTsm = Ts + TIO Tsm 

Wx = 01 03 0"":405 Q1)Fl F1 Ti + Wp Ts 

Yx = OT03 (!4gOb FI'Y3 Ts + Wi> Ts 
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X REGISTER 

Xnr = 
(71) + 01 03 04 (/)6 02 0506 

(41) + QJO !a02 03 01 05 

(46) + 62 03 04 Ts Ix 

(46) + 02 03 04 Ts C 19 

(46) + 020'!04Ts CIS 

(67) + (/)3 05 06 82 

+ Ex Dl D2 

+EX@ 
(54-57) + 0102 03 04 (/)6 01 m Q3 

(77) 

(74) 

+ 0 1 02 03 04 05 06 Ii" (/)0 02 

+ ® (T2.1 + T22) 

+ '01 02 03 04 05 Ob F 1 Ts 
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sXw = 

+ Xnr Xn 

( 7 1) + Xn r 0 1 03 04 (/J 6 C 2 3 

(41) + Xnr OT04 (:~n Sk + Xn Sk) 

(46) + O!"IT04 T8 C 19 Bn 

(46) + 02 03 04 Ts Ix Xw 'fl3 

(46) + O! OJ 04 Ts C 15 An 

(67) + Xnr (/)3 Ix Xn 

(67) + Xnr (/)3 Ix Xn 

+ Xnr Ex C23 

(54-57) + cXnr 02 ~ TO(X:z;Cz + Yz Cz + Xz Yz + Cz Ap + Xz Ap F3 
+ Yz Ai> F3) 

(54-57) + Xnr 02 03 Ix Tl 

+ @ TIT T22 

(74, 77) + Xnr F3 01 02 03 04 Add 

(74) + Xnr F3 01 02 03 04 (Xn Sk + Xn Sk) 
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Xz 

(54-57) 

(63) 

(65) 

(74) 

yz 

= Xn Ix Fl n ,TI 

+ An or 03 04 (/)6 

+ An <b4 01 05 

+ An F3 06 

+ Bn<b6 01 020304 

= 
+ C23 Fl F1" 

(65) + F3 83 C23 

(+) + Fl C23 06 

(-) + FI C23 Db 

Add = (Xz yz Cz + Xz Yz Cz + Xz yz Cz + Xz Yz Cz) 

Add = (Xz yz Cz + Xz Yz Cz + Xz yz Cz + Xz Yz Cz) 
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Priority Interrupt (Externa I) 

sIs 1 = (T22 - T] 7) ® 
rIs 1 = Ip 1 Ib + St [d~ 

sIp 1 = Is1 k 

rip 1 = Ip 1 Ib + St ~~ 

sls2 = (T22 - T17) @ 
rls2 = 1P1 Ip2 Ib + St &e] 

slp2 = 151 Is2 ~ 

rIp2 = Ip 1 Ip212 + St [d~ 

(0 -- Is 1 Ip 1 

+ 151 152 Ip2 

+ 151 Is2 Is3 Ip3 + - - -- + Is 1 152 Is3 154 Ip4 

51s3 -. (T22 - T17) @ 
rls3 = (Ip 1 Ip2) Ip3 Ib + St [de] 

slp3 = (Is 1 Is2) Is3 ~ 

rIp3 = (yPT Ip2) Ip3lQ + St [de J 
s[s4 (T22 - T17) @ 
rls4 = (Ip 1 Ip2) Ip3 Ip4 Ib + St [de] 

s[p4 = (Is1 Is2) Is3 154 k 

rIp4 = (Ip 1 Ip2) Ip3 Ip4 Th + St [d~ 
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SECTION II 

W BUFFER AND INPUT/OUTPUT OPERATIONS 



INTRODUC TION 

This section describes the theory of operation of the W Buffer and Input/Output 
Equipment. It is intended for engineering, maintenance and training use. For 
proper use of this docum.ent, the reader should be fam.iliar with the SDS Re
ference Manual for this com.puter. 

The operation of the optional Y Buffer is alm.ost identical to that of the W Buffer. 

2. 1 



GENERAL W BUFFER OPERATION 

The Input/Output or W Buffer contains a fu II-word register, a six-bit character register, six-bit 
unit address register and the associated control circuitry needed to transfer full words to and from 
memory. The W Buffer communicates directly with external devices using a 6-bit character. 
Parity detection and generation is automati cally performed in the buffer, but is not part of the 
computer word. 

Input and output operations using the buffer are basically performed in the following manner. An 
EOM instruction sets the input or output address to designate the particular I/O device, input or 
output status, and the character count (number of characters per word). WIM and MIW instructions 
are then used to transfer information between memory (via the C register) and the Word Assembly 
Register (WAR). 'vYhen the WAR has been filled on input (or emptied on output), an interrupt can 
occur to cause the computer to un load (WIM) or fill (MIW) the WAR un less the interrupt has been 
disabled; in case the interrupt has been disabled, the WIM or MIW instruction will be executed 
prior to need and he Id unti I the buffer is ready for execution. 

When an EOMOXXXX instruction to start an input or output process is executed, the buffer unit 
address register and character counter is set up from the C register. The registers are first cleared 
by Wc, 

W c = Bu c C 17 (T22 - T 17) + - - -
Bu c = ¢5 IT"1 05 C 1 0 C 11 

and then set from the C register by Ws, 

Ws = Buc CT7 (T5 - TO) 

where LT7 designates the W Buffer. 

sW14 = Ws C23 
rW14 

J 
= We 

I Un it address code 
I 

sW10 = Ws C19 
rW10 = Wc 

sW9 = Ws C18 l W9 = 1 for Output 
rW9 = We W9 = 0 for Input 

sW8 = Ws C16 + - - -
rW8 = Wc (T22- T17) + - - -

Character 

sWl Ws C15 + - - -
count 

= 

rW7 = We (T22- T17) + - - -

2.3 

W7 W8 Character/word 
1 1 4 
1 0 3 
0 1 2 
0 0 1 



Refer to Drawing 19. 

At the end of the start EOMOXXXX instruction, W4 is set on for two pulse times to 
gate the storing of the character count into the WAR. 

sW4 = Ws TO 

rW4=W4T24+ 

+ - - -

sWw = W4 Tp W8 + W4 T24 W7 

+ - - - + (Tp + T24) W4 Wn + W4 W-x Wn 

Th is allows W8 and 'N7 to act as a character counter during input or output and be 
reloaded from the WAR each time that a completed input word is stored from the WAR, 
or a new output word is loaded into the WAR by a Wx signal. 

sW8=- +WxT24Ww+---

sW7 = - - - tWx T24W4Wn-+ ---

Both for shifting an input character from the single character register into the WAR, 
and for shifting an output character from the WAR into the SC R, W4 is set for (T23 - TO) 
of one machine cycle to gate a one-character precession in the WAR, by causing the 
data in the WAR to recirculate through the SCR. 

sRI = W4 Wn Wx Tp""TI4 + 

rRI = W4 Wn Wx + -

sR2 = W4 RI + -
rRZ = W4 Rl + -

I 
I 
I 

I 

sR6 = W4 R5 + -
rR6 = W4 R5 + -

sWw = W4 R6 + - - -+ Vl4 Wn Wx 

Wf is set when a WIM or MIW instruction is executed. Wf then allows precessions of 
the WAR until the character counter (Wl W8) indicates that the last character 
is being precessed and Wf is reset. -

The signaling to the computer for a WIM or MIW instruction is conditioned by Wf 
( - - - - ), indic ating that the WAR is fu /I or empty. 

sWf = Wx (T5 - TO) W4 

rWf = W8 W7 W4 (T22 - TI7) 

The character count at T24 and Tp in Wn is not altered by this precession. At the 
end of each precession of the WAR, the character count in W8 and VV7 is 
decremented until W8 W7 = 00. 
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sW8 = - - - + W7 W8 W4 TO + - - -

rWS = - - - - - + we W4 TO 

rW7 = - - - + VVl We W4 TO 

The setting of W4 is interlocked with W6 and W5 to cause a precession of the WAR after each 
input or output clock signal, Ecw o The setting of W4 is also interlocked with Wf to prevent a 
precession when the WAR is full on input or empty on output. The clock fcw is detected by 
W6 as followso 

sW6 = W5 Ecw (T22 - T17) 

rW6 = W5 TO + Wc 

The 'precess condition is then detected by W5 0 

sW5 = W5 W6 Ecw TO + - - -

rW5 = W4 TO + Wc 

The actual precessing is then controlled by W4. 

sW4 = - - - + W5 Wf T24 + - - -

rW4 = - - - + W4 TO 

Wh and WO provide an interlock on interrupt signaling in connection with the stopping of an 
input or output process, as will be indicated later. 

The foregoing discussion applies to both input and output processes o Particular features of the 
input and output processes are discussed separately in the following material. 

INPUT PROCESS (W9) 

After an EOMOXXXX instruction starts an input process, Wf is set to prepare the W Buffer to 
precess the first input character into the WAR. 

_0 

sWf = - - - + Wc Wh 

The So C. Ro is cleared between input clock signals by 'W9 W6 W5 W4 and the input character 
signals Zwl, Zw2 •••• Zw6 and Zwp, are gated into the character buffer during input 
clock signals by W9 W6 Ws. 

sRl 
rRl 

I 

= - - - + 'Wi W6 WS Zwl 
= --- +WJW6WSW4+---

I 
I 

sR6 = 
rR6 = 

- - - + W9 W6 W5 Zw6 
--- +~W6W5W4+---

sRp = W9 W6 W5 Zwp + - - -
rRp = W9 W6 W5 W4 + - - -

2.6 
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The Input Timing Chart indicates the basic flow of the input process. The execution of the first 
WIM instruction is shown occurring late to illustrate how the S. Co R. accepts and holds one more 
character after the WAR is full. When a 'MM instruction is executed late, the Error Detector 
flip-flop is set and, if desired, this condition can be tested by an S KS instructiono The Error 
Detector fl ip-flop 0Ne) is reset by each EOMOXXXX instruction. 

sWe = WOW6W5EcwTp+--

rWe = Wc WI, 

The Error Detector flip-flop is also set if an input character has an even parity. 

The Rp flip-flop is used to check the character parity as each character is shifted into the WAR. 

s Rp = - - - + 'WI W4 Rp Ww (T 22 - T 17) + - - -

rRp = - - - + W9 W4 Rp Ww (T22 - T17) + - - -

s We = - - - + W9 W4 Rp (T 5 - TO) + - - -

Each time a WIM instruction is executed, the C and Word Assy registers are interchanged. 

sCO = ¢4 01 04 05 06 Wn 

Wx = (01 03 04 05 06 Fl F3) Ts + - - -

sWw = W4 R6 + (T24 Tp) W4 Wx C23 + - - - + W4 Wn Wx 

sRl = W4 Wn WX +- - -

r~l = W4WnWx+---• I I 
I I 
I W4 R5 +- - -sR6 

rR6 = W4 R5 + - - -

Synchronizing W6 and W5 with TO and T22- T17 allows the input clock to be ambiguous for one 
machine cycle both while going true and while going false. The input clock must be unambiguously 
true for almost one machine cycle and unambiguously false for at least one machine cycle 
(f max = 62.5 Kc). Refer to Fi gure 21. The input character si gna Is must rise whi Ie the clock 
signal is up and fall before the rise of the next clock signal. 

A photo-reader input process is term inated by detecting tape gap fo "owing the block of input 
data o Since the photo-reader must be ab Ie to read tape leader unti I the start of a block, the WO 
flip-flop inhibits the sprocket clock signals until it is set by the first or second charactero 

sWO = W9W6W8+--

rWO = Wc + - - -

The input clock signal is derived from the tape characters, and after 'NO is set, by the sprocket 
signal. 
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Ecw = (Zwl + Zw2 + Zw3 + Zw4 + ZwS + zw6 + Zwp + WO) Sp Re 

Zw 1 = (Ch 6 amplifier) Re 
Zw2 = (Ch S amplifier) Re 

I I 
I I I 

Zwp = (Ch 7 amplifier) Re 

The first, all-zeros character gated into the S. C. R. is detected by the 
halt detector, Wh, at the same time that W 4 is set. 

sWh = W9 WTO WTI Wl2wn (al iU IIT"1t4 R5 RbRj)) WS T24 

+ - - -
rWh = We 

sW4 = - - - + WS Wf T24 

rW4 = - - - + W4 TO 

With Wh set, parity errors are no longer used to set We. 

sWe = - - - + W9 W4 Rp (TS-TO) WIi + - - -

W 4 is set for successive cycles until the character counter reads 00 when Wf is 
reset, and the W Buffer is reset. 

sW4 = 
rW4 = 

- + Wh T24 

- + W4 TO 

sWf = - - - + Wc Wh 

rWf = W8 W7 W4 (T22-T17) + -

W c = + - - - Wh VIi TO + - - -

The tape reader brake is signaled. 

reader I brake4l-W9 WTOWTI W12 Wl3 W14 m 
This termination process fills in the final input word with all-zero characters. The 
Photo-tape Termination Timing Charts show the flow of this termination process. 
A halt interrupt signal is generated during the WI Wh cycle to call for a final WIM 
instruction and to signal the termination of the input process. 

C!B = WfWh (---) 

The final WIM instruction in the Halt subroutine will store the data even though the 
last input may not have a complete complement of characters. The Magnetic Tape 
Input Timing Chart shows the flow of this input process. As with photo-reader input, 
a final WIM instruction is executed after the halt interrupt to store any remaining 
characters in the WAR. The magnetic tape unit generates a halt signal with 
a time delay triggered by the tape gap signal and WOo The halt detector is then 
triggered by this halt signal. 

s Wh = - - - + Whs T 24 + - - -

The magnetic tape-handler is also stopped directly from the Whs signal. 

,2. 11 
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The tape unit may also check the longitudinal parity and generate an error signal,~, if 
there is an error. Th is si gna I is used to set Weo 

s We = - - - + Wes 

The tape unit blocks the longitudinal parity character from generating an input clock signal. 

OUTPUT PROCESS ('N9) 

When an EOMOXXXX instruction is executed to start an output process, an interrupt can be 
immediately signaled to calion the computer to load the WAR with the first output word. 

rWf = - - - + Ws W9 + - - - s WO = - - - + Ws W9 

([9 = Wf WO VVh (- - - - -) + - - -

Each MIW instruction or time-share operation loads the WAR from C register. 

sWw = W4 R6 + (T24 Tp) W4 Wx C23 +- - - W4 Wn Wx 

sR1 = W4 Wn Wx (Tp T24) + - - - + - - -

r~ 1 = ~4 Wn Wx + - - - + - - -
I I 

: J 
sR6 = W4 R5 + - - -

r R6 = W4 R5 + - - -

Wx = (01 03 04 0506 F1 FJ) + - - -

Each time W4 is set to precess an output character from the WAR into the SCR, Rp is used to 
generate an odd parity output bit. 

sRp = - - - + W9 W4 Rp Wn (T5 - TO) Wx + W9 W4 (T22 - T17) 

+ W9 W4 Rp C23 (T5 - TO) Wx 

rRp = - - - + W9 W4 Rp Wn (T5 - TO) Wx + W9 W4 Rp C23 (T5 - TO) Wx 

+ - - -

Figure 29, Output Timing Chart 1, indicctes the basic flow of the output process" The execution 
of the second MIW instruction is shown occurring late, to illustrate how the SCR is cleared when 
a new output character is not avai lable. If a new output character is not avai lable in time, the 
error detector is set as with input. 

sWe = \NOW6W5EcTp+--

rWe = Wc 'Wh 

2. 17 
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As with input, the SCR is cleared at the start of output by 'N9 W6 W5 ·W4. The first output 
character is, therefore, all zeros for the first clock signal, which is appropriate for a leader, or 
a gap in tape punching. For some forms of output, such as leaderless punching or typing, the 
first output character should be in the character buffer before the first clock signal. For this type 
of output, an EOM02XXX start instruction with a one-bit in C 13 is used. Th is code bit is used to 
set W5 which then c.auses the first loading of the WAR to be followed directly by precession of 
the first output character into the SCR. 

sW5 = - - - + Ws C 1 3 C 18 

rW5 = - - - + W4 TO + Wc 

sWf = Wx (T 5-TO) + - - -

sW4 = W5 Wf T24 + - - -

rW4 = W4 TO + - - -

Figure 30, Output Timing Chart 2, illustrates the flow of this process. 

On output, Ecw is generated by various osci Ilator-type circuitry instead of from the characters. 
This circuitry is described in a separate publication. 

To terminate an output process, the MIW instruction to load the last output word into the WAR is 
followed by an EOM 14000 instruction to reset WO (EOM 14100 instruction for the Y Buffer). 

r WO = - - - + Ioc C 12 m C20 + - - -

Resetting WO resu Its in the following: Further normal interrupt signals are blockedi 

Cf9 = Wf WO Wh (- - - -) 

further late load W error signals are blockedi 

sWe = WO W6 W5 Ecw Tp + - - -

and Wf is not set again after it is reset as the last output character is precessed into the SCR" 

s Wf = Wx (T 5- TO) + - - -

rWf W8 WI W4 (T22- T17) + - - -

Preventing the setting of Wf blocks W4 from being set after the last output character is precessed 
into the SCR. 

s W4 = W5 Wf T24 + - - -

Preventing W4 from being set produces the state, -wo W4 W5 W6, after the last output character 
has been processed by the output clock. 

2. 19 
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The state, 

sW6 = W; Ecw (T22-T17) 

rW6 = W5 TO + Wc 

sW5 = W5 W6 Ecw TO 

rW5 = W4 TO + We 

+ - - -

W4 WS i/lb, is used to clear the SeRe 

rRl - - + W9 W4 ws"Vib 
I I 

I I 

rR6 = + W9 W4 W5Wb 

rRp = - + W9 W4 W5"Vib 

While the state, WO W5"Wb, is used to set the halt detector for outputs other than 
magnetic tape outputs, 

sWh = - - +W9 WTI""NO W5 WbT24 + - - -

and to signal a magnetic tape unit that the last output character has been processed. 

Magnetic tape unit ~m WS m 
A magnetic tape unit, after a suitable delay, provides a halt signal, Whs, to set Who 

s Wh = - - - + Whs T 24 + - - -

Regardless of the method of setting Wh to terminate an output process, the halt 
interrupt signal is generated in the cycle that Wh is set. 

~ = Wf Wh (En + @) 
rWh = Wc 

Wc + Wh Wf TO + 

The Output Termination Timing Charts indicate the flow of the output termination 
processes. 

The Punch Output Ti:ming Chart shows the flow of this complete output process. A 
time delay triggered by the EOMO XX4X start instruction causes tape leader to be 
punched first while inhibiting output clock signals. An all-zeros character is also 
punched for the first output clock signal. Mter the last output character is processed, 
a halt interrupt signal is generated. 

The Magnetic Tape Output Timing Chart shows the flow of this output process. 
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A time delay triggered by the EOM02X5X start instruction causes Q tape gap to be recorded first 
whi Ie inhibiting the output clock signa Is. After the last output character is recorded, W9 W4 W5 W6 
clears the SCR and m W6 W5 signals the tape unit to count three clock signals and record the 
longitudinal parity character, and triggers a second time delay. This delay causes a ~ be 
recorded after the data block. After the gap is completed, the tape unit generates a~signal 
to ha It the output process. Each character parity and the longitudinal parity of the characters 
reproduced at the read head are checked by the tape unit and an error signal, C~:;), is generated 
to set We for any detected errors. 

s We = - - - + Wes 

SCAN (W9 W10 Wll) 

A forward scan of magnetic tape data blocks is started with an EOM0363X instruction. The process 
is sim i lar to the magneti c tape reading process except that the character counter is blocked from 
reaching 00 again after WO is set by W9 W6 we. 

s W8 = - - - + 'N7 W9 W10 Wll ~ 

This prevents the normal interrupt signals by keeping Wf from being reset. 

rWf = 'liS Wi W4 (T22- T17) + - - -

C!j]Z)= Wf \NO Wf, (- - - - -) 

Th is a lIows each input character to precess into the WAR wi thout WIM instructi0r'ls for setting WL 
When the end of a data block is reached, an interrupt signal is generated as Wf is resetQ 

rWf = - - - + W9 W10 Wll WO <§) 'N7 (T22- T17) 

<Iii> = Wf WO Wh (- - - - -) 

Th is interrupt signal calls on the computer to execute a WIM instruction to store the last four char
acters of the data block from the WAR. Executing the WIM instruction sets W7 and Wf. 

s Wf - - - + Wx (T 5 - TO) W4 

sW7 = - - - + Wx T24 W4 Wn 

Based on the last four data characters or a block counting program, the computer can reset V\() with 
another EOM0363X instruction to cause the scan process to continue without a pause t~S the 
gap and the next record. If WO is not reset, the scan process wi II be terminated by a signal 
from the tape unit in a manner simi lar to the manner for terminating magnetic tape input. When 
the scan process is allowed to terminate, a halt interrupt signal is generated. 

@ = WtWh(-----) 
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During the scan process the character parity is chec,ked by the Rp flip-flop and the 
longitudinal parity is checked by the tape unit (only if WO is reset after the 
longitudinal parity character). Any error during the entire scan process will set 
We as in the magnetic tape input process. 

A reverse scan of magnetic tape data blocks is started with an EOM 0763X instruction 
The process ia aimilar to a forward magnetic tape scan, except that a WIM instruction 
at the end of a data block will store the first four data characters in reverse order, 
and that the longitudinal parity is not properly checked and We may be extraneously 
set. 

In both the Magnetic Tape Forward and Reverse Scan Timing Charts, the first 
interrupt signal is followed by a WIM instruction to store the last four characters 
read. The halt interrupt signal informs the com.puter that th~ap.-!:as been reached. 
Wf is shown reset early o~er~ination by W9 WIO WII WO tg W7 (T22-TI7) 
rather than by the norm.al WB W7 W4 (T22-TI7) term. This a ows Wh T24 
to set W4 for only three 0' s prece ssions rather than four before Wh Wf TO re sets 
the W Buffer. This has no significance because the WAR is cleared by the 
preceding WIM instruction. 

If, after W9 WIO WII WO ~ W7 (T22-TI7) resets Wf to generate an interrupt 
signal, the WIM instruction is executed after Whs has set Wh; the last four characters 
read will be stored and a halt interrupt signal will still be generated. This is shown 
in the Magnetic Tape Forward Scan Timing Chart (late WIM instruction). 

If, after W9 WIO WII WO @ W7 (T22-TI7) resets Wf to generate an interrupt 
signal, the WIM instruction is executed before Whs can set Wh but an EOM 0363X 
instruction to continue the scan is executed after Whs has set Wh, a halt interrupt 
signal will be generated. 

ERASE (W9 WIO WIl) 

A forward data block erase is started with an EOM OIX7X instruction. The erase 
process is similar to the magnetic tape output process except the SCR 
is forced to hold all zeros. 

rRI = 

I 

I 
I 

rRp = 

+ W9 WIG WII 

I 

+ W9 WIO WII 

The process flows exactly as with magnetic tape output. Interrupt signals call on 
the computer to load W each time the WA-Ris 'empty~ ixecuting an EOM' 14000 
instruction after ~IW instruction starts the output proce s s termination. The tape 
unit generate s a ~ signal after a gap is recorded to re set the W Buffer and 
generate a halt interrupt. The read head provides error signals, 9 for long
itudinal or character parity errors. 
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FILL 

Photo-Reader Input 1 is used to fill the computer. First, the Start pushbutton 

is pressed to make ® true. @ makes Wc true to reset the W Buffer. 

We = - - - + ® (TS-TO) 

rW14 = We 
I 

• 
I 

rW9 = We 

rW6 = - - ... + We 

rW5 :;: - .. - + We 

sWf = - ... - + We ViIi 
rWh = We 

rWe = We 

rWO = We + ......... 

® sets the character code to 11 for four characters per word and loads this code 
into the WAR. 

sW8 = - ...... + ® 
rW8 :;: We (T22 .. T17) + 

sW7:;: ... - ... + GY 
rW7 :;: We (T2Z .. T17) + 

sW4:;: - - ... + ® TO 

rW4 = ......... + W4 T24 

rIw:;: ........ + @ 
sWw :;: W4 Tp W8 + W4 T24 W7 + ........ (T24 + Tp) W4 Wn 
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The fill input process is started by depressing the Fill switchJmaking @ true. 
(-Kf) is used to set W 12. 

'-_/ sW 12 = - - - + @ 
The input process proceeds and is terminated normally, when the Fill switch is released. 

Re = W9 WTOWITw 12 WITw 14 Kf 

TIME-SHARE INTERLACE 

The interlace system is optional equipment. One can be installed to work in conjunction 
with the W Buffer and another can be independently installed to work in conjunction with 
the Y Buffer. No more than two interlace systems can be attached to each 910 or 920 
Computer. 

The interlace system is "enabled II by an Ioc or Buc instruction that contains a "one" in bit 
position 9. Therefore, the interlace system can be enabled with the same instruction that 
sets up the W Buffer (BUC), or it can be enabled without disturbing the W Buffer (Ioc). 
Either instruction clears the entire interlace system and then sets the enable flip-flop, Ewo 
(An under! ined term represents the "clock IIi the trigger occurs when the "clock II fa lis to 
zero volts.) 

Clear: 

Iwc = Earn C9 era C'TfQ2 + Wh +® 
Enable Flip-Flop:. 

sEw = Eom C9 ~ CT7 Ew Q1 

rEw :;;; Iwc +Pot 1 Ew 

Pot 1= F1 F2 F3 Ts 02 06 

With Ew set the computer can preset the interlace register with the starting address 
and the word count for the input or output process. If the word count is to be greater 
than 1023, the tw"o most significant bits of the word count register must be preset. 
This must be done after the system is enabled and before the POT instruction is 
executed. An Ioc instruction, without bit 9, is given. 

sIwb = Iwc 

rlwb = lac C22 Ew 

sIwa = Iwc 

rlwa = lac C.23 Ew 

Note that these tw"o m.ost significant bits of the word count are set by the "clear" 
pulse and will rem.ain set unless the Ioc instruction resets thern:--The flip-flops in 
the rest of the word counter register (IwO through Iw9) are reset by the clear 
pulse and are set by zeros in the C register during the POT instruction. After the 
POT instruction the word counter register con.tains the "one's complement" of the 
desired count. The counter can then count ~J not down, and generate the termina
tion signal when all of the flip-flops in the register contain !lones ". 
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The POT instruction sets the interlace counter registers and it also resets Ew and 
sets Iw. 

rEw = (~) Ew + 

sIw = (Pot 1) Ew Iw 

Ew furnishes the required "ready" signal for the POT instruction. The Iw and Ew 
flip-flops inhibit W buffer interrupts and Iw allows the buffer to issue a time-share 
request signal to the computer whenever the buffer needs memory access. Iw in
dicates that the interlace is in operation. 

(Interlace) Tsw = Wf WO Wh ® 
(Interrupt) IIw = Wi WO Wl1 (En @)€~ 

The POT instruction sets the interlace counters: 

Iws = (Pot 2) Ew 

sIwO = Iws CO + Iw 1 IwO 

rIwO = Iwc + Iw 1 IwO 

etc. 

(IwO "counts 11 by the falling of the previous stage Iw 1) 

The address portion of the interlace register (Iw10 through Iw23) is reset by the 
clear pulse and is set by "ones" from the C register. It too counts ~ rather 
than down. 

For example: 

sIw20 = Iws CZO + Iw21 IWZO 
rIw20 = Iwc + Iw21 Iw20 

The LSB of both the word counter and the address counter are counted by (Wp Tsm). 

sIw9 = Iws ~ + (Wp Tsm) Iw9 

rIw9 = Iwc + (Wp Tsm) Iw9 

sIw23 = Iws C23 + (Wp Tsm) iWT! 
rIw23 = Iwc + (Wp Tsm) Iw23 

When the word count register contains "ones" a signal, Iwi, is generated: 

Iwf = Iw Iwb Iwa IwO Iwl - - - Iw9 
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If the interlace is controlling an input process ~), the Iw flip-flop is reset so that the next time 
the buffer register is full an Ilw interrupt (word ready interrupt) signal will be generated and the 
interlace register is disengaged. 

rlw = Iwf Iw Q1 

If the interlace is controlling outputs, the' Iwf signal will reset the WO flip-flop in the W Buffer 
just before the last character in the W register is precessed to the character register. Signals we 
W5 W6 wi II then set Wh (except in the case of magneti c tape) after the last character has been 
clocked to the external device. When Wh is set, the interlace register is cleared as well as the 
W Buffer. 

rWO = <liD W9 (T5- TO) 

Iwc = Wh + - - -

When the W Buffer is cleared an 12w interrupt (record complete interrupt) signal is generated by 
the buffer: 

I2w = Wf Wh (En +® ) 

In the case of magnetic tape outputs, WO is reset by the interlace signal Iwf. This causes the 
magneti c tape control to stop writing and stop the tape. After the tape has stopped the tape con
trol unit sets Wh, which clears the W Buffer and the interlace register and allows the 12w interrupt. 

An interlace system used in conjunction with the Y Buffer is exactly analogous with the W inter
lace. The two interlace registers are completely independent of one another. 

The four interlace signals to the computer, Iw, Iwf and Iy, Iyf, must be grounded if a corresponding 
interlace register is not tied to the computer. This is done around the front of the interlace con
nector 25G if no interlace is connected (4 wires), or around the front of the IIrepeated II interlace 
connector at 45L if one interlace is connected (2 wires). If two interlace registers are connected, 
one plugs to the computer and the second plugs to the first (it does not matter which is W or V). 
In this case, none of these four wires should be grounded. 

PHOTO-READER 1 

Photo-reader I is enabled by unit code 04. 

Re = W9 W10 Wll W12 W13 W14 Kf 

Note: (For photo-reader 2, Re = W9W10Wll W12W13W14 for unit code 05)Q 

The pinch roller driver is energized by Re Q 

Rd = Rb = Re + Kff 

The signai' from the sprocket channel amplifier is gated by Re. 

Re Sp = Re Psp 
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The signals from the data channel amplifiers 
input signals. 

@= (Ch 
I 
I 

6 amp) Re 
1 I 
I I 
I I 

@= (Ch 1 amp) Re 

~ = (Ch 7 amp) Re 

are gated by Re to form the character 

The input clock is derived from the sprocket signal if the W Buffer is addressing the 
tape reader (Re). WO is automatically set in the W Buffer during inputs after the 
first or second clock signal. Until WO is set there must be a data channel punched 
in the tape for the Ecw clock to be sent. Beginning leader on the tape is therefore 
not clocked, but leader after WO is set is clocked. 

Ecw = (Zwl + Zw2 + Zw3 + Zw4 + Zw5 + Zw6 + Zwp + WO) Sp Re 

sWO = W9 W6 W8 + - - -
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Buc 

Ecw 

En 

@ 
EOM 

Eom 

Ew 

®-® 
@ 

Ioc 

Ip1-Ip4 

1.1-184 

Iw 

Iwc 

Iws 

Iwb, Iwa, 
IwO-Iw9 

DICTIONARY OF BUFFER LOGIC TERMS 

A control term derived from the EOM OXXXX instruction and sent to the 
Wand Y buffers. 

The eternal clock pulse used to detect inputs, it is generated by the in
ternal clock in each input or output unit. 

The enable flip-flop enables interrupts to occur in the computer. 

The manual enable switch. This allows interrupts to occur. 

The mnemonic code for the instruction which activates the buffer. 

The execution term for an EOM instruction. 

A flip-flop which enables a POT instruction to load the interlace register. 

Inputs to Is 1 - Is4 

An interrupt signal, signaling that a WIM or MIW instruction should 
be executed since the buffer is either full or empty. 

An interrupt signal, signaling that the input or output process should 
be terminated. 

Input/ output control signal derived from the EOM lXXXX instruction. 

Interrupt program flip-flops that are true when executing the 
interrupt subroutine for its respective channel. 

Interrupt storage flip -flops. 

A flip-flop which determines if memory interlace is in operation. 

The term which clears the memory interlace registers. 

The signal for halting the input or output process when the record coun
ter has been decremented to zero during memory interlace operation. 

The term which sets the memory interlace register from the C register. 

The record length counter in the memory interlace register. 

IwlO-23 The address counter in the memory interlace register. 

~9 -c[~The address lines to memory from the address counter for memory 
interlace operation. 

@ 
Kff 

@ 

The manual fill switch for loading memory from the photo-reader. 

Photo-reader tape feed switch on. 

The magnetic tape gap signal generated by the tape unit. 
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R"') 

RI-R6 

Rd 

Re 

Rp 

Sio 

Sp 

® 
Sys 

Ts 

Tsw 

Wc 

We 

~~ 
Wes 

Wi 

Wh 

@ 
Whs 

Wn 

No input parity, blocks sWe. 

The brake driver signal for the photo-reader. 

The six flip-fl.ops which constitute the character buffer 
(parity excepted). 

The pinch roller drive signal for the photo -reader. 

The enable signal for the photo-reader. This signal is enabled 
by the EOM unit address. 

The parity flip-flop in the character buffer. An "odd!' parity 
system. is used. 

The term. which signals a transfer of interlace information from 
mem.ory to the interlace regi ster on a POT 0007X instruction. 

An input gate (signal input/ output) to the Sks gate (SKIP M). 

The sprocket signal for the photo-reader. 

The manual start switch. 

A control signal for system communication derived from. the EOM 3XXXX 
instruction. 

The time -share flip-flop which is on when the buffer has access 
to memory. 

The time-share calling signal indicating that the W Buffer desires 
access to memory. 

The term which clears the unit address register, input/output 
state, the character counter, and the clock counter. In general, 
it resets the buffer and prepares it for a new operation. 

The error flip-flop which will be set, when character parity is 
incorrect, when magnetic· tape parity is incorrect, and when a 
WIM instruction is executed late. The state of the We flip-flop 
can optionally be tested for by the input program. 

Error signal. 

Inverse of @ ; it sets We. 

The flip-flop which in its false state indicates that the W register 
is full or empty and in its true state allows the buffer to precess. 

Halt flip-flop in W Buffer. 

External halt signal to W Buffer 

Inverse of @ ; it sets Who 

The "now" flip-flop on the W register 
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WO 

Wp 

Ws 

Wx 

The flip-flop which, in general, enables a halt to occur after 
an input or output process has been initiated and has proceeded 
to the point that characters are being transferred. 

The flip-flop which designates that the W Buffer is to participate 
in memory interlace operation. 

The term enabled by an EOM OXOXX which sets up the W Buffer 
from the C register. 

The term. which allows the W register to be loaded from. the C 
register. 

Ww The "write" flip-flop on the W register. 

W4 The flip-flop which controls the precessing of the data between 
the character register and the W register. 

WS The flip-flop which detects that a precess should occur. 

w6 The flip-flop which detects that an input clock is present. 

W7 W8 The flip-flops which constitute the character counter. 

W9 The flip-flap'which in its true state designates an output process 
and in its false state designates an input process. 

WIO-W14 The unit address register which designates which I/O unit is to 
be activated. 

@-@ The 6 inputs to the 6-bit character buffer. 

@E) The external input to the parity flip-flop Rp. 
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W BUFFER AND INPUT/OUTPUT EQUATIONS 

UNIT ADDRESS REGISTER 

sW14 = Ws C23 

rW14 = We 

sW13 = Ws C22 

rW13 = We 

sW12 = Ws C21 +@ 
rW12 = We 

sWII = Ws C20 

rWIl=We 

sWIO = Ws C19 + Ioc CT7W9 Cl9 C20 C21 e22 C23 (T5-TO) C12 

rWIO = We 

INPUT / OUTPUT 

sW9=WsCI8 

rW9 = We 

CHARACTER COUNTER 

~.~ .. 

sW8 = Ws C 16 + W7 W8 W4 TO + Wx T24 Ww 

+W7W9WIOWIIWh+ @ 
rW8 = We (T22 - T17) + W8 W4 TO 
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sW7 = Ws CI5 + Wx T24 W4 Wn +eE) 
rW7 = We (T22 - T17) + W7 W8 W4 TO 

CLOCK COUNTER 

(Clock Detector) 

sW6 = W5 Ecw (T22 - TI7) 

rW6 = W5 TO + Wc 

(Precess Detector) 

sW5 = W5 W6 Ecw TO + Ws C13 CIS 

rW5 = W4 TO + Wc 

(Precess W) 

sW4 = W5 Wi T24 + Ws TO + Wh T24 +@TO 

rW4 = W4 TO + W4 T24 

COMPUTER INTERLOCK 

sWf = We Wh + Wx (TS - TO) W4 

rWf = W8 W7 W4 (T22 - TI7) + Ws W9 + W9 WIO WI1 WO @ W7 (T22 - TI7) 

INTERRUPT SIGNALS 

CfB= Wf WO Wh (En @) 

QB= Wi Wh (En +@) 

TIME-SHARE CALLING SIGNAL 

Tsw = Wi WO Wh @ 
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HALT DETECTOR 

sWh = Whs T24 + W9 WII WO W5 W6 T24 

+ W9 WIO WII WI2 WI3 (RI R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 Rp) W5 T24 

rWh = We 

ERROR DE TEC TOR 

sWe = W9 W4 Rp (T5 - TO) Wh @ + WO w6 W5 Ec Tp + Wes 

rWe = We Wh 

SINGLE CHARACTER REGISrER 

sRI = W4 Wn Wx (Tp T24) + W9 w6 W5 Zwi + W4 Wx CZ3 

rRI = W4 Wn Wx + W9 w6 W5 W4 + W9 W4 W5 W6 + W9 WID WII + W4 Wx CZ3 

sRZ = W4 RI + W9 W6 W5 ZwZ 

rR2 = W4 RI + W9 w6 W5 W4 + W9 W4 W5 w6 + W9 WIO WII 

sR3 = W4 Rl + W9 W6 W5,Zw3 

rR3 =W4 RZ + W9 w6 W5 W4 + W9 W4 W5 w6 + W9 WIO WII 

sR4 = W4 R3 + W9 W6 W5 Zw4 

rR4 = W4 R3 + W9 w6 W5 W4 + W9 W4 W5 w6 + W9 WID WII 
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sR5 = W4 R4 + W9 w6 W5 Zw5 

rR5 = W4 R4 + w9 W6 W5 W4 + w9 W4 W5 W6 + W9 WID WII 

sR6 = W4 R5 + W9 w6 W5 Zw6 

rR6 = W4 R5 + W9 w6 W5 W4 + W9 W4 W5 W6 + W9 WI0 Wl1 

sRp = W9 W4 Rp Ww (T22 - T17) + W9 W4 Rp Wn (T5 - TO) Wi 

+ w9 w6 W5 Zwp + W9 W4 (T22 - T17) + w9 W4 Rp C23 (T5 - TO) Wx 

rRp = W9 W4 Rp Ww (T22 - TI7) + W9 W4 Rp Wn (T5 - TO) Wx 

+ W9 W6 W5 W4 + W9 W4 W5 w6 + W9 WIO WI1 + W9 W4 Rp C23 (T5 - TO) Wx 

LOAD W FROM C 

Wx = (01 03 04 05 06 FI F3) Ts + wp Ts 

CLOCK SIGNAL 

Ecw = CiI;) 
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WORD ASSEMBLY REGISTER 

sWw = W4 R6 

+W4TpW8 

·tt W4 T24 W7 

+ (T24 Tp) W4 Wx C23 + (T24 + Tp ) W4 Wn 

+W4WnWx 

rWw = (sWw) 

sWn = Ww delayed by 24 pulse times 

rWn = Ww delayed by 24 pulse times 

CLEAR AND SET SIGNALS 

Wc = Buc C11 (T22 - T17) =.. Wh Wi. TO + @(T5 - TO) 

Ws = Buc IT? (T5 - TO) 

W Buffer Ready = W9 WIO Wll W12 WI3 WI4 

WIM and MIW interlock = Wf (WO + W9) 

HALT INTERLOCK 

sWO = W9 W6 WB + Ws W9 

rWO = Wc + Ioc Cl2 C17 Cl9 C20 Cli C22 C23 (T5- TO) + W9C§ (T5-TO) 

MAGNETIC TAPE CONTROL SIGN·ALS 

Stop Read Interlock = WO 

Output Character Interlock = W 5 
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INTERLACE LOGIC 

Clear 

Iwc = Eorn C9 era C17 QZ + Wh +@ 

Prepare 

sEw = Eorn C9 CTO"'CT'r.Q.!~ 

rEw = Iwc + Pot 1 Ew 

Load Registers 

Iws = Pot Z Ew 

Interlace 

sIw = ~ Ew Iw 

rlw = Iwc + Iwf 01 Iw 

Finilhed 

Iwf = Iw Iwb Iwa Iwo Iw 1 IwZ Iw 3 Iw4 - - - Iw9 

Ready 

@=@ 

Word Count 

sIwb = Iwc + Iwa Iwb 

rlwb = Ioc e2l Ew + Iwa Iwb Iw 

IIwa = Iwc + Iwo twa -
rlwa = Ioc C2. 3 Ew + Iwo Iwa 

sIwo = Iwe Co + Iwl iWO 

rlwo = Iwc + Iw 1 Iwo 
I -, 
I 
I - ( \~ sIw9 = Iwe C9 + Tam WP/lw9 

rlw9 = Iwc +(Tem Wp)Iw9 
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Address 

sIwIO = Iws CIO + IwII IwIO 

rlwIO = Iwc + Iwil IwIO 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

BI~23 = Iws C23 +(Tsm Wp) Iw23 

rIw23 = Iwc +(Tsm Wp)Iw23 
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PHOTO READER 1 

ENABLE SIGNAL 

Re = w9 WIO WII W12 W13 W14 Kf 

PINCH ROLLER AND LAMP DRIVERS 

Rd = Rb = Re + Kif 

READER SIGNALS 

® = (Ch 6 amp) Re 

@ = (Ch 5 amp) Re 

@ = (Ch 4 amp) Re 

~ = (Ch 3 amp) Re 

@ = (Ch 2 amp) Re 

~ = (Ch 1 amp) Re 

@ = (Ch 7 amp) Re 

~ = (Zwl + Zw2 + Zw3 + Zw4 + Zw5 + Zw6 + Zwp + WO) Sp Re 

BRAKE DRIVER 

Rb = Re 
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Y BUFFER OPERA TIONS 

The Y Buffer is similar to the W Buffer in all respects except for the following: 

(~ Bit C 17 defines the Y Buffer in EOM instructions controlling buffer operations 
(C 17 defines the W Buffer). 

(2) Op codes 10 and 30 are used to load and unload the Y Buffer; Op codes 12 and 
32 indicate siInilar operations with the W Buffer. 

(3) Y Buffer interrupts branch the program to different memory locations from 
the W Buffer. 

(4) (Ts Wp) causes interlace with Y whereas (Ts Wp) causes interlace with w. 

(5) The Y Buffer may be extended to accommod~te up to 24 bits per transmission. 

Extending the Y Buffer beyond six bits plus parity requires that the R register be 
widened to the appropriate character size and the parity be checked and generated 
by a new circuit. 

Rpy is still used to accept the parity bit during input; however during output a new 
line is used, Rpe. During input the parity check is made just prior to the precession, 
thus the aYe becomes: 

Y9 Yh @' Y4 Y5 Rpe 

Rpe is specially generated and is "true" if the character register (including Rpy) 
has an even number of "ones". 

The equations for Rpy become: 

sRpy = Y9 Y6 Y5 Zyp 

+ Y 9 Y 4 (T 22 - T 1 7) 

rRpy = Y9 Y4 Rpy Yw (T22 - T17) 

+ Y9 Y4 Rpy (T5 - TO) Yx 

+ Y9 Y6 Y5 Y4 

+ Y9 Y4 Y5 Y6 

+Y9YIOYII 

+ Y9 Y4 Rpy C23 (T5 - TO) Yx 

(This always resets Rpy on outputs 
when Y Buffer extension is used. ) 

The set term of Yw is modified to accept the least significant bit of the R register 
during precession time. 

sYw = Y4 (LSB of R) + - - -

The end of block term for the paper tape reader which sets Yh is modified to include 
two more bits and becomes: 

sYh =Y9 YIO YIf YIZ YI3 (Rly R2y R3y R4y R5y R6y R7y RBy) Ys T24 + - - -
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Y BUFFER EQUATIONS 

UNIT ADDRESS REGISTER 

sY14 = Ys C23 

rY14 = Ye 

sY13 = Ys C22 

rY13 = Ye 

sY12 = Ys C21 

rY12 = Ye 

sY11 = Ys C20 

. rY11 = Ye 

sY10 = Ys C19 + Ioe C17 Y9 C19 C20 C21 C22 C23 (T5- TO) C12 

rY10 = Ye 

INPUT/OUTPUT 

sY9 = Ys C18 

rY9 = Ye 

CHARACTER COUNTER 

sY8 = Ys C16 +Y7 Va Y4 TO +Yx T24 Yw +Y9 Y7 Yl0 Y11 Yh -@ 
rY8 = Ye (T22-T17) + Y8 Y4 TO 

sY7 = Ys C15 +Yx T24 Y4 Yn + @ 
rY7 = Ye (T22-T17) + Y7 YB Y4 TO 
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C LOCK COUNTER 

(Clock Detector) 

sY6 = Y5 Ecy (Tt2 - T17) 

rY6 = Y5 TO + Yc 

(Preces s Detector) 

sY5 = Y5 Y6 Ecy TO + Ys C 13 C 18 

rY5 = Y4 TO + Yc 

(Precess Y) 

sY4 = Y5 Yf T24 + Ys TO + Yh T24 + ® TO 

rY4 = Y4 TO + Y4 T24 

COMPUTER INTERLOCK 

- -s Y f = Y 4 Yx (T 5 - TO) + Y c Yh 

rYf = Y8 Y7 Y4 (Tl2 - T17) :.- Ys Y9 + Y9 YIO Yll YO <fr~VY7 (T22 - T17) 

INTERRUPT SIGNALS 

@= Yf YO Yh (En +@) ®~ 
<1§)= Yf Yh (En +@ ) 

TIME-SHARE CALLING SIGNAL 

Tsy = Yf YO Yh ® 
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HALT DETECTOR (See Note) 

sYh = Yhs T24 + Y9 Yll YO Y5 Y6 T24 

+ Y9 YIO YII YI2 YI3 (RIY R2y R3y R4y R5y R6y Rpy) Y.5 TZ4 

rYh = Yc 

ERROR DETECTOR (See Note) 

sYe = Y9 Y4 Rpy (T5 - TO) Yh @+ YO Y6 Y5 Ecy Tp + Yes 

rYe = Yc Yh 

SINGLE CHARACTER REGISTER (See Note) 

sRIy = Y4 Yn Yx (Tp TZ4) + Y9 Y6 Y5 Zyl + Y4 Yx C23 

rRly = Y4 Yn Yx + Y9 Y6 Y5 Y4 + Y9 Y4 Y5 Y6 + Y9 YIO Yll 

+ Y4 Yx CZ3 

sR2.y = Y4 Rly + Y9 Y6 Y5'Zy2 

rRZy = Y4 Rly + Y9 Y6 Y5 Y4 + Y9 Y4 Y5 Y6 + Y9 YIO YII 

sR3y = Y4 RZy + Y9 Y6 Y5 Zy3 

rR3y = Y4 R2y + Y9 Y6 Y5 Y4 + Y9 Y4 Y5 Y6 + Y9 YIO YII 

sR4y = Y4 R3y + Y9 Y6 YS Zy4 

rR4y = Y4 R3y + Y9 Y6 Y5 Y4 + Y9 Y4 Y5 Y6 + Y9 YIO Yll 
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sR5y = Y4 R4y + Y9 Y6 Y5 Zy5 

rR5y = Y4 R4y + Y9 Y6 Y5 Y4 + Y9 Y4 Y5 Y6 + Y9 YIO Y 11 

sR6y = Y4 R5y + Y9 Y6 Y5 Zy6 

rR6y = Y4 R5y + Y9 Y6 Y5 Y4 + Y9 Y4 Y5 Y6 + Y9 YIO Yl1 

sRpy = Y9 Y4 Rpy Yw (T22 - TI7) + Y9 Y4 Rpy Yn (T5 - TO) Yx 

+ Y9 Y6 Y5 Zyp + Y9 Y4 (T22 - T17) + Y9 Y4 Rpy CZ3 (T5 - TO) Yx 

rRpy = Y9 Y4 Rpy Yw (T22 - T17) + Y9 Y4 Rpy Yn (T5 - TO) Yx 

+ Y9 Y6 Y5 Y4 + Y9 Y4 Y5 Y6 + Y9 YIO Yl1 + Y9 Y4 Rpy CZ3 (T5 - TO) Yx 

LOAD Y FROM C (from computer) 

Yx = (01 03 04 05 06 Fl F3 ) Ts + Wp Ts 

CLOCK SIGNAL 

Ecy= ~ 
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WORD ASSEMBLY REGISTER (See Note) 

sYw = Y4 @ + Y4 Tp Y8 + Y4 T24 Y7 + (T24 Tp) Y4 Yx C23 

+ (T24 + Tp) Y4 Yn + Y4 Yn Yx 

rYw = (sYw) 

sYn = Yw delayed by 24 pulse times 

rYn = Yw delayed by 24 pulse times 

CLEAR AND SET SIGNALS 

Yc = Buc C17 (T22 - T17) + Yh Yf TO + ® (T5 - TO) 

Ys = Buc C17 (T5 - TO) 

Y Buffer Ready = Y9 Y 10 Yll Yl2 Yl3 Y14 

YIM and MIY interlock = yf {YO + Y9} 

HALT INTERLOCK 

sYO = Y9 Y6 Y8 + Ys Y9 

rYO = Yc + Ioc (12 (17 (19 (20 (:21.(22 (23 (T5- TO) -I- Y9 8 (T5- TO) 

MAGNETIC TAPE CONTROL SIGNALS 

Stop Read Interlock = YO 

Output Character Interlock = Y5 
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Y BUFFER EXTENSION 

NOTE: When the Y Buffer extension is used the following modifications are 
r-equired in the Y Buffer Logic. 

(1) sYh = Yhs T24 
+ Y9 YTI YO Y5 y6 T24 
+ Y9 YIO Yll Yl2 Yl3 (Rly R2y R3y R4y R5y R6y R7y R8y Rpy) Y5 T?4 

(2) sYe = Y9 Yh @ Y4 Y5 Rpe 

+ YO Y6 Y5 Ecy Tp 
+ Yes 

(3) sRpy = Y9 Y6 Y5 Zyp 
+ Y 4 Y 9 (T 22 - T 1 7) 

rRpy = Y9 Y4 Rpy Yw (T22 - T17) 

+ Y9 Y4 Rpy (T5 - TO) Yx 

+ Y9 Vb Y5 Y4 

+ Y9 Y4 Y5 Vb 
+ Y9 YIO YII 

+ Y9 Y4 Rpy C23 (T5 - TO) Yx 

(4) sYw = Y4 (Least significant bit of R register) 

+ Y4 Tp Y8 

+ Y4 T24 Y7 

+ (T24 Tp) Y4Yx C23 

+ (T24 + Tp) Y4 Yn 

+ Y4 Yn Yx 
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Reset R Register 

RRy = Y9 Yb Y5 Y4 + Y9 Y4 Y5 'Yb + Y9 YIO YII 

Enable R Re gis te r 

ERy = Y9 Y6 y; 

Parity 

Rpe = Even number of ones in information bits. 

R Register 

sR7y = Y4 R6y + ERy Zy7 

rR7y = Y4 R6y + RRy 
I I: , 
I I I 
I J I , , 
I I 
I J 
I I 

: I I 
sR24y = Y4 R23y + ERy Zy24 

rR24y = Y4 R23y + RRy 
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SEC TION III 

MAGNETIC CORE MEMORY 

NOTE: This section applies only to core memory 
units that use QKS3 and HKS5 type modules. 



INTRODUC TION 

This section explains the logical and electronic operation of the core lllemory 
in detail. Layout, wiring inforITIation, and additional circuitry inforITIation 
are contained in a separate manual. 

The reader should be fallliliar with Memory Control, Page 1. 39, in Section 1 of 
this lllanual. 

The computer uses a parallel, random access, coincident current, magnetic core 
memory for permanent storage of all internal data and instructions. 

Each individual bit in each data or instruction word is stored in an individual mag
netic elernent called a core. Thes e ferrite cores are the basic storage eleITIents 
and are capable of representing one of two logical states, i. e., one -zero, true-
false. The ferrite cores are physically arranged as the points of a three -dimensional 
coordinate systern; the X and Y coordinates of a specific core represent the address 
of the word of which that core is a rnember; the Z coordinate determines which bit 
of the word the core represents. Thus, a single coluITIn of cores (i. e., all cores 
with the same X and Y coordinates) represents a single word. Through all of the 
cores on each Z level or digit plane there are two wires used for the reading and 
writing of information. Below is an example of selecting word number 12

8
, 

x 
y 

DIGIT PLANE 

III 

3. 1 
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LINE y X 
o 0 000 
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The Z coordinate wires are used for parallel detection of information or for in
directly writing information. The block diagram 6f the magnetic core ITlemory 
shows the parallel outputs of the S (address) register being decoded into X and Y 
coordinate signals. To reduce the complexity and number of components in the 
address system, the X and Y coordinates are sub-divided into X, X, Y, andY. 
These decoded address signals correspondingly drive current driver circuits 
whose output lines pas s through the cores on the X and Y coordinates. 

The 25 (25 bits per word) Z coordinate windings (hereafter called sense windings) 
are fed to 25 sense or detection amplifiers which detect the state of the cores in 
the specific word being addressed; and this information is fed in parallel to the 
M (ITlemory) register for later transfer to the C register. 

Note that although the sense windings pass through all cores in a specific plane J 

only the state of the addressed core will be detected, due to the required coincidence 
of the X and Y coordinates. 

When writing into memory from the M register, the outputs of the M side of the M 
flip-flops drive 25 Z drivers that correspondingly drive a second set of Z windings, 
which are used to inhibit the insertion of Hones" in the respective cores requiring 
"zeros". The reasons for this technique will be explained later. 

The reading of information from a core memory of this type is destructive in that all 
of the cores in the addressed word are left in a "zero" state; therefore, the in
formation read into the M register must be regenerated (written back) into the same 
address position before proceeding. When regenerating or writing into a word 
position, the X and Y coor~iinates will attempt to set all cores at the coincidenc e 
points to the "one" state. Note that previously they have all been reset to the zero 
state by a reading process. The inhibit or Z windings will therefore inhibit the 
setting of cores requiring zeros, and the correct inforITlation is written into the 
word location. The process of reading and then immediately regenerating is called 
a meITlory cycle and takes 6 microseconds to completely execute. 
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MAGNETIC CORE STORAGE· THEORY 

The elementary storage element, the ferrite core, whose principal characteristic 
is a rectangular, hysteresis loop, is shown inFigure 42. H is the magnetizing force 
(proportional to the applied current) applied to the core, and B is the magnetic flux 
(proportional to the magnetic permeability of the material) produced in the core by 
the force H. If the force H

t 
is applied to the core, the flux density in the "one" 

direction will increase to (/)m, which represents maximum flux density or saturation. 
When the magnetizing force H

t 
is removed, the flux density will decrease to the (/Jr 

value, which represents the remanent or residual flux density that (for a constant ~m) 
is proportional to the retentivity or remanence of the material. The core is now said 
to be in the I' one Its tate. 

I 

I 
- Ht 

I 

B 

-B 

Figure 42 Hysteresis Loop 

~f the magnetizing force is applied in the opposite direction -H
t 

(reverse the current), 

the remanent flux density C1>r/ will be -Bl and the core will be in the "zero" state. 
Note that although the C1>r /value approximately equals the previous residual flux 
density value, the direction of the flux has completely reverseq. 

The designations of "zero" and "oneIl for a magnetic core are completely arbitrary 
and are only in relationship to the polarities of the applied signals, s ens e, and 
inhibit windings. 

The high squareness ratio (Hk/Ht) of the hysteresis loop makes it possible to apply 
magnetizing forces which are less than that required to saturate the core in either 
direction, without materially changing the value of the magnetic flux density of the 
core. An abrupt reversal of the flux direction will take place when the magnetizing 
force exceeds a critical value. The reversal of the magnetic flux direction switches 
the core to the complement of its present state. The core will stay indefinitely in 
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either state until switched back by a sufficient electromotive force applied in the 
opposite direction to the force which set it initially. 

The critical values, the knee, and the squareness ratio, permit the coincident
current type of operation which required the coincidence of two partial magnetizing 

Ht -Ht 
forces, -r- or 2, each of which alone is less than the magnetizing force re-
quired to drive the core past the knee (point Hk) of the curve of the hysteresis 
loop shown in Figure 42. The two partial magnetizing forces, acting simultaneously, 
are sufficient to Change the state of the core. The two partial magnetizing forces are 
supplied by two drive half-currents applied along X and Y drive lines, respectively. 
The switching action of the coincident partial magnetizing forces can be prevented by 
the application of an inhibit current whose value is equal, but whose direction is 
opposite, to either one of the write drive half -currents. The resulting inhibit mag
netizing force cancels the effect of one of the partial magnetizing forces and prevents 
the core from switching to the other of its two stable states. 

The state of a core at a given moment can be determined by the application of 
read drive current in the direction that would switch the core to the zero state. If 
the core is already in the zero state, the read drive current will drive it minutely 
into saturation, but no flux reversal will take place, and only a small amount of flux 
variation will result. If on the other hand, the core is in the "one" state, it will be 
switched to the "zero" state by the read drive current, the direction of the magnetic 
flux will be reversed, and the relative flux variation will be very large. In both 
cases the flux variations will ,appear in the form of a voltage induced in a sense 
winding. If the flux density is varied with time at a rate d(/J/dt, then, according to 
Faradayrs law, a voltage V is induced across the windings of magnitude: 

dO> 
V = -N crt 

where N equals the number of turns, which in this case, would be one. The signal 
voltage pulse shown below permits ti?-e determination of the state that the core was 
in before the application of the read drive current. All magnetic cores in a matrix 
are linked by the X and Y drive lines, the inhibit winding, and the sense winding 
as shown below: 

Each selected X and Y drive line carries a drive half-current that applies a partial 
magnetizing force to all magnetic cores linked by those lines. The core located at 
the intersection of the selected drive lines will receive the sum. of the two partial 
rnagnetizing forces, which will be sufficient to produce the magnetic flux reversal 
and change the s tate of the core. 
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SENSE 

y 
tNHIBtT 

The X and Y drive lines are connected to the X and Y decoders and traverse all 
digit ·planes in series. During the read operation, the direction of the drive current 
in the matrix is such that the core at the selected address would be switched to zero. 
As explained above, the cores that are in the one state will produce voltage pulses 
in the sense winding while those that are in the zero state will produce virtually no 
signal. Each matrix or digit plane has its own individual sense winding, which will 
thus read the bit stored in that digit plane at the selected address. When the in
formation is being written into the matrix, write or restore drive half -currents 
are applied to the selected X and Y drive lines in the direction opposite to that 
of the read drive currents, so that the core at the drive lines intersection would be 
switched to the one state. However 1 in the case of matrices in which a zero has 
been written, an inhibit current is applied through the inhibit winding that is in
dividual for each matrix. The inhibit current is approximately of the same magnitude 
as an X or Y drive current and will prevent the core located at the intersection of 
the selected X and Y drive lines from being switched to one; a zero bit will remain 
stored in that matrix at the selected address. Each inhibit winding intersects all 
cores on a given digit plane. 
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BASIC OPERATION 

ADDRESSING 

The 14 outputs of the S register (address register) are gated into 14 address lines 
designated LI through L14 aa shown below: 

LII = 81 Tsm + 8 (Tsm Wp) + ~ (Tam Wp) 
I , 

L14 = 814 Tam + 8 (Tsm Wp) + @ (Tsm Wp) 

Ll = Ll 
f 
I 
I __ 

L14 = L14 

Note that the address lines from the buffer interlace system enter at this point. 

The 14 address lines are decoded into the X and Y coordinates according to the 
following chart: 

Z13 ZIZ ZII 2
10 

2 9 2
8 27 2

6 
2

5 24 2
3 22 ZI 2° 

81 82 83 84 S5 86 87 S8 89 810 S11 512813814 

Ll L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9 LI0 LIt LIZL13 L14 

Y Coordinate X Coordinate 

Y y X X 

The X and Y coordinates each represent 6 bits or two octal digits. These coordinates 
are divided into X, X, Y, and Y, each of which consist of a single octal digit that 
can be decoded into 8 specific configurations. 

The LI and L2 positions, hereafter referred to as 2
13 

and 2
12

, are used to define 
which 4096-word memory stack is being addressed. 
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2
U 

2TI 

2
13 

2
13 

212 = 
212 = 
ZIT = 

2 
12 

= 

stack one, locations 0(0) to 07777 (4095) 

stack two, loc ations 10000 (4096) to 17777 (8191) 

stack three, locations 20000 (8192) to 27777 (12287) 

stack four, locations 30000 (12288) to 37777 (16383) 

Four decoders are thus required and are shown in Figure 43. The decoding function 
for a single octal digit is performed by an individual circuit module designated 
QK52, which has one output for each of the eight possible states. 

The current path for an X or Y drive line originates at a solid state circuit which 
acts as a current source and will be called a "switch." The current path terminates 
in a solid state circuit which acts as a current sink and will be called a "sink. " 
Any X or Y drive line requires two switches and two sinks, as the current must 
be reversible between the read and write operations. 

The combination of 8 X sw-sink pairs and 8 X sw-sink pairs provides selection of 
one of 64 X coordinate drive lines, and in a similar manner the 6 bits represent
ing the Y coordinate selects one of 64 Y drive lines. The 4096 intersections of the 
64 X drive lines and 64 Y drive lines provide selection of 4096 core storage locations. 

Due to the requirement that the X and Y drive currents must reverse between the 
read phase and the write phase, two separate signals will be required to determine 
the direction of the drive current. These signals are designated Rw and Wr. 

Rw = Mg Q2 

Wr = (Mg Q2) (Mdt + 01) 

Due to the fact that the cores alternate in their relative positions to the physical 
drive lines, the current must pass in the opposite direction for all even-numbered 
drive lines with respect to all odd-numbered drive lines. To implement this, the 
external connections on even-numbered lines are reversed as shown below: 

Xl X3 
~ 

: I 

Y 4 ?'- - - - - - - -r - ~ - - - -

~--. --- - - --- ~-j ----
a# 
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Figure 44 shows the selection of address 3037 and the control of the direction of 
the X and Y drive currents by the above-described Rw and Wr terms. 

Figure 43 shows the overall structure of an individual 4096-word core stack with 
the circuit module types and numbers designated. These modules are listed and 
briefly described below: 

Module Quantity 

QK52 4 

QK53 4 

HK52 3 

HK59 5 

HK51 2 

SK58 1 

HK55 2 

SK53 1 

SK57 I 

Function 

Decoding of an octal character for address 
selection. 

8 sw -sink combinations for driving the 
selected line. 

Z coordinate, inhibit drivers. 

Sense Amplifier. 

Discriminator, detects the digital information 
from the amplifier. 

Current regulator, gates and supplies the 
current to the sinks and switches. 

Control, generates and distributes the inhibit 

12 13 .. 
terms for 2 and 2 and also dIstrIbutes the 
current direction s election terms W rand Rw. 

Voltage Regulator, generates the + 12 voltage 
for the inhibit lines and the current regulator. 

Operates in parallel with the SK53. 

Figure 46 shows the core stack in detail. Note that this is approximately a one
sixteenth model in that one -sixteenth the actual number of cores in a single digit 
plane are shown. It is suggested that the reader trace the directions of current 
flow, for both the read and write phases of the memory cycle, for the following 
addresses: . 

0070 
3037 

3760 
3747 

This diagram also shows the inhibit and sense windings. Note that the inhibit wind
ing passes through all cores in the directioh of the Y-axis, and that the sense winding 
traces diagonally through all cores on the digit plane. 

READ CYCLE 

At pulse time TIO of the computer cycle, the S (Address) register is cleared by 
Sc in preparation for receiving a new address. At T9 time, a new address is 
transferred to the S register, the decoders will immediately decode the new in
formation, and the outputs of the decoders will assume a new configuration. At 
pulse tim.e T8, the M- (Memory) register will be cleared by Mc in preparation for 
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recei ving data from memory, and the Mg flip -flop will be set, initiating a new 
memory cycle. When Mg goes true, this will also qualify the current direction 
signals Rw and Wyl. 

At pulse time T7, the memory read timing signal (Mrt) will be enabled for a 
duration of 8 pulse times. Mrt controls the current regulator circuits which supply 
the current -to all of the switch and sink circuits: 

Current 

Regulator Mrt 

The -decoders selected the proper switches and sinks at T7 time, and current is 
supplied to the drive line by Mrt which, in turn, activates the current 
regulator. . 

During the read cycle, all of the X and Y drive line half-currents are applied in 
a direction which will drive all of the cores in the zero direction. The voltage 
outputs of the digit planes are sensed by 25 sense amplifiers which feed their re
spective outputs to 25 discriminator circuits which detect the large signal change; 
and at T2 time, this iriformation is clocked into the M register by the Ms (strobe) 
signal. 

At Tp time, the Mrt signal is disabled which, in turn, disables the current regulator, 
and no more current is supplied to the X and Y drive line paths. 

WRITE CYCLE 

The write cycle consists of regenerating the present contents of M into the address 
from which it was just read, or of inserting new information into the M register at 
T24 time for storage into the address that was just read. 

In either case, the contents of the S (address) regis~er will not change, as the 
address must be the same; therefore, the output configuration of the decoders will 
remain as they were during the read cycle-. 

At pulse time T21, the Mdt (memory digit timing) signal is enabled. The Mdt 
signal enables the Z (inhibit) drivers whose inputs are qualified by the Mn signal. 
The current for the Z drivers is not supplied by the current regulator modules, but 
by the voltage regulator so that inhibit current will flow from T21 until T8. 

At T 18 time, the Mwt (memory write timing) signal will be enabled which, in turn, 
will enable the current regulator to supply current to the sinks and switches in a 
fashion similar to Mrt. Note that during the write phase the address selection is 
the same, but the direction of all drive line half-currents is reversed due to Wr 
and Wy2 now being enabled. 

Voltages will be generated on the sense lines during the write cycle due to the write 
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drive currents setting cores to the one position and will be generated from the 
inhibit currents, but these voltages are not strobed by Ms and are always ignored. 

At TI2 time, the Mwt signal is disabled and the X and Y drive current sources are 
inhibited. 
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MEMOR Y EXPANSION 

The memory of the computer can be expanded to contain 4 core stacks of 4096 
words each. Figure 47 shows the addressing system used when expanding the 
m.emory to othe r c onfigur ations . 
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MODULE OPERATION 

DECODER 

The decoder module, designated QKS2, produces an output signal (+) on one of 
eight output lines to represent one of eight possible input configurations. Both the 

true and false sides of the three bits to be decoded (2
n

Z
n

+ 12n+Z) are supplied to the 
module. 

The decoding is performed by a series of negative "AND" gates such that the in
verted output will be the correct result. The eight output lines feed to one or more 
sets of 8 sw-sink modules (depending upon the size of memory) and will act as the 
enabling address terms. 

SELECTOR CONTROL 

The selector control module, designated HK55, generates the current direction 
control terms, the stack selection control terms, and the stack selection terms, 
for the inhibit drivers. -

Two HK55 modules are connected together to generate the required complement of 
control terms. On the first HK55, two current direction terms are generated 
from. Wr. These are Wxl and Wyl. On the second HK55, two similar terms, Wx2 
and Wy2) are generated from Rw. These four current direction control terms are 
fed to the four sw -sink modules. 

The two most significant computer address terms Ll and L2 are used to generate 
four stack selection terms EO, EI,E2, and E3. These stack selection terms are 
coded with Mdt (inhibit or digit timing) to generate four inhibit control signals, 
designated Dl, D2, D3, and D4. The stac1: selection signals EO, El, El, and E3 
are a~so used to enab~e the sw-sink modules in each of the four stacks. 

XY SELECTOR 

The XY Selector modules designated QK53' contain eight sets of switch-sink circuits 
for selecting the proper X or Y drive line. 

The eight address signals from the respective decoder module are connected to pins 
39, 37, 33, 30, 24, 20, 14, and 11, respectively. If the specific address input 
signal is true (ANDed with the stack zero signalED), it will enable the switch-sink 
pair to conduct current when directed by the Rw and Wr signals. 

The switch circuit gates the drive current onto the appropriate XY drive line where 
the current passes through a sink circuit to return to the current regulator. 

When the current direction control signals invert (between read and write), the 
mating sink circuit will be enabled and will receive current from the same XY drive 
line. 
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CURRENT REGULATOR 

The current regulator module, designated SK58, contains three basic circuits, a 
voltage regulator, and two gated current stabilizers. 

Pins 1, 2, 14, 16, and 18 are inputs to the voltage regulator which, in turn, controls 
the X and Y current stabilizers. 

Pin 1 re ceives the + 12 volt reference signal generated by the outputs of the SKS3 
and SK57 voltage regulators. This voltage will vary depending upon the amount of 
inhibit current desired. Pins 2 and 18 receive the +IS volt floating supply signal, 
which has a + 12v. reference point. Pin 14 (control in) is used by the automatic "Start 
up/shut down" mechanism to inhibit all drive currents when the logical state of the 
computer is in an ambiguous area. Pin 16 (marginal test) is connected to the 
Marginal Test switch on the front panel of the computer and is used to increase or 
decrease the XY drive currents by approximately 6%. Pins 34 and 36 connect the 
Mrt (memory read timing) and Mwt (meInory write timing), respectively. The read 
timing signal (Mrt) may be delayed and it, in turn, will delay the read current on 
the Y lines and, consequently, the sense signal. 

The Mwt and Mrt signals gate the X and Y current stabilizers. Pins 20 and 22 are 
the current outputs for the X and Y switch circuits. Pins 9 and 10 are the current 
returns for the sink circuits. There is a potentiometer adjustment on the SK58 for 
varying the amount of XY drive current. This current is nominally about SOO rna, 
but should be adjusted according to the individual characteristics of each unit. 

VOLTAGE REGULATOR 

The voltage regulator, designated SKS3, generates a constant voltage of approximately 
+ 12 v froIn the + 18 volt line from the power supply. The + 12 v output supplies 
the inhibit lines and serves as a reference signal to the current regulator module. 

The SK57 voltage regulator module operates in parallel with the SKS3 and receives 
its V R control signal from the SKS3. The threshold potentiometer on the SKS7 
is nominally set between 6 and 6.5 v, but is optimally adjusted according to the 
amount of noise on the sense lines. J There is a potentiometer adjustment on the 
SKS3 that determines the magnitude of the + 12 output which, in turn, determines 
the amount of current that will flow through the inhibit (Z) windings. This is 
nominally about 200 rna, but should be adjusted according to individual stack 
characteristics. 

Z DRIVER 

The Z driver, designated HKS2, drives the inhibit winding during the write cycle. 
The false output of the respective stage of the M (Memory) register is connected to 
the input. Depending upon the stack number, the input gate will be enabled by one 
of the stack selection digit signals Dl, D2, D3, or D4. 

During Mdt time, current will now flow through the inhibit winding. 

SENSE AMP LIFIER 

The sense aInplifier module, designated HKS9, is composed of five basic sense 
amplifiers. The sense amplifier is basically a two-stage, balanced amplifier with 
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SECTION IV 

BCD TYPEWRITER AND TAPE PUNCH 



INTRODUCTION 

This section contains the functional description and theory of operation of 
the Model 9134B BCD Typewriter and Tape Punch. Timing diagrams and 
logic equations are also included. The mechanical descriptions of this 
equipment are provided in the IBM and Tally manufacturers' manuals, which 
will constitute a part of the computer maintenance manual. 

The information in this section should not be us ed for Model 9134A Tape Punch 
and/ or Stretch Typewriter since both the punch and the typewriter are operated 
differently in the Model 9134A version. Use this section for the following rnodel 
nUIllbers: 

Model No. 

9132B 
9133B 
9134B 

9136 
9137B 
9138B 
9139B 

Configuration 

Punch No. 1 plus coupler 
Punch No. 2 plus coupler 
Punch No. 1 and BCD Typewriter No. 1 
plus coupler 
Spare Punch 
BCD Typewriter No. 1 plus coupler 
BCD Typewriter No. 2 plus coupler 
BC D Typewriter spare 

For proper use of this section, the reader should be farniliar with the operation 
of the W Buffer for the SDS 910 or 920 Computer. 
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BCD TYPEWRITER 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The typewriter is an IBM Selectric Input/ Output Typewriter. It is used 
both for input and output. The type elelllent or "golf ball" is special (#908). 
The typewriter is controlled by the typewriter / punch coupler cha s sis which 
is usually lllounted in the computer rack. The coupler chassis plugs directly 
into the W or Y Buffer of the SDS 910 or 920 Computer. The coupler chassis 
contains an auxiliary connector socket which Hrepeats H the W or Y Buffer 
socket to which the coupler chassis is plugged. 

Whenever the W or Y Buffer ha s been progranuned to receive inputs from the 
typewriter J an indica tor in the typewriter is lit. The operator can then type 
characters into the computer at a maxilllum rate of 15 characters per second. 
Each character typed sends a different six-bit code to the computer. A parity 
bit is also sent which is checked in the buffer. 

All keys on the typewriter send a code with the exception of case shift. How
ever, typing a key in lower case produces a different code frolll typing the 
same key in upper case. 

Whenever the W or Y Buffer is progranuned to output to the typewriter J the 
six-bit character codes sent from the computer will cause the typewriter to 
type at 15 characters per second. The typewriter will automatically case 
shift for those characters that require it; however, upper ca'se characters 
are typed at only one-third the rate of lower case characters. 

Following is a list of codes used on both input and output. Note that these 
correspond to the Hollerith codes which are standard for punched cards. All 
64 combinations of six bits are used. 
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TYPEWRITER CODES 

Character Code Character Code 

(/J 00 40 
1 01 J 41 
2 02 K 42 
3 03 L 43 
4 04 M 44 
5 05 N 45 
6 06 a 46 
7 07 P 47 
8 10 Q 50 
9 11 R 51 

SPACE 12 CAR. RET. 52 
# or = 13 $ 53 
@ or ' 14", * 54 -~ 

J 

15 \. * ] 55 * 16 ( 
.. 

> 56 

.J 17) l!l 57·/ 

& or + 20 f) 60 
A 21 / 61 
B 22 S 62 
C 23 T 63 
D 24 U 64 
E 25 V 65 
F 26 W 66 
G 27 X 67 
H 30 Y 70 
I 31 Z 71 

BACK SPACE 32 TAB 72 
33 t 73 

Il or ) 34 "\ 0/0 or ( 74, 
I 

[ 35 \):C ,.... 75 \, * 
< 36 ' \ 76 / 

* 37 --- ..... 77) 

* Upper Case Character 
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THEORY OF OPERATION - INPUT (from typewriter to computer) 

When the W or Y Buffer contains an address that calls for a typewriter 
input or output, an amplifier in the coupler chassis goes true. 

Te = WIO WII Wl2 WI3 Wl4 

This typewri ter "enable" signal is gated into the pertinent logic of the coupler. 
If more than one typewriter is tied to the same computer buffer" then each 
typewriter must have its own coupler chassis and the second and third type
writers must have different "enable fl addresses. 

For No.2 Te = WIO WII Wl2 Wl3 WT4 

For No. 3 Te = WTo WII W12 W13 Wl4 

Changing the address requires a minor wiring modification; diodes in the 
coupler chassis are left free for this purpose. For inputs, the typewriter 
indicator is lit. 

--TIt = Te W9 W5 

The T It solenoid driver drives the 8-volt light. 

When a character is typed, the G20 one-shot is triggered. It resets about 
20 milliseconds later, 

sG20 = Te W5 G30 G50( @ W9 + Tc @ W9) Q2 + -

where@is a "com.mon" signal from the typewriter indicating that a character 
was typed. 

As soon as G20 is set, "the G30 one-shot is triggered. 

sG30 = G20 (Uk + Dt) Q2 

This thirty-millisecond one-shot stays on ten milliseconds longer than G2 O. 
This ten milliseconds (G20 G30) provides a Hwindow"when the com.puter samples 
the typewriter contacts to properly determine the character. The flip-flop Dt 
is set, 

sDt = Te G20 G30 G50 (Sh + Uk) Q2 Dt 

where Sh is always true during inputs. 

This flip-flop allows the G50 one-shot to trigger. 
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sG50 = G30 G20 (DT W14 + - - -) Q2 

The flip-flop Dt clocks the W or Y Buffer which, in turn, opens the gates 
that allow the character to be transferred from the typewriter contacts 
into the W or Y Buffer. 

@= (Dt Uk G50) 

(Uk is always reset during inputs. ) 

All character decoding is done in the typewriter itself, using diodes where 
necessary. The complete input circuit for one bit is shown below: 

I - - - l Contact 

: +
8V
IlX, CO~ination; 

I \ \ I I 

-----l 

I I 

I 

L 

I I 
2. 7, 

k I 

I 

I I 
I 

I I 
I 1-25v 

_.....JL_-1 

I 

Tsb 
I I~I 
I I~I 
,(Dt W9) I I 
L ___ .J L 

I 
-,1 

I I 
8.2 I I 

k I I 

I 

Typewriter Typewriter 
Cable Module 

Coupler Chassis Coupler 

@ = (Dt W9 Tsb) 

@ = (Dt W9 Tsa) 

<i;-D = (Dt,W9 Ts8) 
, 
I I 

I • 

@ = (Dt W9 Tsc) 

Cable Module 

(as shown) 

(odd parity from typewriter) 

The character is transferred until G30 relaxes and Dt is reset. 

----
r Dt = G 50 G 30 Uk Q2 + - - -

Rl 

(W5 w6 W9) 

I 
I 

_____ 1 
W Buffer 

The logic will not accept another character until GSO is reset since GSO 
is included in the sG20 input gate. 
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THEORY OF OPERATION - OUTPU_T (from computer to typewriter) 

The same one-shots used for input are a Iso used for output. 'Nhen the W Buffer addresses the 
typewriter for output (Te W9) and there is a character in the buffer's character register (W5), 
the typewriter logic begins its output cycle as soon as the typewriter is ready, 

sG20 = Te W5 G30 G50 Tc @ W9 Q2 + - - -

where Tc is the inverse of the fTc) common contact and requires the typewriter not to be in 
the process of typing. ® is ¥e tabulate and carriage return interlock signal that inhibits 
the above gate if the typewriter is perform ing a tabulate (tab), carriage return, space, or 
backspace. 

(C2) 
- - -

@= 
® (C 1) (C5) (C6) (tab interlock) (C. R. interlock) 

Consider an output where the automatic case shift'is not required. The Sh (shift) amplifier 
is true for case shift characters and false for lower case characters. 

Sh = W9 R3 R4 + W9 R 1 R3 R4 R5 R6 

The first term is for case-sh ift print characters and the second term is for carriage return and 
tab which will be described later. . 

For lower case character outputs, Sh is fa Ise so that the Uk (upper case) fl ip-flop is never set. 

After G20 is set, G30 is set, 

- -
sG30 = G20 (Uk + Dt) Q2 

and, when G 20 resets, Dt is set. 

sDt = Te G20 G30 G50 (Sh + Uk) m Dt 

Dt causes G50 to tri gger. 

-sG50 = G30 G20 (D + W14 + - - -) ill. 

When G30 relaxes, Dt is reset. 

--rDt = G50 G30 Uk Q2 + - - -

While G20 is setr the print solenoid control amplifier goes true if it is a print character. 

Td = Te W9 G20 Tc (Uk + $h) Dt (R3 + R4 + R5 + R6) (Rl + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 + R6 + Rp) 
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Tc is in this gate to stop current to the print solenoids as soon as the 
~ommon" closes. This is recommended by the manufacturer. (R3 + R4 + 
R5 + R6) defines the character as a print rather than a function character. 
Function characters are space, back space, tab and carriage return. 

(Rl + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 + R6 + Rp) is in the gate so th?-t the typewriter will 
not type a "(/)" if the programmer should address the W Buffer and ask for 
"leader". If he does ask for leader, an extra type cycle time is wasted but 
nothing is typed. 

The Td amplifier gates all the seven print solenoid drivers. The solenoid 
drivers actuate the solenoids to print the proper character. One solenoid is 
used as a common and is actuated for every print cycle. 

Tdp = Td 

Td40 = Td Rl R2 + Td RI R2 

Td20 = Td R2 

TdlO = Td R3 

Td4 = Td R3 R4 

Td2 = Td R5 

Tdl = Td R3 R6 + Td R3 R6 

The above logic translates the character from the SDS code to the typewriter 
code. 

The Dt flip-flop clocks the buffer so that the next character will be placed in 
the W Buffer character register. However, this new character cannot be typed 
until the comITlon contact has opened and the G50 one-shot has relaxed. Note 
that the clock (Dt) occurs after the character has already been driven into the 
typewriter solenoids. 

The functions, space and back space, have exactly the same control logic and 
timing as lower case print characters. However, the print solenoid control 
amplifier is inhibited and, instead, the function solenoid control amplifier 
goes true. 

Tf = Te W9 R3 R4 R5 R6 G20 Uk Dt Tc 

Here R3 R4 R5 R6 is the partial code for all functions; Tc again is the inverse 
of the common contact and stops the solenoid current as soon as the common 
contact closes. 

Tf then allows the proper function solenoid to operate. 
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Tdbs ;::: Tf Rl R2 (back space) 

Tdsp - Tf Rl R2 (space) 

Upper Case Character Outputs 

It takes three times as long to print an upper case character because the one-shots go through 
three complete cycles. Basically, the first cycle puts the typewriter in upper case, the second 
cycle prints the character, and the third cycle allows the typewriter to return to lower case~ 
The Sh amp I ifier goes true as soon as the upper case character code is in the W Buffer character 
register. 

Sh ;::: Te W9 R3 R4 + - - -

All upper case codes have R3 R4 tru~. Sh stays true during the whole operation and controls 
the timing. During the operation two flip-flops, Ot ~nd Uk, form a particular type of counter. 
Their configurations can best be seen from the timing diagram or analyzed from the logic 
equations. Uk is set after G20 relaxes on the first one-shot cycle. Uk remains set unti I G20 
is set again on the third one-shot cycle. It therefore is set approximately 50 mi'liiseconds 
before the print cycle, which is the second one-shot cycle, and remains set until this second 
cycle is complete. It remains reset during the third cycle~ For, lower case outputs Dt is high 
for each one-shot cycle during the time that G20 is 'low and G30 is still high. 

For upper case outputs, Ot remains low during the first one-shot cycle. On the second one-shot 
cycle, Ot is set after G20 relaxes and remains high until after G30 relaxes in the third one-shot 
cycle. Tberefore, Dt comes high at about the time the next character appears in the Rl-R6 
fl ip-flops. If the character is upper case, then Ot wi II remain high unti I G20 relaxes in the 
middle one-shot cycle. Also, Dt controls the upper case solenoid driver. The typewriter 
should not lock in upper case but is held there only by the solenoid, since the mechanical 
latch is disabled. 

Tduc ;::: Sh Dt R4 Te 

During G20 of the second one-shot cycle, the print solenoid control ampl ifier goes true and 
opens the gates to the print solenoids. The same logic is used to translate the codes to the 
typewriter. Sixteen upper case characters are used. 

Tab and Carriage Return Outputs 

When operating either a tab or carriage return function, the Sh amplifier is held true as for 
upper case characters. 

Sh ;::: W9 R 1 R3 R4 R5 R6 + - - -

Th is causes the on&-shots to go through three complete cyc les exactly as they do for an upper 
case character. However, the function solenoid control ampl ifier goes true during G20 of the 
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first one-shot cycle and the second two cycle times are "dummies". These two dummy cycles allow 
for sloppy timing of the opening and closing of the tab and carriage return interlock contacts. 
The interlock contact stops the next one-shot cycle whenever it closes. If it closes too late, a 
dummy cyc Ie is used as the carriage begins to return (instead of typing the next character). 

If the contact opens too soon when the carrier h its the left margin, another dummy character 
cycle is used (instead of typing the next character to the left of the actual margin). If the 
contact is timed perfectly, two type cycle times are wasted after the tab or carriage return, but 
this is a small percentage of the tab or carriage return time. If the tab or carriage return is the 
last character typed before the buffer is to be used for another device, then these dummy cycles 
normally tie up the buffer during the entire carriage return or tab. The function solenoid con
trol amplifier is true during G20 of the first cycle and gates the proper solenoid driver. 

Tf Te W9 R3 R4 R5 R6 G20 Uk Dt Tc 

Tdtb Tf R1 R2 (tab) 

Tdcr Tf R1 R2 (carriage return) 

For these three-cycle operations, the buffer clock is not sent until the G20 GJO time of the 
last one-shot cycle. 

@ = (Dt Ok G50) 

ADJUSTMENTS 

One-Shot timing 

The following times are recommended for one-shot settings: 

G20 for 25 mill iseconds 

G30 for 45 mill i seconds 

G50 for at least 35 milliseconds, and adjusted on 
typeout to provide minimum "jitter" of Tc 

With the total G20-G50 cycle set at 60 ms and with Ec controlled by C 1, C5, and C6 the out
put typing rate is controlled by feedback from the typewriter. Cam C1 controls for normal lower 
case characters. Cam C5 controls for tab, space, and backspace. Cam C6 controls the feed
back for carriage returns. 

The typewriter solenoids which are controlled by G20 should have at least 18 milliseconds and 
preferably longer. However, the upper case solenoid should be actuated at least 40 milliseconds 
before the print solenoids are actuated - this is determined by G50. 
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---
An important mechanical consideration is to make the shift to upper case while the character 
positioning operation is stable so that the two motions will not be additive. See figure 55. 

The typewriter will print if any of the seven print solenoids are actuated. 'Nhen the solenoids 
are actuated manually ,one at a time, the following characters should be typed: F, • $ I F &. 
If extra periods are typed (period is the character typed if no solenoid actuates but the print 
cycle actuates erroneously), then the turnbuckle on the trip link near the print solenoids might 
need adjusting. 

If the typewriter refuses to output, it is possible that the tab or carriage return interlock contact 
is not actuating. 

Information about the typewriter itself can be obtained from the IBM/input/output customer 
service manual which will be a part of the computer maintenance manual. For repairing the 
mechanical part of the typewriter it is advisable to call an I BM serviceman, preferably one 
who has had training on the Selectric input/output typewriter. 

- Timing Diagrams 

The timing diagrams for typewriter input and output are shown on the following pages. 
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Dt 

G20 

G30 

GSO 

RI-R6, Rp 

Sh 

Td 

Td40-Tdl 

Tdbs 

Tdcr 

Tdp 

Tdsp 

Tdtb 

Tduc 

Te 

Tf 

DICTIONARY OF BCD TYPEWRITER LOGIC TERMS 

A control flip-flop used on both outputs and inputs. It normally 
times the buffer clock. 

The carriage return and tabulate interlock contact signal. It is 
false during the operation of a tabulate or carriage return. 

Clock to the W Buffer. 

A one-shot that deter:mines duration of solenoid current on outputs 
and blanks out erroneous signals during inputs. 

A one-shot that is fired immediately after G20 is fired. It is also 
used by the tape punch logic. 

A one-shot that provides delay between output characters. 

The character register of the W Buffer. 

An amplifier that is true for outputs on upper case characters, 
tabulate and carriage return. 

The typewriter "commonT1 contact signal that goes true when a 
key is typed. 

An amplifier that controls the print solenoid drivers. 

Output of six coded print solenoid drivers. 

Back space solenoid driver. 

Carriage Return solenoid driver. 

The output of the TlcommonTI print solenoid driver. 

Space solenoid driver. 

Tabulate solenoid driver. 

Upper case solenoid driver. 

Typewriter "enable" amplifier. Allows typewriter logic to 
function. 

An amplifier that controls the function solenoid drivers (space, 
back space, tabulate, carriage return). 
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TIt 

Tsb 

Tsa 

TsB 

Ts4 

Ts2 

Tsl 

Tsc 

Uk 

W5 

W9-W14 

Light solenoid driver. Drives light in typewriter indicating an 
input request. 

Six coded signals from typewriter to coupler logic which carry 
the character code on inputs. 

Parity signal from typewriter to coupler logic. 

A flip-flop used on upper case outputs and on tabulate and carriage 
return outputs. 

Flip-flop in W Buffer. 

Flip-flops in W Buffer. 

Data Inputs to W Buffer. 

Parity bit to W Buffer. 
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BCD TYPEWRITER LOGIC EQUATIONS 

Enable 

---Te = WIO WII Wl2 WI3 W14 

Timing 

G20 = Te W5 G30 G50 (<is) w9 + Tc@W9) Q2 + -

G30 = G20 (Uk + Dt) Q2 

G50 = G30 G20 (Dt WI4 + Sh Uk + Pe G30) 02 

Control 

-- -sDt = Te G20 G30 G50 (Sh + Uk) Q2 Dt 

rDt = G50 G30 Uk Q2 + Te Q2 Dt 

sUk = Te Sh G30 G50 Dt Q2 Uk 

rUk = G20 Dt Q2 + Te Q2 Uk 

Sh = W9 R3 R4 + Rl W9 R3 R4 R5 R6 

Solenoid Control 

Td = Te W9 G20 Tc (Uk + Sh) Dt (R3 + R4 + R5 + R6) (RI + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 + R6 + Rp) 

Tf = Te W9 R3 R4 R5 R6 G20 Uk Dt Tc 

Print Solenoid Dri ver s 

Tdp = Td 

--
Td40 = Td Rl R2 + Td Rl R2 

Td20 = Td R2 

TdlO = Td R3 

Td4 = Td R3 R4 

Td2 = Td R5 

Tdi = Td ID R6 + Td R3 ltb 
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Function Solenoid Drivers 

Tduc = Sh Dt R4 Te 

Tdbs = Tf Rl R2 

Tdsp = Tf RT R2 

Tdtb = Tf Rl R2 

Tdcr = Tf Rl R2 

Light Driver 

--TIt = Te W9 W5 

Clock 

Ecw = (Dt Uk G50 W14) 
® = (~) (C"5) (C"b) (..,."T ..... a~b-..,I",...n-te-r--:l:--o-c-.:.--k) (CR In te rIo c k) 

Inputs 

@)= (Dt W9 Tsb) 

@)= (Dt W9 Tsa) 
\ 

@)= (Dt W9 Ts8) 

@)= (Dt W9 Ts4) 

@= (Dt W9 Ts2) 

@= (Dt W9 Ts 1) 

@= (Dt W9 Tsc) 
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TAPE PUNCH 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The tape punch for the 900 Series Com.puters punches paper or m.ylar tape 
at a rate of 60 characters per second. A character is com.posed of six bits 
plus an odd parity bit. One-inch tape is generally used. 

The punch is controlled by the punch/typewriter coupler chassis which is 
usually m.ounted inside the com.puter rack. The coupler chassis plugs 
directly into the W or Y Buffer of the SDS 910 or 920 Com.puter. 

"Leader" is punched and fed by depressing a button on the punch panel. The 
"leader" has only sprocket holes punched. A toggle switch can be set in 
either the "auto" or "run" position. If it is placed in the "run" position, the 
punch m.otor runs continuously. If it is placed in the "auto" position, the 
punch m.otor is turned on only when the W Buffer has addressed the punch 
or the feed button has been m.anually depressed. When the switch is in the 
"auto" position, there is an autom.atic delay each t:irne the buffer addresses 
the punch in order to allow the m.otor to get up to speed. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

Tape Feed (See Figure 56) 
\ 

When the feed button on the punch is m.anually depressed, the signal, ~, 
goes true. @ "enables" the punch m.otor relay driver. The relay driver 
closes a relay in the punch assem.bly which, in turn, closes the ac circuit to 
the punch m.otor. 

Pd =~~+ 

A 200 m.illisecond one-shot is triggered which provides a delay to allow the 
m.otor to get up to speed. Also, a 4. 5 m.illisecond one -shot is triggered which 
sets the Dp flip-flop. 

sD200 =~Fd Dp Q2 + 

sD4. 5 =~ Dl2 Dp G30 Q2 + 

sDp = D4.5 D12 Q2 Dp 
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The Dp flip-flop stays set for the duration of the 200 m.illisecond one-shot. 
When D200 relaxes, a twelve-millisecond one-shot is fired. This one-shot 
allows the Fd flip-flop to be set and the tape feed process to begin. 

sD12 = Dp D4. 5 (D200 t Fd) Q2 

sFd = DI2 Dp Q2 + 

rDp = DI2 Q2 Dp 

With the Fd flip-flop set, the D4. 5 and Dl2 one-shots and the Dp flip-flop 
form a counter and provide pulses to drive the punch. 

sD4. 5 =@ Dl2 Dp G30 Q2 + 

sDp = D4.5 Dl2 Q2 Dp 

rDp = DI2 Q2 Dp 

sDI2 = Dp D4. 5 (D200 + Fd) Q2 

1'he sprocket solenoid driver and then the feed solenoid driver are actuated. The 
feed solenoid is timed by the punch to feed after all punche s are clear and be
fore the next punch occurs. The process repeats and tape leader is generated 
as long as the button remains depressed. 

Pf = Fd Dp (feed solenoid driver) 

Psp = Fd Dp (sprocket solenoid driver) 

The data channel solenoid drivers are inhibited. If the feed button is pressed 
while the buffer is addressing the punch, an input/output parity error may 
occur because the Dp flip-flop will clock the buffer before a character is in 
the buffer's character register. If the typewriter is tied to the buffer during 
the tape feed operation, the typewriter G30 one-shot will inhibit D4. 5 and 
temporarily interrupt the tape feed but will cause no difficulty. 

Data Punching (See Figure 57. ) 

When the W (or Y) Buffer addresses the punch, a punch enable amplifier, Pe, 
goes true. 

---- ---Pe = W9 WIO WIl Wl2 WI3 WI4 

If there is a second punch connected to the same buffer, then each punch 
must have its own coupler chassis and the second punch chassis m.ust have 
a m.inor wiring modification so that: 
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(Punch No.2) Fe = W9 WIO WII Wl2 WI3 Wl4 

Diodes in the coupler are available for this modification. The punch logic 
must accommodate three different situations to start punching data. They will 
be described in order. 

1. The program asks for leader. 

When the buffer addresses the punch, Pe goes true which allows the Pd 
solenoid driver to close the relay that applies ac voltage to the punch motor. 
This procedure occurs regardles s of the position of the "run-auto" toggle switch. 

Since leader was asked for, WS is false and the D200 one-shot fires immediately. 

---sD200 = Pe WS Fd Dp 02 + - - -

The D4. S one-shot also fires for 4. S m.illiseconds and allows the Dp flip-flop 
to set. 

-- --sDp = D4. S DI2 02 Dp 

The DI2 one-shot is inhibited until the D200 one-shot relaxes, at which tim.e 
the punch m.otor should be up to speed. D 12 fires at the first ~ pulse after 
D200 relaxes, and at the following Q2 clock, Fd is set and Dp is reset. 

sFd = DI2 Dp Q2 + 

rDp = DI2 02Dp 

\ 

The motor is now up to speed and the punch is now ready to punch some leader. 
The D200 one-shot is also used to time the punching of leader but since D200 just 
relaxed, it is not ready to properly trigger again until its "dead time" has 
elapsed. This time delay is provided by the typewriter one-shots which are 
located in the same chassis. 

G2 0 = 92 Pe Fd D 1 2 + - - -

G30 = G20 (Dt + Uk) 02 

GSO = Pe G30 G20 Q2 + - - -

Therefore, GSO G30 becomes true about 30 milliseconds after D200 relaxes. 
D200 is now fired again, this time for leader. 

sD200 = Pe WS GSO G30 (RI R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 Rp) Q2 + - - -
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This is a dc input term. Q2 is in the gate to prevent triggering D200 from 
a voltage spike due to logic cross-over, as W5 comes true and(RIR2R3R4RSR6Rp) 
goes false. (GSO rn~ have been p~i~s!L. t:is~ed from a typewriter action). 
The combination of WS and (RI R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 Rp) indicates that leader is 
required. 

During the second D200 one-shot period the Fd flip-flop remains set and 
D4.5, Dp and DI2 begin their cycling. The feed and sprocket punch solenoids 
are actuated. 

Pf = Fd Dp 

Psp = Fd Dp 

The data channels are inhibited since the character in the character buffer 
is all zeros. The buffer is not clocked until the D200 one-shot relaxes. 

~ = (Pe Dp D200 Fd) 

When D200 does relax, the buffer is clocked and data is punched character 
after character whenever there is information in the buffer {W5}. Fd remains 
set once it has been set until the buffer no longer addresses the punch. 

If it is required that the computer generate longer leader than the approximate 
inch provided by the D200 one-shot, the program must set up the buffer and 
again ask for leader. There must be a delay of about 1/2 second between the 
ENERGIZE OUTPUT M (02) instructions for more leader to be generated, 
since whenever the buffer is re .. addressed, Fd is reset and one D200 period 
is necessary to set Fd again before leader can be punched. If an ENERGIZE 
OUTPUT M (02) is given by the computer to the W or Y Buffer every 1/2 
second, leader will be generated about one-half of the time. 

If leader is requested, the D200 one-shot is triggered twice regardless of the 
position of the toggle switch, lIauto" or "run If. 

2. No leader is requested and the toggle switch is in the nauto H position. 
(See Figure 58. ) 

The D200 one-shot is triggered only once. 

---sD200 = Pe W5 Fd Dp Q2 + - - -

This term will not set D200 until the buffer has been loaded with some data, 
since W5 will be true until that time. 

Pe causes the motor relay to close. The Fd flip-flop will not be set until 
D200 relaxes as before. The second term that sets D200 for leader will be 
inhibited as data will be in the character buffer when W5 is reset. 
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As soon as Fd is set, the data is punched out every 16. 5 milliseconds. D4.5, 
Dp and DI2 cycle and provide the proper timi.!!8. D4.5 must wait for Dl2 and 
for a new character in the buffer register, (W5). 

3. No leader is requested and the toggle switch is in the "run" position. 

When the switch is in the "run" position, not only is ac power continuously 
applied to the punch motor but a logic signal, 8 ' goes true in the coupler 
chassis. 

When the buffer addresses the punch requesting no leader, the Fd flip-flop 
is set immediately. 

sFd = Pe W5@ 02 Fd + 

W5 indicates leader is not required. With Fd set, the D2 00 one-shot is inhibited 
even after information is loaded into the buffer by the computer, and since Fd 
is set, the punch can start punching without any delay as soon as the information 
is avai1abl~. 

Putting the punch toggle switch in the "run" position will inhibit the delay 
normally required to get the motor up to speed when the punch is being used 
by the buffer alternately with other devices and leader is not being requested. 
Failure to put the switch in the "run" position will not cause any difficulty but 
will cause unnecessary delay. The switch position can be changed while the 
punch is in operationo 

CIRCUIT CONSIDERATIONS 

The punch solenoids are driven by SDS Circuit Module RK51. The solenoids 
are rated at 25 volts. However, these solenoids will not tolerate a 100% duty 
factor. To prevent burning out solenoids (due to a transistor or diode failure 
or by removing a logic circuit module from the coupler chassis), a resistor
capacitor circuit is wired in series with each solenoid. The 50-volt supply 
is applied to the common side of the solenoids, and the relay driver pulses 
the other side of the resistor -capacitor circuit to ground. A steady 50 volts 
applied across this circuit will not harm the solenoids. 

ADJUSTMENTS 

The mechanical description of the punch is given in the manufacturer's 
manual which will be included as a part of the computer maintenance 
manual. Two adjustments are fairly common: 

1. The hole spacing on the punched tape should be 10 per inch. There is 
both a coarse adjustment and a fine adjustment for this spacing. 
(See vendor's manual, page 22, "Capstan Adjustment".. ) 
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2. The feed solenoid actually closes a set of contacts which, in turn, 
actuate the escapement magnets. The timing of the closing of these 
contacts should be adjusted to 10. 5 milliseconds after the feed 
solenoid is pulsed. This period is longer than is recommended by 
the manufacturer, but because of the resistor-capacitor circuit, 
the pulse to the escapement solenoid is not square. Im.proper tim
ing of the escapement solenoid will cause sprocket holes in the paper 
tape to be stretched or torn. 

Timing Diagrams 

The data punching timing diagrams are on the following pages. 
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D4.5 

DI2 

D200 

Dp 

Fd 

G20-G30-G50 

~ 
Pd 

PdI-Pd7 

Pe 

Pf 

Psp 

DICTIONAR Y OF TAPE PUNCH LOGIC TERMS 

A one-shot used to time the current pulse to the punch solenoids. 

A one-shot that determines the time interval between punch 
solenoid pulses. 

One-shot used to time leader generation and to allow punch motor 
to get up to speed before punching. 

An interlock flip-flop used -with D4. 5 and DI2 to provide timing 
pulses to the punch solenoid drivers. 

The clock signal to the W Buffer. 

Flip-flop that allows punching. 

Typewriter one-shots us ed by the punch logic to provide delay between 
firing the D200 one-shot. 

Signal from "Auto - Run" toggle switch on the punch panel. Signal 
is true when switch is in the "Run" position. 

Signal from "Feed" button on punch panel to the punch coupler. 

Punch Motor Relay Driver. 

Data channel solenoid drivers. 

Punch" enable" amplifier. 

Feed solenoid driver. 

Sprocket hole solenoid driver. 
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T APE PUNCH LOGIC EQUATIONS 

Enable 

--- --- --- ---
Pe = W9 WIO WII Wl2 Wl3 WI4 

Punch Motor Relay Driver 

Pd = Pe +C~ 

Delay Tilller & Leader Generator 

sD200 = (Pe W5 + @ ) Fd Dp Q2 + Pe W5 G50 G30 (RI R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 Rp) Q2 

sFd = Pe W5 ~ Q2 Fd + D12 Dp Q2 

rFd = (Pe Ksp) Q2 Fd 

sG20 = Pe Fd D12 ill +- - -

sG30 = G20 (Dt + Uk) 02 

sG50 = Pe G30 G20 Q2 + - - -

Pulse Control 

sD4. 5 = (Pe ViS + @ ) D12 Dp G30 Q2 

sDp = D4. 5 D12 Q2 Dp 

rDp = D12 Q2 Dp 

sDl2 = Dp D4. 5 (D200 + Fd) Q2 

Clock 

<1:~ = (Pe Dp D200 Fd) 
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Solenoid Drivers 

Pi = Fd Dp 

Psp = Fd Dp 

Pdl = R6 (Pe Fd Dp) 

Pd2 .. R5 ( Pe Fd Dp) 

Pd3 = R4 (Pe Fd Dp) 

Pd4 = R3 (Pe Fd Dp) 

Pd5 = R2 (Pe Fd Dp) 

Pd6 = Rl (Pe Fd Dp) 

Pd7 = Rp (Pe Fd Dp) 
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